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Hassle-free Installation
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Run programs up to three times faster
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33MHz Speed
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Introducing Sigmag,
the definitive resource
for upgrade information,
including educational articles,
product previews, tech tips,
and an easy-to-read
product/price list.
Call 1-800-446-4525
for a free subscription today!
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WITH BOTH STORAGE AND MEMORY, DATACARD IS THE
SWISS ARMY KNIFE OF MICRO CHANNEL BOARDS.
DataCard Micro Channel
Storage and Memory Upi;rade.
DataCard is ami/able with 85,
127 or 209J1B of bootable 16
millisecond access storage plus
four SLlllf sock£ts that accommodate up to 64MB ofsystem RAJf.
It sall the storage and mem0IJ'
neededfor \Vtndous or OSt'2 for as
lin/eas $545 suggested retail.

Multi-Function Expansion Slot Utilization.
DataCardfeaturesfour IBM-standard SIMM sockets
for up to 16MB in 16-bit systems or 64MB in 32-bit
systems. Existing me11101J'
cards can be depopulated
and repaced u1tb Ixl/£1Card

Kingston Reliability.
DataCard use1, e1ifoy the same
reliabilitv custome1, have come
to expect from Kingston me11101y
and processor upgrades. Eve,y
product is individually tested
prior to shipping and suppo1ted by free comprehensive technical assistance. DataCard is backed by afive-year wammty;
the on-board dn·ve is warranted for two yea1,.
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♦~
.
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Tum Your PS/2
Into a Graphical
~
Workstation.
RI< tlllffil.1"
Most PSt'2 s;stems
----don 't have near!)'
the storage or s;stem RAM that graphical computing
requires. DataCard is the complete solution to OSt'2
and Windows hardware problems all on one J1icro
Channel card.
~

More Information.
Jf DataCard sounds like the storage and mem0IJ'
solution for you, contact your nearby Kingston
dealer or call us at (800) 835-6575 We'll be
happy to ansueryour questions about DataCard or
any of our other 625
upgrade products.

[BOO]

Individual Product Testing.
Evel)' product is bench tested
in the s;stem for which it was
designed. Testing u1th original
equipment manufacturer
s;stem diagnostics assures
absolute compatibility. This
rare commitment to quality
control leads to many yea1,
of reliable sen;ice.
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Opinions: We've All Got 'Eml
A friend of mine recently shared a story with me
about a guy who was complaining about an F he
got on a paper he had written for a class. The
assignment was to write his opinion about a certain subject! Huh?
Does that strike you as being as unfair as it does
me? Who's to say whether an opinion passes or
fails; whether it's right or wrong?
Webster defines opinion as "A view, judgment, or
appraisal formed in the mind about a particular
matter." It explains that an opinion is ". . .a judgment one holds as true. Opinion implies a conclusion thought out yet open to dispute . .. "
And opinions are what we want in Personal
Systems. Your opinions! We began back in
September of last year including a "Point of View"
article in every issue. Contributors to this column
have all been from the wide world outside of IBM.
You know what our opinions are; but we're not
afraid to tell you what everyone else thinks, too!
In this issue, Bob Angell, a principal with Applied
Information and Management Systems, tells us
what he thinks about the database products that
are available for OS/ 2* (see page 16). He points
out what's good and what's not so good. We asked
him for his opinion and we got it! And, as
Webster says, it's "open to dispute ... "

until you run into that annoying piece of cardboard containing the response cards. You'll find
that we've included a card for you to evaluate the
editorial content of Personal Systems. We want
to hear from you so bad that we'll even pay the
postage for you to send it back to us!
And while you're in the writing mood, take a
minute or two to tell us if you've changed your
address. We've included a reminder on page 16.
If you don't want to terrorize (tear-orize, get it?)
your copy of the magazine (and we're sure you
don't!), just send a letter to the editor at the following address (or fax to 817-961-7218). Include
the old address on your mail label along with
your new address.
Editor, Personal Systems
IBM Corporation
Internal Zip 40-B3-04
One East Kirkwood Blvd.
Roanoke, TX 76299-0015
Whether you choose a letter, a response card, or
a napkin from your favorite eating establishment,
send us your opinion!
We've all got 'em!

~~~
Betty Hawkins, Editor

ow we would like to hear from you. Do you
agree with Bob? Do you disagree with him?
Whichever, it's your opinion, and we would like to
share it with our readers.
We also want your opinion about the usefulness of
the whole magazine. Thumb through the pages

"Opinion . . .is but knowledge in the making.
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Use the
Reader Service Card
to order FREE product
information!

(I~retty soon you'll k:now it bacl<wards and -f-orwards.)
Skill DynamicS:" an IBM® training and
services company, can help you understand
OS/2®from every conceivable angle.
With dozens of current courses to
choose from, you can become proficient in
a wide variety of OS/2 skills.
We cover basic OS/2 and the Workplace
Shell"' to OS/2 Database Administration to
etworking to Presentation Manager®
Cocling to Problem Determination to System
Administration and Support.

You'll get hands-on training from certified instructors who constantly work with
product developers updating their own knowledge and skills-to help you enhance yours.
Best of all, Skill Dynamics offers
you the flexibility of customization, a
choice of self-study options, plus the convenience of teaching the courses at your
site or ours-all of which is good news
for end-users, application developers, and
anyone in between.

n, Slcill Dynamics

Some of our other course include
everything from an Introduction to OS/2
and OS/2 Facilities and Installation
Workshops to OS/2 Advanced Programming
Techniques and Performance Workshops.
To learn OS/2 backwards and forwards,
start with a review of new course offerings
in our 1994 OS/2 Education Planner.
Request your free copy by calling now:
1800 IBM-TEACH, (1800 426-8322)
ext. 300.

TM

' " ' An IBM Company
IBM, OS/2, and Presentation Manager are registered trademarks and Skill Dynamics and Workplace Shell are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation . 0 1994 IBM Corp .
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ABOUT THE COVER

The artist choose an image he felt was a universal symbol of intelligence to reflect the advancements being made in the field of artificial intelligence. Today's computers are rapidly approaching the power and capacity of the human mind.
Read about artificial intelligence, speech recognition products, and more in this issue of
Personal Systems.
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If I Only Had a Brain
Wandering the halls at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 's
Johnson Space Center in Houston , Texas, is SodaPup, an OS/2 2.1-based
robot. Read how SodaPup helps robotics researchers to develop artificial
intelligence concepts.

"Look, Mom! No Hands!"
Speech Recognition Products Untie Your Hands
Using complex algorithmic equations to isolate, identify, and interpret the individual phonemic components of human speech , IBM's Personal Dictation
System makes "talking" to your computer easy!
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The Road Not Taken: Telecommuting in the '90s
"Information super highway" and "telecommuting" are two buzz words of the
'90s. This article describes how attitudes and habits are changing , making
telecommuting a viable alternative to the traditional office environment.
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OS/2 2.1 Performance Tuning Tips-Part II
Z0-0-0M! Tune up your OS/2! Read this article for tips about tuning
CONFIG .SYS and AUTOEXEC .BAT files, tuning applications, printing, and communications. You'll also get a list of IBM and third-party monitoring tools.

PC File Systems
Personal computer file systems are compared and contrasted, specifically the
File Allocation Table (FAT), High-Performance File System (HPFS), and New
Technology File System (NTFS).

NetWare 4.01 for OS/2: Features and Installation
The features and benefits of NetWare 4.01 for OS/2 are discussed in detail in
this article. The author also takes you through a step-by-step installation of the
product.

LITTLE SOLUTIONS

74

.

Little Solutions
This issue contains tips on NetWare remote management facility for OS/2,
NetWare requester for OS/2 2.01 utilities missing after installation, saving
your customized OS/2 desktop, where to find OS/2 NetWare utilities for your
NetWare file server, adding program objects to your OS/2 pop-up menus, and
changing your mouse driver.

IBM Personal Systems Technical Solutions is
published bimonthly by End User and Software
Solutions Services and Support, International
Business Machines Corporation, Roanoke, Texas,
U.S.A.
To make name or address changes, or to correspond with Personal Systems, write to the editor: IBM Corporation, Internal Zip 40-B3-04, One
East Kirkwood Blvd., Roanoke, TX 76299-00 I 5,
fax to (817) 961 -7218, or use Internet
psts@vnet.ibm.com.
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56
66

69

Point of View: Not Just Another Database Article
Bob Angell, a principal with Applied Information and Management Systems,
describes the features that the optimum database product for OS/2 should have.
He then compares some of the current database products.

Professional Certification Program from IBM
IBM is offering a program of classes and tests that leads towards certification as
an OS/2 engineer, LAN Server engineer, LAN Server administrator, OS/2 instructor, or LAN Server instructor.

Note to IBM personnel: IBM employees in divisions 12, 23, and 72 can subscribe to this publication using OV/VM (PROFS•) and the !NEWS
facility: select hard copy for the PS_SOL category. IBMers in other divisions can call (800) 6788014. Canadian and international subscribers
can call (214) 550-0433.
© Copyright 1994 International Business
Machines Corporation
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Celebrate the Past on Your Trip Back to the Future!
The Spring 1994 IBM Personal Software Products Technical Interchange is being
held in San Francisco, April 25 through April 29. Read about the exciting events
awaiting you during this week of intensive technical seminars. It's going to be
like, neato!

NetWare Requester for OS/2, V2.01: Features and Installation
This article discusses the NetWare Client (Requester) for OS/2, version 2.01,
and gives the steps for installing this software. It also provides a basic explanation of Novell's Open Datalink Interface (ODI).

What's New in Novell NetWare 3.12?
Novell did not abandon their NetWare 3.x product line! In fact, they updated and
enhanced the line with the release of NetWare 3.12. The features and enhancements of this new release are discussed in this article.

LAN Analysis Using IBM's DatagLANce Network Analyzer
This article highlights ways to use the IBM DatagLANce Network Analyzer for
Ethernet and Token-Ring to locate network hot spots, monitor performance, and
isolate problems on your network.

Advertising Contacts

Personal Systems accepts a limited
amount of paid advertising for applications, products, or services that run on or
complement IBM's personal systems hardware and software products. To obtain a
media kit and advertising rate information, contact one of the Personal Systems
advertising sales representatives listed
below.
Northeast Office

Peggy Schlatter
422 West Congress
Detroit, MI 48226
Phone (313) 963-8500
Fax (313) 963-0464
Southeast Office

Tom Flynn
290 Jade Cove Drive
Roswell, GA 30075
Phone (404) 993-2451
Fax (404) 993-4423
Central Office

79
82

Laura Stevens
422 West Congress
Detroit MI 48226
Phone (313) 453-9197
Fax (313) 453-9119

Questions and Answers
A variety of NetWare questions are answered in this issue.

Corrective Service Information
Refer to this section for the latest OS/2 maintenance release levels and other
software service information. CSDs for TCP/IP have been added with this issue.

West Office

Kyle Walkenhorst
5394 Kenwood Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
Phone (801) 262-1786
Fax (801) 262-1886

If I Only Had a Brain
hile most OS/ 2 aficionados are
mere earthbound mortals, there
are those users who require no
food, no water, no sleep, no gravity, and,
most importantly, no salary. "SodaPup,"
an OS/ 2 2.1-based robot at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's
(NASA) Johnson Space Center in Houston,
Texas, is such an animal.

W

SodaPup is being used to assist robotics
researchers at the Robotic Intelligence
Section of NASA's Robotic Systems
Technology Branch in developing artificial
intelligence (AI) concepts for space projects such as Space Station Freedom and
the ongoing shuttle missions. The Robotic
Intelligence Section is concerned with the
intelligent development of robots-how
they plan and think, either by themselves
or in cooperation with humans, both on
the ground and in space.
Engineer/researcher Robert Goode says
that his group's decision to provide
SodaPup with the intelligence capabilities
of OS/ 2 stemmed from requirements that
the robot develop a certain amount of
autonomy in its everyday activities. As an
example, SodaPup currently navigates the
halls of the NASA research facility using
its own on-board, feature-based navigational system, which allows it to independently make decisions about where it is
and where it needs to go. A motion execution application, in conjunction with a
laser-based range finder, controls
SodaPup's drive wheels and allows it to
maneuver around obstacles in its path.
Yet SodaPup can do more than just find
its way around. It has been designed to
interact with its researchers through the
use of TELRIP, an Ethernet*-based message
passing system. If a particular office
needs a package picked up, a scientist can
send SodaPup a wireless e-mail command
and have it come right over. SodaPup is
also equipped with an on-board video
camera and can process full-motion video

6
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images that can be used for security purposes as well as mapping for the robot's
future reference.
But like the Scarecrow from The Wizard
of Oz, SodaPup needed a brain; otherwise, it would never achieve the level of
AI required to increase its autonomy.
Though the original prototype of SodaPup
ran on a DOS-based platform that allowed
it a minimal level of independence, the
robot's actions were slow and unresponsive, as DOS limited SodaPup's memory
resources and failed to provide the ability
to process several tasks at once. In contrast, OS/ 2 2.1 makes extensive use of
memory management and page tuning.
This enhancement, along with OS/ 2 2.l 's
pre-emptive multitasking capability,
played a key role in NASA's decision to
use OS/ 2 2.1 as SodaPup's operating
system of choice.
"I've used OS/ 2 on my PCs since version
1.0," says Goode. "I got started in it

~- I~

[OS/ 2] more because of memory management because we do a lot of vision processing, and we were really cramped for
memory. OS/ 2 also gives us the multitasking capabilities that allow SodaPup to run
more autonomously."
OS/ 2 was always used on the remote
PC that "talked" to the robot, but it
was not until recently that OS/ 2 2.1
was put on-board SodaPup, when a
hardware upgrade saw the installation
of a 33 megahertz (MHz) 80486*
processor, 16 megabytes (MB) of random
access memory (RAM), and a 130 MB
hard drive. Though a path planner
and an operator interface have always
run on-board the robot, motor control
and sensor functions have now been
placed on it as well, increasing the
"self-sufficiency" of the robot's operations.
Goode notes that the only work currently
done off.board is compute-intensive
vision processing and some application
development.

Autonomous though it may be, the robot
SodaPup remains ultimately under the
control of its human master-on Earth and
in orbit. Running OS/2's Presentation
Manager* on both SodaPup and the NASA
researcher's PC provides a graphical
"roadmap" of SodaPup's location and des•
tination at all times. Graphical representa•
tions of sensor readings, a text-based sta•
tus/debug message window, and pulldown menus for task selection and control all provide a user-friendly front-end
for monitoring the robot's actions.
Goode maintains that the objective of the
robotics intelligence research is not to
create a "free-thinking" droid like R2D2
in Star Wars, but rather to construct a
machine that can accomplish relatively
mundane tasks without constant human
supervision. These tasks could range anywhere from the current pickup and delivery of packages at NASA's Houston complex to the future geological mapping of
Mars' surface.
Regarding any necessary customized
changes to the operating system, Goode
remarks that OS/2 2.1 required very few
alterations. "We've probably written nine
or ten device drivers over the years [for
OS/ 2], three or four of which we wrote
explicitly for OS/2 2.1. Other than that,
it's been pretty much off the shelf."
Future plans for NASA's artificial intelligence research will continue to be centered around the "thinking" part of
robotics, as Goode puts it. The Robotics
Intelligence Section will continue to
improve upon SodaPup's artificial "brain,"
increasing its autonomy and allowing
it to take on more responsibilities.
Goode says that he believes robots

ThinkPad in the SpacePad
n IBM ThinkPad* 750C found a
new home aboard the Space
Shuttle Endeavour in a December
1993 mission to repair the Hubble
Space Telescope.

A

The ThinkPad 750C was selected
because of NASA's desire to test the
capabilities of high performance notebook computers in space. It met or
exceeded NASA's requirements for the
test computer.
The ThinkPad's main task during the
mission was to run a NASA test program to determine if radiation inherent
in the space environment causes memory anomalies in the 750C or generates
other unexpected problems. As this was
the first space flight of a modern note•
book computer, NASA had many ques•
tions about the ability of advanced

will someday assist astronauts with
mechanical operations such as handling
objects in space shuttle bays during space
walks or performing intra-vehicular
activities within the multi-national
space station.

computers to function in low Earth
orbit.
In addition to the computer,
Endeavour's astronauts carried onboard two ThinkPad 750C 345 MB
removable hard disk drives loaded with
digital engineering drawings of the
Hubble Space Telescope. Astronauts
were able to use these drawings for reference as they worked on the telescope.
The shuttle's ThinkPad was a standard
9545-308 model with an extra hard disk
drive. The 750C has a 10.4-inch color
active matrix display, weighs 6.4
pounds, and includes a built-in Track
Point II* pointing device. A type-III
PCMCIA card slot is also standard on the
ThinkPad 750C. All of these features
contributed to NASA's decision to select
IBM's ThinkPad for the shuttle test.

while it may not have the ability to
carry on philosophical conversations
about the creation of the universe,
what it does have is OS/2 2.1-which
ought to tide NASA over at least until
the next galaxy.

As NASA researchers continue to ponder
and explore visions beyond their wildest
imaginings, it seems likely that everyday,
prosaic thinking will be increasingly
left up to robots like SodaPup. Although
SodaPup may not have an enchanting
and witty personality like C3P0, and

Todd Watson has worked for IBM since
1991 as the editorial assistant for IAIXtra:
IBM's Magazine For AIX Professionals and
will soon complete his master's degree in
Mass Media Studies at the University of
North Texas at Denton.

The PC Connection to AS/400, RS/6000, ES/9000 & 4680
The 3164 Emulator PC Software
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3164 Color Terminal Emulation
3151, 316x Terminal Emulation
Complete Keyboard Mapping
28xl 32, 28x80, 25x80 Display
National Language Character Sets
Play /Record Keys
Line Speeds to 38400 bps
Printer Emulation
Runs Under PC DOS

The 3164 Emulator is a PC communication program
that emulates IBM's 3164 ASCII Color Display Station.
It runs on IBM and compatible PC's. The software
provides display terminal and printer emulation,
providing the user with both an interactive session and
the abilty to receive reports and other printed output
at the PC.

$119.00

Satisfied customers nro1111d the world.

PRODUCTMTY SYSTEMS, INC.
9330 W. LINCOLN AVE.
MILWAUKEE, WI 53227
PHONE: (414) 321-8688
FAX:
(414) 546-8499
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Pose your
toughest questions
to more than 100
vendors of OS/2
products.
Choose from
more than 100
classes taught
by independent
experts.

Network with
thousands of
other OS/2 users
and managers.

CONFERENCE

& EXHIBITION

July 1 9-22, 1 994
Santa Clara Convention Center
Santa Clara, California

Announcing the 1st Annual
05/2 World Conference & Exhibition
Are you tired of hearing only about Windows®? Do you
want more support in your day-to-day use of OS/2? Is your
company struggling to integrate OS/2 into its enterprise
computing strategy? If you answered "yes" to any of these
questions, then the OS/2 World Conference and Exhibition is
a can't miss event for you.
OS/2 is taking the world by storm, winning plaudits
from critics, reviewers, and users as the best 32-bit operating
system for the desktop. The OS/2 World Conference and
Exhibition offers you the lectures, workshops, tutorials, and
exhibits to keep your finger on the pulse of OS/2.

Get the Answers to Your Toughest
Questions. Get the Most Out of 05/2.
Over 100 lectures, workshops, and tutorials allow you to
create a custom-made technical program. Tracks like
Client/Server Computing, Enterprise Area Networking,
Systems Administration, Multimedia, OS/2 Power
Computing, and Corporate Software Development will keep
your program focused on your needs.
Whether you're interested in finding out more about
networking OS/2, using OS/2 on the server, customizing the
Workplace Shell, programming in REXX, or using OS/2 in
heterogeneous environments, the OS/2 Conference and
Exhibition has what you want.

Here Are Some of the Classes
Being Offered at 05/2 World
• Debugging OS/2 Printing
Problems
• Auditing and Evaluating your
Network's Security
• Optimizing Distributed
Network Performance
• Databases under OS/2
• Migrating applications from
32-bit UNIX
• Object-oriented design for OS/2
• Designing robust client/server
applications
• Moving to the SOM and
DSOM models

• OS/2 connectivity with DEC
VAX systems
works for OS/2 workstations

See the Future of 05/2 -

Today!

Running parallel to the technical program will be dozens
of presentations by key visionaries at IBM and major OS/2
hardware and software providers.

Industry-Wide Sponsorship
Guarantees a Top-Quality Event
Produced and owned by Miller Freeman, Inc., the third
largest tradeshow producer in North America, the OS/2 World
Conference and Exhibition is presented in cooperation with
the IBM Corporation and sponsored by OS/2 Magazine, OS/2
Developer, DBMS, Database Programming and Design, LAN
Magazine, STACKS: The Network Journal, Software
Development and Dr. Dobb 's Journal.
Phone fax, or mail today for more information on the
OS/2 World Conference and Exhibition.

YES!

Please send me info on: ■ Attending

■ Exhihiting

• Implementing enterprise
imaging solutions under OS/2
• Taking advantage of symmetric

NAME

multiprocessing with OS/2
• LAN Server disaster planning

TITLE

PI-IONE

COMPANY

FAX

& recovery
• E-mail under OS/2: from
cc:Mail to Internet SNMP
• Benchmarking LANs:

ADDRESS

Finding the faster and most
robust solution

database performance

• Remote network

X Window Server

Kick the tires and check under the hood for the hardware
and software that can make your system scream. Over 100
vendors will be displaying the latest tools and technologies
dedicated to OS/2.
Leading industry suppliers will be showcasing applications
software, communications hardware and software, databases,
network solutions, utilities, multimedia tools, and more.
They will let you test out the newest products and pose your
toughest questions to the people who have the answers.

• Optimizing LAN Server net-

• Optimizing distributed
• Working with the OS/2

The World's Largest Product
Exhibition Dedicated to 05/2

CITY

administration using OS/2
system services

Please circle #30 on reader service card .
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STATE/PROV.

ZIP

OS/2 World Conference and Exhibition Attn: JulieAnn Lee
600 Harrison Street, 4th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94107-9603
Phone: (415) 905-2354 Fax: (415) 905-2220
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"Look, Mom! No Hands!"
Speech Recognition Products
Untie Your Hands
ne of the capabilities that helps
SodaPup (see "If I Only Had a
Brain" in this issue) function
more efficiently as he roams the halls of
NASA is speech recognition. Imagine a
device like SodaPup arriving at your
office. You've just finished an important
report that needs to go out in the next
mail run. You hand your package to
SodaPup and say, "Take this to the
mailroom." That's it!

0

Haven't you frequently thought how much
more work you could get done if you
could just "talk" to your computer and
applications? Think about the following
scenarios.
You're a lab technician. You don't even
have to lift your head from your microscope examination to key your findings
into the record. "Patient Smith, first slide
tests negative," you say to the computer
while you proceed to the next slide.
You're a stock broker. You are watching
the Dow Jones reports on the big board,
calling a client, and making notes. You
turn to your computer with the instructions to "buy 1,500 shares of XYZ corporation at $1.50," without having to stop
any of your other activities.
Or, you just never learned to type! Now
you're not limited by how fast your fingers can move. The innovation of speech
recognition products lets you talk at a 70
to 100 word per minute pace.
You can even use voice commands to
perform functions on your OS/ 2 2.1
Workplace Shell: open folders, start
applications, and select options.
It's been said that one of the easiest things
people do is to talk. Now you can use that
to your advantage in your business!

10
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How does it work?
Computerized speech recognition systems
convert the spoken word into text
through a series of complex algorithmic
equations that isolate, identify, and interpret the phonemic components of human
speech. The text is then displayed on a
monitor, delivered to an application such
as a word processor, and stored as if it
were keyed in. Text that is input by
speech takes up no more disk space than
keyed-in text.
As you dictate your text into a handheld
or headset microphone, the system analyzes it and displays it in a speech window. Users can dictate between 70 to 100
words a minute. And, because properly
recognized words are automatically
spelled correctly, you don't even need to
check your spelling. Speech recognition

.this technology changes
the way you interact
with. .. computers.

systems can correctly choose between
like-sounding words such as "to," "two,"
and "too" or "our" and "hour."
The system's sophisticated adaptive capability "learns" users' dictation style and
accent. It can even allow students whose
second language is English to achieve
greater levels of speed and spelling accuracy. To learn a user's voice, the system
listens to the user read a short story.
Next, it builds a mathematical model
unique to the particular user's voice. The
system then interprets all acoustical data
through the model. In this way, it handles
dialects as well as strong foreign accents.

Its language model understands word patterns and usage. This creates a speech-totext conversion that is highly accurate.

What is this system?
This is the IBM Personal Dictation System,
developed after over 21 years of IBM
research. The technology, which originally
required mainframe processing power,
was first offered in l 992 on a RISC
System/6000* platform and is now available on personal computers with Intel
486 and Pentium chips, putting desktop
dictation within the reach of millions
of users.
The IBM Personal Dictation System provides the most accurate large vocabulary
speech recognition capabilities available
today. The system features up to a 32,000word vocabulary and takes dictation at up
to 100 words per minute. Ideal for healthcare professionals, journalists, attorneys,
scientists, and business users, this technology changes the way you interact with
and benefit from computers.
Optional medical radiology, emergency
medicine, and journalism vocabularies
containing large dictionaries of words
specific to those disciplines are also available. IBM has optimized the size of each
vocabulary for performance and accuracy.
This optimization results in a program
that can be faster and more accurate than
products with a larger vocabulary.
The language models allow users to be
immediately productive by providing
industry specific terminology and
increased accuracy in dictation. The
general business language model included
with the IBM Personal Dictation System
can be used by a wide variety of users
who need to create and edit text. Users
who would be especially interested are
corporate users of e-mail and word

processing systems, executives, students,
technical writers, and translators.
Several features are designed to simplify
and enhance the system's ease of use.
Voice Action Editor enables you to create
personal macros. For example, you can
program the system to open the calendar
and check electronic mail when it hears
the words "good morning."
With the Voice Action Editor, you can create short-cuts with nicknames for standard addresses and paragraphs, which are
keyed in once and then spoken thereafter.
For example, a lawyer dictating a contract
may say "standard disclaimer" and the
system will automatically include that
standard text in the document.
The system also has an "add word" capability; when it hears an unrecognized
word, the system stores acoustical data for
that word. You can type in the word, link
it to the acoustical data, and, from then
on, the system will recognize the new
word or phrase.
The system learns its users' language patterns. For example, the system, upon hearing a certain set of acoustical data, would
normally transcribe "Mr. Wright." But if its
user is a romance columnist, the system
could be taught to transcribe "Mr. Right"
instead. The IBM Personal Dictation System
also lets users create speech profiles to format data and interpret commands, such as
"new paragraph" or "bold face."

What are some of its uses?

IBM Personal Dictation System Features and Benefits
Features
Voice-to-text capability

• Quickly capture information from individuals who have a limited ability or
reluctance to use keyboards
• Allow voice control of the OS/ 2 2.1
Workplace Shell and other application
functions
Adding the optional medical vocabularies
opens up even wider opportunities.

Eliminates the need to transcribe business,
medical, or technical documents.
Permits users who are reluctant or unable to
use a keyboard to run business applications.

OS/2 Workplace Shell navigation

Allows users to control the U.S. English
OS/2 2.1 Workplace Shell and applications
by voice.
Includes a mechanism that automatically
speech-enables the Workplace Shell and any
OS/2 applications that rely on the standard
Presentation Manager controls.

Eyes- and hands-free operation

Allows users to read and describe
findings simultaneously.
Permits users to dictate while using their
hands for other tasks.

Large, 32,000-word vocabulary

Helps ensure accurate word capture.
Allows you to personalize the system by
adding up to 2,000 words to the system
vocabulary.

Optional industry-specific language
models

Lets you customize the system for journalists,
emergency medical personnel, and radiologists.

Multiple language support

Includes U.S. English in the United States,
Canada, and Europe. IBM also intends to provide French, German, Italian, Spanish, and
UK English in Europe, the Middle East, and
Africa.

Application program interfaces (APis)

Lets developers customize your end-user
interface.

Speaker enrollment function

Allows the user to create a speaker model of
his or her accent and usage patterns by
reading a Mark 1\vain story. The system
analyzes the spoken sentences and creates
an accurate speaker model of the user's voice.

Administrative functions

Allows users to add and delete speaker
models.

Presentation Manager controls

Allows users to speak the words appearing
in the menu bar, as well as in push buttons,
check boxes, radio buttons, and list boxes.

Dictation

Transfers the spoken text to an application
by cut and paste or by keyboard emulation.

Voice Action Editor

Allows users to define command macros that
perform a sequence of actions with a single
voice command.

The general business version can help in a
number of ways.
• Eliminate or reduce time on proofreading, correcting, typing, and/or waiting
for transcription

Benefits
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• Provide documents immediately, eliminating delays caused by transcription
and allowing immediate transmission to
co-workers

05/1 Visual
Programming
with GpfRux™
Using expenise gai ned from years of
O ~
creating the best Visual Programming
Iii'
Tools for C programmers, Gpf Systems ' "'-t::!'llllllllllilllli!llllillrlilllriil!_J
has created a visual programmi ng tool for
everyone. By combining the easy to use but powerful
WYSIWYG Interface Builder of Gpf with the easy to use but powerful REXX
language that comes wi tl1 every OS/2 system. now you can create your own PM
applications. even if you've never used Gpf or REXX before. Point, click, drag,
and drop to build striking PM applications that take advantage of the advanced
features of OS/2.

Vasual Programming
Visual GUI programming for REXX; the
most natural way to program a Graphic
User Interface.

Simple but Powerful
Simple to use but powerful WYSIWYG
Interface Builder which can create basic
or advanced applications without detai led
system level knowledge.

~tting the Most from OS/2
Take advantage of advanced OS/2
features: Multi-Tasking. SQL DataBase.
Multi-Media, Multi-Media Controls,
Communications (APPC, CPI-C.
EHLLAPl)

m
SYSTEMS, INC.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Point and click programming
Multi-thread programming
Nested menus to any level
Fully integrated true WYSIWYG intertace builder
PM programming without system knowledge
Support for CUA 91 controls
Supports Multi-Media al design and run lime
Supports user designed custom controls
Control fonts and colors for windows and controls
Easy inclusion of Bitmaps and graphics
Context sensitive help for windows and controls
Point and click access to 082/2 SOL databases and REXX supported Embedded SOL access to
082/2 APls
• Multi-thread source level debugging
• Royally FREE - Confrgurable run-lime

Phone: (800) 831-0017 or (203) 873-3300
Fax: (203) 873-3302
■
30 Falls Road. Moodus, CT 06469
..

Now Shipping ....

NDP 0S/2 2.1
Developer's Pack
$595 Includes:
•32-bit Globally Optimized Code
•32-bit Graphics and API Access
•IBM Toolkit and Workframe
•Integrated Development Environment
• 1500 pages of documentation
•Your Choice of Compiler:

N DP Fortran-77
NDP CIC++ and NDP Pascal
Call for our 'vVhite Papers on 0S/2, 1860 Parallel Processing on
PCs, NOP Fortran 90 and our port of LAPACK to the 486 and
i860 - the best Unear Algebra Package for RISC processors.

M,croway®
Research Parle Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508) 746-7341
U.K., 081-541 -5466 USA FAX (508) 746-4678
Please circle #32 on reader service card .
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• Increase productivity for foreign doctors or health professionals through the
program's adaptive capabilities
• Reduce transcription costs

FEATURES

Please circle #31 on reader service card.
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• Perform dictation while wearing gloves
or working on a patient without looking at or touching the keyboard

The journalism industry is especially anxious to use speech technology to address
the issue of Repetitive Stress Injury (RSI).
By using speech to enter text instead of
the keyboard, journalists with RSI can be
more productive.
Additional speech recognition products
are also available from IBM: IBM Speech
Server Series and IBM Continuous Speech
Series.

IBM Speech Server Series
The IBM Speech Server Series* operates in
a client-server environment in which a
RISC System/ 6000 is a requirement for
other, co-existing, applications. The recognition engine technology is similar to the
Personal Dictation System, with the
Speech Server Series technology shared
on the server level and the Personal
Dictation System technology operating at
the workstation level.
The Speech Server Series comes in the following versions:
• IBM AIX Speech Server/6000* base for
LAN configuration on the server
• IBM Speech Client/ 2* for LAN configuration on a PS/ 2 client
• IBM Speech Client/6000* for LAN configuration on a RISC System/ 6000 client
• IBM AIX Speech Single User/ 6000 for
stand-alone configuration

IBM Continuous Speech Series
The IBM Continuous Speech Series consists of a Developer's Toolkit to develop
speech-enabled applications and a RunTime System for executing and operating
those applications. This product not only
enhances the functionality of many of
your existing software applications but
also enables you to develop new software

applications that keep pace with the
needs of today's dynamic markets.

By being speaker independent, the
Continuous Speech Series is perfect for
mall kiosk applications.

Its features include:
• Continuous speech-you can speak without pausing between words
• Speaker independence-the system
requires no training to recognize a
voice

Using the speech recognition application
programming interface (AP!), applications
can be produced that recognize and process a continuous flow of spoken U.S.
English words. These APis provide datastream and context control functions that

can give your applications advanced
speech recognition capabilities. Plus, they
include a unique feature that allows you
to construct recognition tasks and wordpair grammars for use at run time.
To learn more about these speech recognition products-and how they can enhance
productivity in your organization-contact
your IBM marketing representative or call
(800) TALK 2 ME (825-5263).

The Road Not Taken:
Telecommuting in the '90s
he idea of telecommuting has been
bandied about by corporate America
for years, but the prevailing notion
is that while it's a great idea in theory,
nobody is willing to take the necessary
actions to put the wheels into motion-off
the highways and into the driveways.
Well, almost nobody.

T

In 1990, the United States Congress initiated what may prove to be the cornerstone for the direction telecommuting
takes in this country over the next
decade. The Federal Clean Air Act, effective November 1992, mandates that by
the end of 1996, employers with 100 or
more employees in our nation's most polluted cities must reduce employee commuting by 25 percent. This means that
large companies having a presence in
cities like New York, Los Angeles, and
Chicago must take action to curtail
employee commuting. Telecommuting
appears to be one of the top solutions.
Why telecommuting? First, the technological realities of telecommuting have finally
caught up with the fantasies. Recent evolutions in communications technology
such as personal computers, modems, fax
machines, remote-based LANs, private and
commercial electronic networks, and other
information-oriented communications
tools, now provide reliable, remote connectivity to one's place of work and, for
that matter, to the rest of the globe. Aside
from the obvious reduction in air pollution and stress caused by commuting, trial

studies have shown concrete proof that
telecommuting often results in productivity gains, cost savings, improved morale,
and, believe it or not, even more effective
workgroup communication.
Nevertheless, employee emphasis on interpersonal discourse and management concerns about employee supervision continue to play a deciding role in American
companies' apprehension at implementing
telecommuting programs. Overcoming
these supervisory and associational fears
becomes a primary factor in developing
successful telecommuting strategies.
Patricia Mokhtarian, assistant professor of
transportation studies at the University of
California/Davis, has studied telecommuting extensively. In her article "Defining
Telecommuting," she states that understanding and embracing the concept of
"remote management" is key to successful
telecommuting.
'"[Managers wondering] how will I know
they're really working?' is undoubtedly
the biggest obstacle to the widespread
acceptance of telecommuting by employers," says Mokhtarian. "To the extent it
can be shown that other, common forms
of work have similar remote management
requirements, the comfort level with
telecommuting may be increased."

A Change in Attitude
Implementing effective telecommuting
programs requires an attitudinal change

by both employers and employees.
Advocates have positioned the idea of
management by objective, or MBO, as
being the ideal strategy for managing
telecommuting employees. MBO stresses
employee productivity, not time spent in
the office or employees' acquiescence to
workplace guidelines.
No matter the management strategy,
Mokhtarian believes that well-planned
telecommuting programs stress frequent
communication with the primary office.
She makes this distinction because the
term "telecommuting" can be misleading,
as it forsakes other remote work types
including satellite offices, field work,
working while traveling, and long-distance telecommuting.
Mokhtarian is also of the opinion that
using "telecommunications" equipment
isn't necessarily a prerequisite for implementing a successful telecommutfog program. "Requiring telecommunications to
take place before calling a particular
event 'telecommuting' seems to be unnecessarily restrictive," says Mohktarian,
adding that it eliminates the possibility of
a variety of non-telecommunications work
tasks that could be done somewhere other
than in a primary office. This work could
include everything from graphic artists
drawing at home on their own drawing
tables to editors needing no more
resources than a place to sit and read.
According to the New York-based research
firm Link Resources, the number of
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MARCH/APRIL 1994
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telecommuters in 1992 was an estimated
6.6 million people, or 5.3 percent of the
work force. By 1996, that number is
expected to increase to 6.6 percent. As
American companies search high and low
for ways to reduce labor and office costs
yet still increase productivity, it seems
that telecommuting would emerge as a
viable solution. So why hasn't it?
A study by researchers at the Department
of Civil Engineering at the University of
Texas at Austin indicates that a variety of
issues come into play. For employers,
telecommuting often requires a potentially high initial investment and is often
viewed with resistance by both management and unions. Performance evaluation
and data security also become critical
issues when management is considering
telecommuting policy.
Employees, on the other hand, face lessened social interaction with co-workers, as
well as fears of fewer opportunities for
promotion and possibly even lower
salaries. Telecommuting can also reduce
chances for on-the-job tutelage from
senior workers.
Hence the inevitable and fundamental
question: Do the benefits of telecommuting outweigh the costs?

14

fewer distractions during work hours,
resulting in productivity gains for the
company. Telecommuting can also offer
employees more flexibility in meeting
family commitments and provide
increased opportunities for participating
in community activities, which benefits
companies, employees, and communities
alike.

equipment, many will require at least an
added phone line; others a personal computer and modem; yet others a fax
machine. UT's study indicates that a large
percentage of currently non-telecommuting
employees they interviewed were willing
to incur a small cost in order to obtain
equipment for use at home, but only if the
cost was insignificant.

Action , Not Words

The study warns about companies that
suggest a pay cut for employees who agree
to telecommute-most potential telecommuters interviewed indicated that that
would not be a viable option.

Both studies suggest that the key to realizing a successful telecommuting program,
as with any effective business plan, begins
with clearly defined objectives that are
feasible and beneficial to the company.
First and foremost, management must
determine the types of jobs most suited to
telecommuting in their particular environment. For some companies, this could
be bookkeepers and writers-for others,
designers and managers.
After they've decided upon the positions
most appropriate for telecommuting, managers should then identify those individuals who they believe would be both interested in and fitted for work away from a
primary office. These individuals probably
will have been with the company for at
least a year or two and will be quite familiar with company policy and culture. They
should be highly motivated, self-starting
individuals accustomed to working without a great deal of supervision.

According to the UT study, that certainly
seems to be the case. Aside from complying with the Clean Air Act regulations
established by Congress, it seems likely
that most businesses that establish
telecommuting programs can benefit both
in terms of human resources and cost savings. Well-defined and workable telecommuting plans can enhance a company's
image, providing a magnet for potential
employees, as well as reduce overhead in
the form of decreased office and parking
space, less turnover, and better morale
among the rank and file.

Next, management should establish a gauge
for tracking telecommuting employees' performance when working away from the
office. This could be anything from a constantly monitored on-line activity report to
biweekly meetings with a supervisorwhatever the method, it should be agreed
upon by everyone affected. And most
employers would be well-advised to
research problematic issues such as corporate liability for employees working away
from the primary workplace.

Employees almost always benefit from
telecommuting by spending less time and
money on travel. More importantly, they
usually feel a reduction in stress and have

And finally, what repeatedly becomes the
crux of any telecommuting program: Who's
going to pay for it? Though not all telecommuters will need teleconununications
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Get Off That Horn!
As air pollution indexes continue to rise
alongside the barometer of commuter
frustration, and as national disasters such
as the recent Los Angeles earthquake help
turn common commutes into navigational
nightmares, American companies in urban
areas that refuse to prepare and institute
effective telecommuting policy within the
next few years are, down the road, going
to find they missed the bus, so to speak.
The American workforce becomes more
and more information-based every day. As
communications technology continues to
evolve in such a way that allows for
increased remote work activity, and as
employees demand cutting edge work
alternatives like flextime and job sharing
in order to spend more time with their
families, telecommuting is going to dawn
on employers as a great way to turn fulltime workers, on whom they've spent a
lot of time and money training, into just
part-time drivers.

Todd Watson has worked for IBM since
1991 as the editorial assistant for /AIXtra:
IBM's Magazine For AIX Professionals and

will soon complete his master's degree in
Mass Media Studies at the University of
North Texas at Denton. He hopes to eventually live and work near the deserted freeways of Los Angeles.

"I'm still
having
problems
printing
mainframe
output on my
LAN printers:'

"Don't tell me
I've got to
change your
printer
definitions
again:'
INTRODUCING

VPS/PC and DRS/PC, the new
Host to LAN and LAN to Host
printing solutions for
network users.

OK, maybe LAN managers and
systems programmers aren't
always this cordial.
That's why we've introduced
VPS®/PC and DRS/PC, two new
products designed specifically for network users.
VPS/PC lets mainframe output print anywhere in your local area network, while DRS/PC lets LAN output print anywhere on your host
printing facilities. Use them in tandem and you can share print files
throughout the entire corporate environment: the ultimate enterprise
printing solution.
VPS/PC and DRS/PC offer more flexibiliry than anything else on the
market-and they're priced per copy, not per printer.
But maybe the best thing about these products is that once they're
installed, LAN administrators can make changes on the network without making more work for their good friends in the data center.
Try VPS/PC and DRS/PC-for more printing options and
fewer hassles.
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TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
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Point of View

Not Just Another Database Article

B

efore you go ahead and think this is
just another database article, think
again. This is not an article that
describes how databases work, but one
that looks at what is available now and
could be available for OS/ 2 2.1.

OS/ 2 2.1 seems to be doing well as 1994
dawns. I wonder if this year will bring
more comprehensive database packages
written specifically for OS/ 2? You mutter to
yourself, "I wonder if this bozo has ever
heard of DB2/ 2* [DATABASE 2* OS/ 2] from
IBM?" I know about DB2/2, but I don't
think it is quite what is needed. To use it
effectively, one must be well versed in
structured query language (SQL).
Let's review what has made databases
appealing to novices and experts alike.
These packages, primarily in the DOS/
Windows• environment, have a robust
database engine, a good interactive graphical user interface (GUI), excellent reporting and graphing capabilities, and a rich
application development language. With
these attributes, one can develop a standalone, fully abstracted database application within hours.
These databases run very well under
OS/ 2, and there are many who run
DOS/Windows databases in this manner
daily with great reliability and stability.
There are ways to develop the same application using DB2/ 2, but it takes much

longer and usually requires extensive programming and SQL knowledge.

packages allow you to access all your
DB2/ 2 data.

A database product for OS/ 2 would not
only include all the attributes mentioned
above, but would also be object oriented.
In addition, this product would include
multi-threading for all functions; have a
rich graphical user interface, system
object model (SOM) hooks, and client/
server capabilities; include the robust
functions found in DB2/ 2 today (roll-forward, journaling, etc.); and, most importantly, be easy to use. The pricing for this
product would also be competitive with
database products from Borland*, Oracle,*
Sybase*, and others.

So, you ask, what am I complaining
about? I would like to see these fine tools
marketed and priced to reach the masses.
Right now PAS/ 2, Builder/ 2, and DB2/2
(single-user versions) retail at $895,
$2,500, and $425, respectively. Compare
this with a retail version of Paradox• for
DOS at $795 that essentially contains all
of the above functions but without the
object-oriented technology. [Note: Prices
as of press time of Personal Systems.]

Surprisingly enough, IBM has developed
such a package for OS/ 2, but it is as
obscure as an unbroken campaign
promise. Personal Application Systems/ 2
(PAS/ 2) is a multi-threaded OS/ 2 application with a rich GUI, SOM, and client/
server capabilities; plus, it will read and
write DB2/ 2, dBASE IV*, and other data
file formats. PAS/ 2 also allows you to prepare extensive reports and graphs from
your data without knowledge of programming or SQL. However, you cannot develop PAS/ 2 database applications without its
sister product, Builder/ 2*. With Builder/ 2
and PAS/ 2, you can produce fine multithreaded OS/ 2 client/server applications
without needing to be an SQL expert or a
programmer. And, best of all, these two

IBM must realize that for these products to
become a corporate and small business
mainstay, they must be aggressively priced
so that everyone has an opportunity to use
and introduce them to others. The success
of any database product in this area will
depend on its widespread acceptability and
overwhelming install base.

Bob Angell is a principal with Applied
Information and Management Systems in
Salt Lake City, Utah, a management consulting firm that specializes in management
information systems integration, OS/2
development and integration, total quality
improvement engineering, and other related services. He specializes in multiplatform
data integration, database design and
development, simulation and modeling of
complex environments (neural networks),
and OS/2 software development.

Are You Moving?
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1) fax it to (817) 961-7218, or

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __

2) mail it to Personal Systems
IBM Corporation
Internal Zip 40-B3-04
One East Kirkwood Blvd.
Roanoke, Texas 76299-0015
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Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please let us know when you change your address.
Just fill in your new address at right, and either
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City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ __

Zip _ __

Phone( _ _ ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Please include old mailing label if possible.)

Professional Certification
Program from IBM
n today's competitive environment, customers want to ensure that the people
who service and support their workstations and networks are qualified to do so.
The Personal Certification Program from
IBM provides worldwide industry recognition for OS/ 2 and LAN Server technical
professionals. It enables these service and
support individuals to demonstrate their
professional skills and proficiency with
selected products to their customers.

I

IBM can now certify technical software
professionals to service and support software programs for workstations and
networks through its Professional
Certification Program. To certify, individuals must demonstrate proficiency in supporting selected products from IBM's
Personal Software Products (PSP) by passing a series of tests.
The Professional Certification Program
provides certification for the following
roles within IBM's OS/ 2 and OS/ 2 LAN
Server product areas:

• Certified OS/ 2 Engineer
• Certified LAN Server Engineer
• Certified LAN Server Administrator
• Certified OS/ 2 Instructor
• Certified LAN Server Instructor
Testing is administered through Drake
Training and Technologies. Certification
education courses and student kits are
available through Skill Dynamics, an IBM
company.
Individuals, rather than organizations, are
certified for a specific role by passing a
series of tests designed to measure their
knowledge of that role's tasks.
One or more tests may be required for
certification. The certification process is
completed after all tests have been passed
and a legal agreement, supplied by IBM, is
signed by the applicant and returned.

For more information about this program,
call Drake Training and Technologies at
(800) 959-EXAM (959-3926) to get a list
of Drake testing locations, to schedule a
certification test, or to order the following
publications:
• Professional Certification Program
Catalog (GR28-5110)
• Professional Certification Program
Brochure (GR28-5111)
• Certified OS/ 2 Engineer Professional
(GR28-5 l l 2)
• Certified LAN Server Administrator and
Engineer (GR28-5113)
• Instructor Professional Certification
Program Description (GR28-5260)
Call (800) IBM-TEACh (426-8322) for
more information on Personal Systems
and OS/ 2 education or to enroll in a
course. Request a copy of the Personal
Systems and OS/ 2 Education Planner.

Celebrate the Past on Your Trip
Back to the Future!
he Spring 1994 IBM Personal
Software Products (PSP) Technical
Interchange is heading for the Bay
area, and you won't want to miss it!

T

Flower power, power to the people, bellbottoms, and tie-dye. It all started in San
Francisco! Come join us to celebrate the
past while getting a peek at what the
future will bring.

This spring's Technical Interchange is tripping the light fantastic at the San
Francisco Hilton from April 25 through
April 29. It's your chance to step back in
time at a '70s flavored conference while
learning the very latest, up-to-the-minute
OS/ 2 technologies.
This conference has all the products,
strategies, technologies, and demonstrations that an OS/ 2 professional needs.

Over 100 sessions have been tailored to
meet the growing technology-specific
needs of the attendees. The show includes
even more exhibits and technical sessions;
plus, for the first time ever, it includes
device driver sessions that were previously only available by attending a separate
device driver conference.
All conference sessions discuss the growing importance and popularity of OS/ 2
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MARCH/APRIL 1994
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and LAN systems. Over a dozen "tracks,"
or groups of topics, are offered, including:
• Application development
• C and C Set ++*
• Communications
• Client/ Server
• Database
• Device drivers
• Distributed systems management

The conference keynote speaker is
Lee Reiswig, president of personal software products. Guest speakers include
IBM's David Proctor, vice president of
personal software products, and John
Soyring, director of software development
programs. Industry keynote speeches will
be given by Charles B. Wang, chairman
and CEO of Computer Associates
International, Inc., and Donald Haile,
general manager of the Networking
Software Division.

• LAN Systems

Conference Opportunities

• Object-oriented technology

You'll be able to choose from a wide variety of technically intense activities, and
you'll have many opportunities to relax
during your week in San Francisco.

• Workplace OS*
• Storage device drivers
• And much more!

0S/2 BakupWiz
is the SCSI tape backup
solution you have been looking
for! Designed to exploit 0S/2's
multiple threading, BakupWiz
gives you a quick and reliable
method to completely back up
your 0S/2 system. HPFS and FAT lile
systems are supported and Extended
Attributes, Long File Names, System liles,
and the Workplace Shell are backed up. You
can even restore your entire 0S/2 boot
volume from tape!
Ease of use is another of 0S/2 BakupWiz's strong points. A simple, character oriented
interface allows for easy file selection on both backup and restore. No more complicated and
awkward menu structures to navigate. Command line operation ability is another plus. 0S/2
BakupWiz comes with support for most 1/4", 4mm (DAT), and 8mm tape devices. There is even
a version of 0S/2 BakupWiz that supports many of the automatic tape changer mechanisms. Any
SCSI host adapter that has an ADD driver can be used with 0S/2 BakupWiz.
PCX also works hard to keep you satisfied after the sale with outstanding customer support.
Being a small and aggressive company means that we can respond to your needs that much
quicker. When new tape drives become available, PCX adds support for them in a matter of

I

weeks, not months.
0S/2 BakupWiz is priced at $149 (auto:I.
changer version $399). Ask us about our competi§'I.
live upgrade prices and hardware/software bundles!
,,t,."We offer a 30 day money back guarantee to protect , . . 1 •
you in case 0S/2 BakupWiz does not work for you l , , , . , , .•
Call our toll free number and order today 1
for 0s12

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ORDER CALL :

1-800-800-4PCX
ex

Please circle #34 on reader service card . ~
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3525 Del Mar Heights Road. Suite 313, San Diego, CA 92130
1619) 259-9797 • (6191481-6474 FAX

The Exhibit Hall will be the happenin'
place to be. It will be filled with the latest
tools and applications from over 100 independent software vendors. You don't want
to miss your chance to see the newest
products that are just hitting the streets.
Networking is cool, but man, is it complex! Let IBM's own experts provide you
with the one-on-one assistance you need
to get online in the LAN Systems Lab.
The Computer Lab provides answers to
your toughest problems. Join OS/ 2 developers and fellow professionals in the Computer Lab-the place to right your wrongs
and make all your worries disappear.
Visit the Technical Coordinator
Program (TCP) booth and learn about
the great technical support this program
provides. The TCP staff will alert you to
special events with their daily newsletter,
plus they'll host some delicious events.
Need to bring something back to the kids
and co-workers? The PSP Store provides
a wide array of merchandise-mouse pads,
T-shirts, golf shirts, sweatshirts (you'll
need those if you're going out at night
in San Francisco), jackets, mugs, caps,
watches, and more.
The fun theme of this conference is "flower power." Monday night, throw on your
best tie-dyed T-shirt, squeeze into those
bellbottoms, and join the crowd for a hip
trip to the past at the welcome reception.
Prizes will be awarded for the best "retro"
threads! This, and several other social
opportunities, will ensure you spend the
time you need relaxing before beginning
the next day of technical sessions.

Register Now!
The early registration fee is $795.00
before March 21, 1994. After that, the fee
is $895.00. Attendance is limited, and a
complete sell-out is expected. Call (800)
872-7109 in the U.S. or (508) 443-4990
outside of the U.S. to register.

The best
fax sdluUon
Introducing Fax Works TM for 0S/2
It works wh ile you're in other applications. It works when you're not at you r PC . It
works from OS/2®, Windows™ or DOS applications. It works with ATM and
TrueType fonts that come with OS/2 . FaxWorks for OS/2 was born and bred for
the Workplace Shell™ , so it works in ways fax software created for lesser
operating systems simply can't.

Efficient Faxing Is All In A Day's Work
FaxWorks' powerful features give you unmatched "paperless fax" capabi lities.
Create custom cover sheets with graphics and logos. Send faxes from
applications runn ing under OS/2 or directly from the Workplace Shell. FaxWorks
alerts you when a fax arrives. Then you can easily view, save and print your
faxes. With annotation tools for cutting , pasting , freehand graphics and text
insertion , you can even mark up and edit faxes right on your screen and fax them
out again.

FaxWorks Does It All

SOFNET
The Standard jn Fax Software
' Te,ted, warranted and
auppor1edbymanutacturtlf
10 ThlnkPad Compatlb1hty

Standards

1-800-FaxWorlis

1110 Nortllcliase Pkwy. Su ite 150 / Atl anta. Gco,•gia 30067
(404) 984-8088 Fax (404) 984-9956
FaxWorks is a trademark of SofNet, Inc. Developed by Keller Group, Inc. OS/2 is a registered trademark of
International Business Machines , Inc .. Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. All other referenced products are trademarks
or registered trademarks of their respective manufacturers.
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0S/2 2. 1 Performance
Tuning Tips-Part II
This is the second article in a two-part series. The first article, which
appeared in the November/December 1!)!)3 issue, discussed tips and
techniques for tuning systems during installation, including file system
and partition tuning, general performance enhancements, and swap
file tuning. This article includes tips about tuning CON FIG. SYS and
AUTOEXEC. BAT files, tuning applications, printing, and communications. It also provides a list of IBM and third-party monitoring tools.
S/ 2 has many options and tunable settings. The default settings are
designed for the average user; if they do not meet your specific requirements, you can change certain settings and tune your system to increase
performance.

0

Customizing the CONFIG.SYS File
Customizing the OS/ 2 2.x CON FIG . SYS file improves performance and
reduces memory requirements. Unfortunately, experimental changes to the
CON FIG . SYS file settings sometimes result in a system that will not boot. If
this happens, use a boot diskette to recover, or better
yet, use the new Alt-Fl feature.
Virginia Roarabaugh
IBM Corporation
The Alt-Fl feature copies the CONFIG . SYS ,
OS2SYS . !NI, and OSZ. IN! files from the install
Boca Raton, Florida
directory over the existing files in the root directory.
To use this feature, set up the system as you like it-
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Workplace Shell included-and shut down
the system. On the next boot, copy these
files from the root directory to the
\ 0S 2\ I NS TALL directory on the boot
partition. Because you will recover to the
last saved CON FIG . SYS setup, you can
now experiment with little risk.
If you do not save your CON FIG . SYS or
. I NI files to the \ 0S2 \ I NS TA LL directory, the Alt-Fl function will recover the
files from the initial installation. You
can save time by copying these files to
\OSZ\ I NSTALL after making changes
you want to keep.

Be careful if you copy a CON FIG . SYS
file from a network or other system.
Statements from an existing system
may not provide optimum performance
on your system, because many
CON FIG . SYS statements are
dynamically set during installation
based on the system configuration.

DC F/2
The only pure OS/2 on-the-fly
data compression product
available today !

DCF/2 Utilizes:
J
J
J
J
J
J
J

OS/2's High Performance File System (HPFS)
All OS/2 DASD - FAT and Floppy Volumes
Removable Media and Network Disks
Password Protection and Volume Mirroring
Existing Disks (no re-formatting)
Dynamic Physical Disk Space Allocation
OS/2's Presentation Manager

$149•9 5

plus Shipping & Handling

Increase Your Disk Capacity. How Much?

See For Yourself! Don't take our word for it ...
Try Before You BUY!
Call today for a FREE copy of our
Disk Compression Analysis Tool (DCAT).
Find out how much disk space you really could have .••
Call 1-800-666-4672, (303) 484-2665 TOOAY for your free copy of the DCAT or pick it up off of your favorite
BBS, IBMLink (OS2DCF2), CompuServe (GO OS2AVEN/Proportional), or from Internet on the FTP.CDROM.COM.
r

COMDEX Special Offer: "Two Great Products, One Incredible Deal" bundle of the
DCF/2 1m and DeskMan/21m from DevTech - now until the end of November. DeskMan/2 is the ultimate
desktop manager for OS/2 and includes the new VUEMan/2 virtual desktop manager. Anyone who bas
ever bad to rebuild their desktop will know the value of the DeskMan/2!
Call for details and come see us on the main floor IBM PSP Booth L860 Pedestal #31.
Proportional Software, 1717 Linden Lake Road, Fort Collins, CO 80524, Tel. (303) 484-2665, FAX (303) 484-2670, CIS 71333,2765
Development Technologies, Inc., 308 Springwood Road, Forest Acres, SC 29206-2113, Tel. (803) 790-9230
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At this

So are lava lamps and bell-bottoms.
The theme of our conference is "retro;'
but the technologies are up-to-the-minute.
TECHNICAL That's why software design-

um:1::•ilj
~

ers, developers, technical
coordinat-Ors, device dri~er
....... ,__ -developers, LAN specialists,
SAN FRANCISCO 94 MIS managers, consultants
and training executives definitely

shou~:;,:~sy:~, productivity

f
t
so ' "I'a-r.e
i
, ,. ,. •

.I_

I

con erence

with sessions on OS/2: LAN systerns, graphics, OOP, multimedia, pen,
database and communications. Learn to write
device drivers for displays, printers, storage,

'

Everyone is invited to experiment in our
OS/2 and LAN lab, and see exhibits from
See the latest PSP technologies, April 25-29, 1994
Now including the Device Driver Conference

software vendors who exploit PSP products.
Hear from IBM's own Lee Reiswig, Jr.,
President of the Personal Software Products
Division.
enjoy premiums,
raffles, a "special event"
and more. Register before
e March 21, 1994 and
save $100 on the $895
fee. For more information or to sign up,
call I 800 872-7109 (USA and Canada):t'
It's gonna be groovy.

l Also,

Coo

Operate at a higher level:1

·outside the USA and Canada, call 1 508 443-4990. Volkswagen, the Volkswagen logo and "Beetle" are registered trademarks of
Volkswagen, AG. Used by permission of Volkswagen, AG. IBM and OS/2 are registered trademarks and "Operate at a higher level"
is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.© 1993 IBM Corp .
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Tuning Through
CONFIG.SYS Statements

Memory Size (MB)
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Following are descriptions and tuning suggestions for some pertinent OS/ 2 2.x
CON FIG . SYS statements.
PA TH= specifies the directories and
search sequence to find . EXE, . BAT,
. CMD, and . COM files. Tune the path statement for your system by placing the most
commonly used directories at the beginning of the path. This improves performance by reducing the number of directories that the system must search to locate
a particular file.
LIB PA TH= specifies the directories and
search sequence to find Dynamic Link
Libraries (DLLs), resources, and fonts.
Specify the most frequently accessed
directories first so the operating system
can find these files faster. The A.; at the
beginning of the LI BPA TH statement tells
OS/ 2 to search the current directory first.
This will improve performance when
working with applications that keep DLLs,
resources, and fonts in the subdirectory
from which the system launches the
application.
DPA TH- specifies the directories and
search sequence to find data. List your
most frequently accessed directories first
so the operating system can find these
files faster.

One File System

Two File Systems 1

128
128
256
256
512
512
1024
2048

5
6
7
8

9
10 to 16

17 to 32

128/64
128/6'1
256/6'1
256/128
256/256
256/256
512/512
1024/102-i

Thefirst value is allocated to the file system with the largest total disk space or sum of
partitions; the second value is allocated to /he otherfile system.

1

Figure 1. Disk Cache Defaults

HPFS

Cache size

Range

64 KB-14 MB

64 KB- 2 MB

Threshold

Default
Range

2 KB
2 KB-64 KB

4 KB
2 KB-64 KB

8 KB

8 KB

Default
Range

5,000 ms
Fixed

5,000 ms
1-99,999 ms

Default
Range

1,000 ms

Fixed

1,000 ms
1-99,999 ms

Default
Range

500 ms
Fixed

500 ms
1-99,999 ms

Read-Ahead Value'
Cache parameters
MaxAge

Diskldle

Bufferldle

'Fixed value that cannot be changed
Figure 2. Cache and Lazy Writing Parameters

SWAP PATH- specifies the location of the
Swap File, the MinFree Value, and the
Initial Swap File size. The default location
for the Swap File is the \OS2\SYSTEM
subdirectory; the MinFree and Initial Swap
File size values are in kilobytes. A detailed
discussion of how to tune these parameters and their impact on system performance appeared in Part I of this article.
The following examples show how to
change the location and settings of the
SWAPPER . DAT file :
• SWAPPATH=D : \0S2\SYSTEM 2048
4096 creates a SWAP PER . DAT file in the
\OS2\SYSTEM subdirectory on the D:
partition, with a MinFree Value of 2 MB
and an Initial Swap File size of 4 MB.
• SWAPPATH=E : \ 5120 12288 creates a
SWAPPER. DAT file in the root directory
on the E: partition, with a MinFree
value of 5 MB and an Initial Swap File
size of 12 MB.

DIS KCAC HE= allocates the memory in
kilobytes for the File Allocation Table
(FAT) file system's disk cache, enables or
disables FAT lazy writing, and sets the
threshold in sectors for caching disk
reads. Caching speeds up applications
that rely on disk l/0 by keeping frequently accessed hard-disk data in a cache.
Remember that increasing the disk cache
also reduces the amount of available
memory.
Specify the LW parameter for FAT lazy writing. This feature defers data writing to the
hard disk so that applications can regain
control of the system without having to
wait for 1/0 operations to complete. The
default enables lazy writing; disabling lazy
writing severely degrades system performance. For example, DISKCACHE=l28,LW
sets the FAT file system cache to 128 KB
and enables lazy writing.

The threshold parameter specifies
the number of sectors that will be placed
into cache for read operations. If the
threshold parameter is not specified
(as in the previous example), it defaults
to a value of 4 (2 KB). The threshold
value may not exceed one-quarter
of the total cache size. If it does,
OS/ 2 simply ignores the value and
uses the default value instead. Any
read operation smaller than the
threshold is read into the cache first.
Subsequent read operations may find
the data they need in the cache, thus
improving performance.
The statement DI SKCACH E=5l 2 , LW, 64
sets the FAT file system cache at 512 KB,
enables lazy writing, and sets a threshold
value of 64, which caches all reads under
32 KB. See Figures 1 and 2 for defaults
and ranges.
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MARCH/APRIL 1994
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BUFFERS= provides memory that OS/ 2
2.x uses to cache FAT directory information, which improves performance. Using
BUFFERS in OS/ 2 differs from using them
in the DOS environment. A buffer is the
size of a FAT sector (512 bytes), so every
eight buffers take one page of memory. On
larger FAT partitions, you can improve performance by increasing the number of
buffers. If you have FAT partitions totaling
more than 500 MB, increase BUFFERS to
40 or 60. The default buffer value is 30.
IFS= loads the High-Performance File
System (HPFS). It also allocates memory
(in kilobytes) for the HPFS disk cache (via
the /CACHE parameter) and sets the
threshold (in kilobytes) for caching disk
reads (via the /CR EC L parameter).

attempts to set both the HPFS cache
and the cache record-length threshold
to 64 KB. The CR EC L value is invalid
because OS/ 2 2.1 disk cache thresholds
cannot exceed one-quarter of the total
cache size. The system overrides the
CREC L value and uses the HPFS default
threshold of 4 KB. It also designates the
D: , E:, and F: partitions for autocheck.
If you have large partitions and are running l/O-intensive applications, it is best
to set the disk cache and cache threshold
higher. If you have a smaller system that
is not I/ O intensive, minimize the cache
and keep the default threshold to save
memory. Part 1 of this article contains a
detailed discussion of cache sizes, thresholds, and their effect on system
performance.

Note: If your system has no HPFS parti-

tions defined, disable this statement by
adding REM to the beginning of the IFS
Ii ne in the CON F I G. SYS file.
Lazy writing for HPFS defaults to ON, and
you must enter a RUN=CACHE statement to
turn it off. CACHE can also be run from a
command prompt. Figure 1 shows the
default disk cache sizes; Figure 2 shows
other cache and lazy write parameters.
The following examples illustrate different
ways to set this statement and how each
impacts performance.
• IFS=C : \OS2\HPFS . IFS /CACHE : 512
/CRECL : 4 /AUTOCHECK : C is the
default statement on 8 MB systems. It
sets the HPFS cache to 512 KB and the
cache record-length threshold to 4 KB.
The /AUTOCHECK parameter designates
which partitions CH KOS K automatically
tests when an abnormal exit occurs. In
this example, CHKDSK is run against the
C: partition.
• IFS=C : \0S2\HPFS . IFS /CACHE : 2048

sets the HPFS cache to 2 MB and uses
the default value of 4 KB for the cache
record-length threshold. No partitions
are designated for autocheck.
• IFS=C:\0S2\HPFS.IFS /CACHE : 256
/CRECL : 16 /AUTOCHECK:DEF sets the
HPFS cache to 256 KB and the cache
record-length threshold to 16 KB. It also
designates the D:, E:, and F: partitions
for autocheck.
• IFS=C : \0S2\HPFS .I FS /CACHE : 64
/CRECL : 64 /AUTOCHECK : DEF
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PRIORITY _ DISK_ IO= specifies disk I/ O
priority for foreground applications. If

Ifyou have a smaller
system . . . minimize the
cache and keep the default
threshold to save memory.
PRIORITY_DISK_IO=YES is specified in
the CON FIG . SYS file, an application running in the foreground receives disk l/O
priority over background applications,
resulting in higher performance. The
default value is YES . You can set this
statement to NO when running 1/O-intensive applications such as compile in the
background and the foreground task is
less important. Setting it to NO removes
the priority boost from the foreground
application and improves the background
compile performance.
THREADS= specifies the maximum number
of threads (dispatchable units of execution) allowed by OS/ 2 to exist at any one
time. OS/ 2 applications usually have several threads to take advantage of multitasking, whereas DOS and Windows applications usually have only one thread.
Other threads are used by the system. The
default, 128 or 256 threads (depending
on system memory at installation), is
acceptable in most environments.
Increasing this value consumes additional
memory and reducing it below 128 does

not free significant memory. An exception
to this rule is a server environment, in
which it is preferable to have 256 or 512
threads on the server itself because
servers tend to use many threads.
MAXWAIT= sets the amount of time a
ready-to-run regular or server thread can
wait before the system assigns it a temporary higher priority. The default of three
seconds is optimal for most systems. The
amount of time to set MAX WA IT depends
on the number of concurrent applications
and the activities they perform.
MEMMAN= specifies memory management
control options. When using this statement's SWAP option, the system can swap
to the Swap File. Even with this recommended setting, there is a risk of overcommitting the memory with the Swap
File. Since the NOSWAP option prevents
swapping, the system must contain physical memory for all memory allocations.

Another option, PROTECT, enables certain
application programming interfaces (APis)
to allocate and use protected memory.
The COMM IT option tells the memory
manager to reserve storage in the Swap
File if the system allocates memory that
exceeds real system memory. Using this
option generates very large Swap Files.
This option is useful in unattended operating environments, particularly servers.
If you specify the COMM IT option, you
should also increase the Initial Swap File
size parameter in the SWAPPATH= statement. OS/ 2 will execute less accounting
overhead when the Swap File is less than
the original size. The default for MEMMAN
is SWAP , PROTECT .
PRINTMONBUFSIZE= sets parallel-port
device-driver character monitor buffer
sizes for LPTl, LPT2, and LPT3. To speed
up data transfers to devices connected to
your system's parallel ports, increase the
associated device-driver monitor buffer
sizes. For example, PRINTMONBUFSIZE
=2048 , 134 , 134 increases the device
driver buffer for a device connected to
LPTl to 2048 bytes. The default is
134,134,134 (bytes).
SET DELDI R= specifies a location for
holding deleted files and the total size of
files to be retained. This option enables
you to retrieve deleted files. The default

has this setting commented-out because
backing up each deleted file slows
performance.
SET DELDIR=C : \DELETE 512 : D:
\DELETE 512; means that OS/ 2 will save
files that were erased, deleted, or shredded from the c: partition to a total of 512
KB in the C: \DELETE subdirectory (similarly, files from the D: partition are saved
in the D: \DELETE subdirectory). The system uses first in, first out (FIFO) file management. If the last file deleted is larger
than 512 KB, then the entire file is saved
regardless of its size. In addition, the system does not differentiate between files
that a user erases and files that an application erases, such as temporary files.

characteristics that tell the operating
system how one object differs from others.)
Each object has a otebook or pop-up
menu choice for customizing settings.
You can use settings to load the DOS
device drivers for DOS applications so
that you have the maximum amount of
memory available in each DOS session.
For example, DEVICEHIGH=[dri verna me J loads a specified DOS device driver into an available upper memory block
(UMB) for a DOS session. If a UMB is not

available, the device driver loads into low
memory (as in a DEVICE= statement). To
enable UMBs, include the UMB parameter
in the DOS= statement in the CONFIG . SYS
file. Although this does not specifically
affect performance, IBM recommends loading device drivers this way because it
reduces functional overhead.

Tuning OS/2 Applications
Because OS/ 2 applications are designed to
run in the native OS/ 2 environment and
take advantage of OS/ 2 at the API level,

You will probably want to use this function only when you "clean out" your system. Make sure you specify a large
enough size in the statement to save all
files until you are finished; then REM out
this statement in the CON FIG. SYS file for
the next boot.

s ET RESTARTOBJ ECTS= specifies what
the Workplace Shell does when the system
is rebooted. This line does not appear in
the default OS/ 2 2.x installation, but the
system defaults as if it has encountered a
SET RESTARTOBJECTS=YES statement.
This starts up all objects in the Startup
folder and any other objects that were
active when the system was last running.
A SET RESTARTOBJECTS=NO statement
tells the system not to start anything and
provides the fastest boot time. A s ET
RESTARTOBJECTS=STARTUPFOLDERS
ONLY statement tells the system to start
up only objects in the Startup folder.

Changing DOS Settings
Virtual device drivers used by DOS
sessions are normally loaded into low
memory (below 640 KB), yet they occupy
little or no memory. These device drivers
are required by and are specific to certain
applications that run in a DOS session. If
you put the commands to load these
device drivers or other memory-resident
programs in the CON FIG . SYS file, they
are loaded into every DOS session. This
reduces the amount of available conventional memory for DOS applications.
DOS settings enable you to customize a
DOS session. (Settings are properties or
Please circle #37 on reader service card.
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they do not need special settings or
configurations.

Tuning Windows Applications
All objects-including Program Objectshave settings. Adjusting DOS and
WIN-OS/ 2* settings improves performance. For example, you might customize
Program Object settings to tell the operating system how applications should start
each time the system opens the Program
Object. Or you could open the Mouse
Object to customize the mouse for
left-hand use.
With OS/ 2's Enhanced Compatibility
mode, many Windows 3.1 Enhanced mode
applications can run under OS/ 2 2.1 . This
is a mode specific to WIN-OS/ 2 3.1, not an
implementation of Windows 3.1 Enhanced
mode. The major benefit of Windows 3.1
Enhanced mode is virtual memory, which
OS/ 2 already has.
As in WIN-OS/ 2 3.0, a special Virtual
DOS Mode (VDM) emulates a DOS Protect
Mode Interface (DPMI) server. The
WIN-OS/ 2 3.1 kernel loads into the
VDM to directly service requests from
Windows applications running in the
VDM. To preserve system integrity and
avoid running duplicate virtual device
drivers, the WIN-OS/ 2 3.1 Enhanced
Compatibility mode does not use the
Virtual Device Drivers (VxDs) of the
Windows Enhanced mode. As a result,
Windows 3.1 applications that do not
access the VxDs-such as Mathematica*,
OmniPage Professional*, and Vellum*will run in the WIN-OS/ 2 3.1 Enhanced
Compatibility mode. OS/ 2 does not
currently support VxDs, so applications
that require VxDs will not run.
To set up an application to run in the
Enhanced Compatibility mode, set the
WIN_ RUNM0DE to 3 . 1 ENHANCED.in the
WIN-OS/ 2 Settings Notebook for the
Application Object. You can also start an
Enhanced Compatibility mode session
from an OS/ 2 or DOS command line by
entering WI N0S2 / E or WI N0S2 /3 . For
example, to run hello . exe, you would
enter WIN0S2 /E hello . exe .
To set up an application to run in
Standard mode, set the WIN_RU NM0 DE to
3 . 1 STANDARD. (This setting is in the
WIN-OS/ 2 Settings Notebook for the
Application Object.)
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To determine which mode is enabled in a
VDM, use the Help pop-up menu from the
Program Manager and select Abo ut ... This
displays the About Program Manager box
that indicates whether the session is in
Standard or Enhanced Compatibility
mode. Standard mode provides the best
application performance.

Installing a WIN-OS/2 Application
The easiest way to install a WIN-OS/ 2
application is by migration. Simply select
the migration command, and the system
will migrate your application, giving it a
path and some settings.
To manually install an application on the
Workplace Shell, create a Program Object
from the Templates folder. Then use the
object's Settings Notebook to specify settings for the application. For a single
application definition, enter the full path
and file name of the application in the
Program Object definition. For a multiple
application definition, enter the name of
the program manager (for example,
MYAPP . EXE) in the Program Object definition. After doing this, go to the Session
Object to specify the session type: WINOS/ 2 Full Screen or WIN-OS/ 2 Windowed.
If you select the WIN-OS/ 2 Windowed
option, then select the Separate option to
run the application in a separate VDM. If
you do not select this option, it runs by
default in a common Windowed session.

Starting DOS and OS/2 Applications
from WIN-OS/2
You cannot start non-Windows applications from a VDM running WIN-OS.2
under OS/ 2 2.0. In OS/ 2 2.1 you can start
DOS and OS/ 2 applications from a VDM
running a WIN-OS/ 2 Full-Screen or
Windowed session.
From a command prompt in a DOS VDM
session, you can start an OS/ 2 application
by entering its name as if it were a DOS
application. This procedure saves time
because you do not have to change sessions to launch applications.

Using Full-Screen Versus
Windowed Mode
By default, the WIN-OS/ 2 icon is set to
Full Screen. Because it references • in the
program settings, you cannot easily
change from Full Screen to Windowed.
You can improve performance somewhat
by running the application under

WIN-OS/ 2 in a full screen, or you can run
in windowed mode to view multiple sessions simultaneously. A quick way to
change between modes is to change the
WIN-OS/ 2 program settings path and file
name to C: \0S2\MD0S\WIN0S2\PR0G MAN . EXE, assuming C: is the partition
where WIN-OS/ 2 is installed. This enables
you to choose either WIN-OS/ 2 Full Screen
or WIN-OS/ 2 Windowed to launch your
applications.

Loading Applications Faster in the
Win dowed Environment
Applications can run in common or separate sessions. Common windowed sessions share one WIN-OS/ 2 kernel regardless of the number of applications loaded.
Separate windowed sessions load a new
copy of the WIN-OS/ 2 kernel each time
you start an application. Launching a separate windowed session takes longer
because the system must load the WINOS/ 2 kernel as well. To eliminate this
delay, load a Windows application in a
common session.
Reducing Memory Resource Use
To reduce use of the system memory
resource, use a common WIN-OS/ 2
Windowed session whenever possible. The
system will start only one VDM for all the
WIN-OS/ 2 Windowed sessions.
You can also reduce the amount of
Expanded Memory (EMS) and Extended
Memory (XMS) allocated to your sessions
if your applications do not need it. While
the session allocates only linear address
space, some applications try to touch all
memory just to see what is available. This
increases the amount of memory needed
to run the application and may increase
the size of the Swap file. If you are unsure
which of your applications use EMS or
XMS, reduce the amounts of each from the
default 2048 KB to 64 KB. This will provide enough memory for applications that
require EMS or XMS support.

Improving Cut-and-Paste Operations
WIN-OS/ 2 3.1 has new interfaces for specifying the Clipboard and Dynamic Data
Exchange (DOE) as either Public or
Private. By default, both the Clipboard and
DOE for OS/ 2 and WIN-OS/ 2 are Public;
you can use them to exchange data among
programs running in DOS, OS/ 2, and WINOS/ 2 sessions. If the WIN-OS/ 2 Clipboard
and DOE are set to Private, data exchange

is allowed only among programs running
in the same WIN-OS/ 2 session.
There are two ways to set the operating
mode for the Clipboard and DDE. You can
select it for all WIN-OS/ 2 sessions through
a new global WIN-OS/ 2 Setup Object in the
Workplace Shell. For local settings that
only affect the single VDM session, use the
new settings provided in the WIN-OS/ 2
Settings Notebook page (WI N_C LIP BOARD
and wI N_D DE ). If the application does not
exchange data with a DOS or OS/ 2 application, set the Clip-board and DDE to Private
for better performance.

Changing WIN-OS/2 Settings
You can change the settings for WIN-OS/ 2
sessions globally by using the WIN-OS/ 2
Setup icon in the System Setup folder. You
can also change settings for specific sessions through the Application Settings
Notebook. The WIN-OS/ 2 Setup settings
will not override any custom values set
for applications, so it makes changing settings easier when you have multiple applications. There is one new setting for WINOS/ 2 3.1:
WIN_RUNMODE (in WIN-OS/ 2 3.1) includes
two radio buttons for selecting one of two
modes: 3.1 Standard (the default) or 3.1
Enhanced Compatibility.

the background; OFF means that a
Windows application suspends when it is
in the background. When a Windows
application is suspended, it no longer
receives interrupts. A polling application
running in the background can slow the
foreground application. Turn this setting
to OFF to gain foreground performance.
INT_DURING_ IO enables interrupts to be
handled during file reads and writes. It is
primarily designed for DOS multimedia
applications and should be turned to ON
when you run these types of applications.
The default is OFF.
DPM !_MEMORY _ LIM IT defines the amount
of DPMI memory (in megabytes) available
to the WIN-OS/ 2 session. It enables you to
specify the amount of DPMI memory for
Windows applications on a per-session
basis. The default value is 64 MB; the
range is from 1 to 512.

You can change all settings
before you create the
session . ..
Tuning DOS Applications

Several other settings affecting WIN-OS/ 2
session performance are the same as in
OS/ 2 2.0, including the following:
WIN_DDE enables WIN-OS/ 2 to share DDE
information between WIN-OS/ 2 and OS/ 2
sessions. For better performance, set
WI N_DDE to OFF-but only if you do not
plan to share data via DDE between WINOS/ 2 and OS/ 2 applications. The default
is ON .
WIN_CLIPBOARD enables WIN-OS/ 2 to
share Clipboard information between
public WIN-OS/ 2 and OS/ 2 sessions. For
better performance, change the default
setting of ON to OFF for private data
exchange between WIN-OS/ 2 applications-but only if you do not plan to share
clipboard data between WIN-OS/ 2 and
OS/ 2 applications.
00 S_BACKGROUND_ EX ECUTI ON enables
DOS applications to run in the background. ON (the default) means that a
Windows application runs when it is in

Non-graphical DOS applicationsincluding file-intensive applications
such as FoxPro* 1.0 and word processors
such as WordPerfect* 5.1 and Microsoft
Word* 5.0-perform well in a windowed
session. However, DOS programs
performing intensive text or graphics
run more slowly in a windowed session
than in a full-screen session, primarily
because the full-screen session enables
the system to write data directly to
video memory whereas the windowed
session does not.

Multitasking DOS Sessions
With OS/ 2 2.x, you can run more than
one VDM session. OS/ 2 enables all DOS
and OS/ 2 sessions to timeslice the CPU
and other system resources. DOS applications, unlike OS/ 2 applications, rarely
block. They consume CPU timeslices even
if they are in the background or appear
not to be doing anything useful, such as
polling keyboards or other devices.
Polling is controlled by the IDLE_
SENSITIVITY DOS setting.

Some application vendors recommend that
ID LE_S ENS I TI V!TY be set to a high
value. Often, these applications contain
functions that look like polling to OS/ 2,
and a lower setting on the IDLE_
SENS IT IV !TY causes problems. If your
application has functions that appear to
hang when the IDLE_SENSITIVITY is set
low, increase the IDLE_SENSITIVITY to
a value at which the function works
correctly.
Another option to increase speed is to set
the DOS_BACKGROUND_EXECUTION to
OFF. This setting makes the foreground
and other OS/ 2 applications run faster as
the background DOS applications stop
competing for CPU resources. It also enables you to set the IDLE_SENSITIVITY
higher than the default value, improving
the performance of the foreground DOS
application.

Running Interrupt-Critica l
DOS Sessions
Some DOS applications require fast and
stable hardware interrupt support. For
instance, DOS communications programs
need a steady flow from COM ports.
Because the VDM sessions are virtual,
there are some inherent interrupt limitations. For a DOS communications application, the data rate can reach 9600 bps for
a single-character buffer COM port. If multiple communications applications are running concurrently, the combined available
bandwidth is 9600 bps.
Similarly, DOS multimedia applications
require constant timer interrupts. By the
nature of the VDM interrupt mechanism,
interrupts may be simulated in a clustered
fashion rather than at constant time intervals. So if your DOS applications depend
on timer interrupts, you may encounter
some unpredictable behavior.

Tuning DOS Settings
DOS settings enable you to selectively configure and customize a DOS session to run
a particular application. Some DOS applications require certain features; others
operate better without these features. You
can change all settings before you create
the session, and you can even set some
settings while an application is running in
a session. The Master Help Index icon has
detailed information about settings.
Settings affecting DOS applications performance include the following:
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IDLE_SENSITIVITY specifies a threshold
for judging when an application is considered idle. The value is a percentage of the
maximum possible polling rate that the
application can perform. If an application
polls at a higher rate than this value, it is
considered idle.

D0S_BACKGR0UND_ EXECUTI0N enables
DOS applications to run in the background. When it is set to ON, the DOS
application runs when it is in the background. When it is set to OFF, background
applications are suspended, increasing the
performance of the foreground application. The default is ON.

Idle detection is a "best guess" of what
the program is doing. The program may
be polling at a very high rate but still be
doing useful work between checking. It
could be that the application checks at a
fairly slow rate but is doing nothing but
waiting. The idle sensitivity threshold
enables you to adjust the threshold for
each application.

INT_DURING_ IO enables interrupt handling during file 1/ 0. It is primarily
designed for DOS multimedia applications
and should be turned to ONwhen running
such applications. If your applications do
not require long file read and write operations, leave this setting oFF to conserve
memory and system overhead. The default
is OFF.

If the application seems to be running
more slowly than you expected, you can
increase the value for the idle sensitivity
threshold while running the application,
thereby increasing the percentage.
Selecting 100 in this field turns off idle
detection, and the application can poll
as often as necessary without operating
system intervention.

Polling applications are detected sooner
on fast systems than on slower ones. This
means that the value must vary depending on the system's speed-decrease the
value on faster systems. For example,
assume there is a polling DOS application
with IDLE_SENSITIVITY set to 50 on a
33 MHz CPU. OS/ 2 detects that it isexceeding the threshold and forces it to yield its
timeslice. On a 16 MHz system with the
same !DLE_SE NSITIVITY value, this
same application is not detected.
You can usually improve overall system
performance by setting the value slightly
lower (60 or 65) when you run multiple
DOS applications. The default is 75 and
the range is from 1 to 100.
ID LE_SECON OS specifies the length of
time (in seconds) that the operating system waits before applying idle detection
in a DOS session. This setting works with
the ID LE_S ENS IT IV ITY setting to help
control polling DOS applications. You can
increase this value if you have an application that waits for input at a prompt, such
as an editor or a desktop publishing
application. The default is O and the range
is from 1 to 60.
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D0S_AUT0EXEC enables you to customize
AU TO EXEC . BAT files for each VDM or DOS
session. You can customize the VDM
AUTOEXEC to help reduce memory usage
and optimize functionality. The default is
the AUTO EXEC . BAT file 4n the root directory on the boot device.

Polling applications are
detected sooner on
fast systems than on
slower ones.
VIDEO_RETRACE_EMULATION controls the
video retrace frequency. A few DOS applications run more slowly with this set to ON.
You can change it to OFF and increase performance, but screen switching is not as
reliable. When it is set to OFF, retracing
occurs only at the rate specified by the
application. The default is ON.
DOS_ FI LES specifies the maximum number of file handles that can be opened in
a VDM. Increasing this value can improve
performance for applications that use
many files . For example, since dBASE IV
requires a D0S_F I LES setting of at least
40, setting it higher than necessary will
reduce available memory. Refer to your
application documentation for the recommended value. The default is 20, and the
range is from 20 to 255.
VID EO_FASTPASTE increases the speed of
input from methods other than via the

keyboard. Setting this to ON increases the
character speed of cut-and-paste transfers.
Note: Pasting into a DOS session or application will generally work, yet some applications can fail when using fast pasting
because they buffer keystrokes in an internal buffer that can overflow. If you decide
to use this option, test your application's
ability to work with VIDEO_FASTPASTE
before using real data that might get lost.
The default is OFF.
DOS_BREAK makes OS/ 2 check for the
Ctrl+Break or Ctrl+C key combinations
while an application runs. To quickly
interrupt a DOS batch file running in a
VDM, this setting should be ON.
Unfortunately, DOS applications will not
run as fast with it ON . The default is OFF.
VIDEO_ ROM_ EMULATION controls the
emulation of video functions, such as
Wri teCha r, Wri teTTY, and full-screen
scroll for BIOS Intl O processing. Leave
this setting at ON; the emulation enhances
performance over most manufacturers'
ROM versions of the same functions.
Change it to OFF only if your video ROM
provides enhancements to these video
functions or if your application uses Intl 0
functions not supported in the emulation.
The default is oN.

Tuning Memory
The OS/ 2 2.x CON FIG . SYS file specifies
the operating system configuration and
installs device drivers and other memoryresident applications. The OS/ 2 2.x
AUTO EXEC. BAT file is specific to the functioning of the DOS session. To allocate
additional memory to applications running in a DOS session, you can move
some commands from the CON FIG . SYS
file to settings. The following settings can
be changed to maximize memory in a
DOS setting:
DOS_H I GH determines whether or not
DOS is loaded outside the 640 KB
low-memory address space. Loading DOS
into high memory allows more available
memory for application code and data
within the 640 KB address space; in fact,
some applications must run in low memory. The default is OFF, with DOS loaded
into low memory.
HW_ ROM_ TO_ RAM copies the BIOS from
ROM to RAM. When this setting is ON,
applications can run faster because BIOS
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services run slightly faster in RAM than
in ROM. This setting may not be compatible with non-IBM hardware. The default
is OFF.
VIDEO_0NOEMAND_M EMORY reduces swap
space requirements for full-screen VDMs.
Turning this setting ON enables a fullscreen VDM to run without pre-allocating
a virtual video buffer for high-resolution
graphics modes. Using this setting does
not prevent the graphics application from
executing; it simply means that the buffer
is not allocated until needed. This can
save a substantial amount of memory and
swap space. It also enables you to start a
program quickly.

Note: If allocating the virtual video buffer
fails when the application changes video
modes, the session will freeze and you
must switch back to the shell to free memory. Unless memory can be freed from
another session, you may not be able to
get the DOS application running again-a
particular concern if the application contains unsaved data. The default is OFF.
Enhancing DPMI Performance
DPMI allows DOS applications to directly
access memory greater than 1 MB in
Protect Mode.
DPMI _M EMORY_ LIMIT enables you to
specify the amount of DPMI memory
needed for DOS applications on a
per-session basis. The field for this setting
contains a value (in megabytes) from O to
512. You can set the value at O if a DOS
application does not need DPMI, thus
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reducing OS/ 2's accounting overhead and
increasing performance. The default value
is 4 MB.

Improving Performance in
Applications Using Extended Memory
Two settings affect the performance of
DOS applications requiring XMS:
XMS_MEMORY_LIMIT specifies the amount
of memory that a DOS application can
allocate to XMS. This setting is expressed
with a range of Oto 16384 KB. Specifying
a large XMS limit can slow performance.
The default value is 2 MB.
XMS_H ANDLES specifies the number of
XMS Extended Memory Block (EMB) handles. Each XMS EMB uses a handle. XMS
requires this because it pre-allocates all
the handle spaces to be compatible with
XMS specifications. Use this setting only if
your application uses many handles.
Reducing this number will reduce memory consumption. If your applications do
not require many handles-but you still
specify a number that is much more than
the default-your system performance will
degrade. The default value is 32.

Improving Perform ance for
Applications Using EMS
OS/ 2 2.x provides full EMS support for
DOS applications. Since OS/2 2.x uses
virtual memory to emulate the DOS
EMS system, some performance
degradation occurs when you run a
DOS application involving EMS, as
opposed to native DOS.

EMS_MEMORY_LIMIT defines the amount
of EMS available to the DOS session. This
value should be O if the DOS application
does not need EMS. The manual for an
application generally states whether the
application uses EMS. If you are unsure of
your application's requirements, leave this
setting at the default.
This setting can limit the amount of EMS
an application reserves to prevent an
application from allocating more memory
than necessary. A limit that is too high
(over 16 MB) can slow performance. The
default is 2 MB and the range is from 0 to
32768 KB in 16 KB increments.

Improving Printing
Performance
You can tune printing performance by
changing the printer and job property settings, changing the CON FIG. SYS file, and
using the Spooler settings. Some of these
changes affect all printing; others affect
only certain types of printing. Not all the
settings listed in this section are available
for all printers, but if available, they do
affect the printing performance of your
system.

Chang ing Printer Settings
Every object-including the Print Objecthas adjustable settings so you can tune up
performance. In OS/ 2, Job Properties
work with the Printer Driver Object's
Printer Properties, which are found in the
Printer Object Notebook. (Not all settings
are supported by all printers.) Printer
driver settings include Job Properties such
as orientation, fonts , and resolution.
Queue Options include printer-specific format and Print While Spooling. Print
Options include start and stop times
(Figure 3).
The choices for both Job Properties and
Printer Properties will be overwritten by
applications that permit Job Property
specification on a per-job basis. In this
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case, carefully choose the options within
your application. The following properties
affect performance:
Memory. If you specify the amount of

memory available to your printer, the
printer driver can determine if it must use
compression. Compression reduces the
amount of data that has to go to the printer, thereby improving performance.
Resolution. With this option, you can
vary the resolution of your graphics printing in dots-per-inch (DP!). The higher the
number, the higher quality your output
will be. The drawback is that it will also
take longer to print. Use a low number for
draft output and select the highest number for printing the finished version. A
printer's memory size can limit the resolution you can choose.
Compression. This option compresses

graphic print data and speeds up most
print jobs containing graphics. Two common types of compression are G4 and
TIFF Packbit Byte.
• G4 improves printing of graphic data
that does not have large numbers of
alternating bits, such as large areas
filled with solid color. G4 is available
on all IBM Model 4029 printers and
IBM Model 4019s that support Form
Feed Time Out. Model 4019s do not support G4 when printing in landscape
mode.
• TIFF improves printing of graphic data
that consists primarily of repeating
bytes, such as large areas having one
type of fill pattern. TIFF compression is
available on most printers.

text and improves printing speed. Do not
use this option if printer output patterns
must exactly match those on your screen
or if your document contains overlapping
shaded or patterned graphics.
HP-GL/2. This option enables HP-GL/ 2

output that supports many more graphics
commands in the printer. It enables faster
printing of graphic objects, such as lines
and circles, and reduces the spool size to
help print more quickly. For faster output,
enable Page Protection (this can require
more printer memory) on the printer and
in the Printer Properties dialog box, and
use HP-GL/ 2.
Large Buffers. Large buffers enable

printer drivers to use more OS/ 2 memory
to speed up printing. The system uses
around 4 MB for printing, so total system
memory should be at least 8 MB. If this
option is set to oFF, the system will
employ smaller memory requests-around
1 MB-to conserve memory. Do not use
this option if you have under 8 MB of system memory.
Print While Spooling. This option

enables the printer to start processing the
print job before the application has finished sending the entire job to the spool
queue. Print jobs formatted in a printerspecific format such as PM_Q_RA Wcan
speed up printing by using this option.
Although this threading increases
throughput, it can cause some timeout
problems if you are printing large files
with images. To solve this problem, disable the Print While Spooling option or
increase the timeout value setting in the
Port Object. The default is ON .

Fast System Fonts. This option is useful

for downloading OS/ 2 system bitmap
fonts to your printer's memory. They are
copied to your printer as a device bitmap
font. The advantage is that a device font
uses a smaller spool file and prints faster
than a font printed in raster or graphic
font form. If your output overlays system
fonts with graphics or if print output
differs from that on your screen, disable
this option.
Printer Patterns. Pattern filling com-

mands are sent directly to the printer, not
performed by the operating system. This
reduces the spool file size for pages that
contain dense graphics and large scaled
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Start and Stop Time. You can enter a
start and a stop time for each Print
Object. For example, you can set a job to
print between 12:00 P.M. and 12:50 P.M.while you are at lunch. You can print a
low-priority or unusually large job for a
specific time, such as 2:30 A.M., when
printer traffic is low.

Choosing Fonts that Increase
Print Speed
Fonts can be stored in several places:
built into the printer, built into a cartridge that is plugged into the printer,
or resident on your system and
downloaded to the printer as needed.

Using printer-based fonts-either built-in
or cartridge-is faster than downloading
fonts.
Fonts come in two types: bitmapped and
scalable. Each bitmapped font character is
stored as a collection of individual pixels,
so you need a definition for each point
size. Scalable fonts-also known as outline
fonts-are stored as algorithms that can
generate the font in any size. Unfortunately, this takes time. If you are using
one font in just one size for an entire document, the extra time is hardly noticeable.
If you are using many different fonts and
sizes, however, the extra time can be considerable. You can use any combination of
fonts-bitmapped or scalable-stored in
the printer, on a cartridge, or on your system. Clearly, you will get the fastest printing with bitmapped fonts stored in the
printer and the slowest with scalable fonts
stored on your system.
The speed issue aside, there are strong
arguments for storing fonts on your computer and for using scalable rather than
bitmapped fonts. First, most printers can
handle only one or two font cartridges. If
you want to add new fonts to your library,
you must switch cartridges when you want
to use them. It is easier and more efficient
to store them on your hard disk where
they are all available at the same time.
Second, with scalable fonts, you are guaranteed to have the typeface in any size
you will ever need. Scalable fonts also
require far less storage space-on disk or
in the printer-than a set of bitmapped
fonts in a range of sizes.

Printing Through the Spooler
Printing through the Spooler provides the
best performance. Settings that can affect
printing performance include the following:
OS/2 Spooler. For optimal performance,
IBM recommends always keeping the OS/ 2
Spooler enabled. With the Spooler you can
print a job in the background while you
continue to use the application, providing
flexibility and optimizing your system's
print resources. You can now set the
Spooler's print priority via the Spooler
Object setting.

The OS/ 2 Spooler can simultaneously support several printers and can be configured
so that all the printers share a single

queue. This load balancing, also called pooling, is important in server environments

cannot change its priority, and the
Settings option is unavailable.

and is transparent to the applications.
You can reprioritize jobs while they are
waiting in the queue, such as giving an
urgent job higher priority than other
queued jobs.
Spool Path. For large print jobs, you can

assign a different Spooler drive or path
that has more space than the install drive.
If the print load is heavy, place the spool
file on the fastest hard disk. Set the
Spooler path in the Spooler Object.
Print Priority. The OS/ 2 Spooler setting
called Print Priority enables you to vary
the Spooler's priority from low to high.
The default setting balances printing with
your desktop and applications. If the applications appear to print slowly, you may
want to choose a slightly higher value for
faster printing. A higher value, however,
can cause your desktop and applications to
respond more slowly. In a print environment where there is little on-screen work
or where print performance is the highest
concern, increase the value. The default is
95 and the range is from 1 to 189. Priority
changes become effective when the Spooler
Object folder is closed.
Spool File Formats. There are two for-

mats of spool file data: the standard
and the raw ( PM_O_RAW).
The standard format is preferred
because it consumes much less disk
space than the raw format file. In
addition, having less data to send
across the parallel port saves time in
getting the data into the printer's buffer.
This especially reduces network traffic
when printing across a LAN.
( PM_O_STD)

Printing from DOS
Although there are no performance-specific tuning options for printing from DOS,
here is one thing to check:
The DOS setting called PRINT_TI MEOUT
is useful for DOS applications that do not
explicitly close their print jobs. The
PR I NT - TI MEO UT sets the length of time
that OS/ 2 waits before forcing a print job

Print Next .

To change the print job priority so that a
job prints before or after other queued
jobs, click on the print job you want to
change. Use the second mouse button to
display the context menu, open Settings,
then change the value in the Priority
field. Once a job starts printing, you

Always install equivalent printer queues
in the OS/ 2 Desktop for WIN-OS/ 2 printers so you can print to them from WINOS/ 2. If you cannot find an equivalent
OS/ 2 printer driver, use the
IBM NULL . ORV printer driver found
in the OS/ 2 Printer Object.
WIN-OS/ 2 COM Attached Printer. If you

If the print load is heavy,
place the spool file on the
fastest hard disk.

have a printer attached to a COM port
and you want to spool your print jobs,
enable the WIN-OS/ 2 Print Manager. This
should be the only reason to use the WINOS/ 2 Print Manager. Remember that print
jobs directed to LPT n . 0S2 and LPT n will
still go through the OS/ 2 Spooler.

Improving COM Performance
to the printer. A timeout of one or two
seconds is sufficient for small print jobs
such as copying the screen. When printing
large files , formatting documents, or running calculations, you must set the value
high enough to enable all print results to
reach the Spooler before the time limit
expires. If not, results go into two or more
spool files instead of one, and the resulting output may be unsatisfactory. The
default timeout is 15 seconds.

Printing from WIN-0S/2
For optimal performance of the OS/ 2
print subsystem, IBM recommends always
keeping the OS/ 2 Spooler enabled. This
ensures that printing is performed in a
separate thread-even from the WIN-OS/ 2
environment. The WIN-OS/ 2 Print
Manager should be kept disabled unless
you are using a printer attached to a
COM port.

Changing a Print Job's Priority.

Changing a print job's priority will cause
it to print before any other queued job. To
do this, click on the print job you wish to
change. Use the second mouse button to
display the context menu, and select

file that WIN-OS/ 2 intercepts and routes
directly to the Spooler. Directing output to
LPTn . 0S2 will improve performance over
the standard LPT port assignments.

The OS/ 2 Spooler enables multithreading
and can deal with large print files , even
working within WIN-OS/ 2. Print jobs sent
from any WIN-OS/ 2 application to a printer attached to a parallel port will not
show up in the WIN-OS/ 2 Print Manager.
If you need to view or manipulate these
print jobs, use the correct OS/ 2 Printer
Object on the Workplace Desktop.
WIN-OS/ 2 Ports and Drivers. Where
possible, direct output to LPT n . 0S2,

where n is 1, 2, or 3. LPTn refers to the
physical printer port and LPT n . 0S2 is a

You can improve the performance of communications applications by making
changes in the CONFIG . SYS file and
DOS_SETTINGS. You must check these settings, because they can affect concurrent
applications. In general, the speed of your
system will also affect your communications application's ability to achieve high
baud rates while multitasking. CPU- and
disk-intensive foreground applications and
operations will also affect the performance
of your communications application when
it is running in the background.
The following settings will affect the way
communications applications perform:
PRIORITY_DISK_IO . Changing

the
to NO in the
CON FIG . SYS file will improve the performance of communications applications
running in the background that are also
performing disk 1/0, if the foreground
work is also performing disk 1/0. See the
section on the CON FIG . SYS file for more
information.
PRIORITY_DISK_IO

INT_DURING IO. When this DOS
setting is ON, it enables interrupts to
be handled during file reads and writes.
This may help the performance of
the communications program if it
performs disk 1/0 requiring long read
and write operations.

ID LE_S ENS IT IV ITV . This DOS setting,
when set to I 00, turns idle detection off,
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enabling the application to poll without
operating system intervention.
HW_ROM_TO_ RAM . This

DOS setting of ON
may speed up DOS communications applications because it enables the operating
system to copy the BIOS from ROM to
faster RAM.

Using Monitoring Tools
Several available tools are useful in evaluating and tuning the performance of an
OS/ 2 2.x system.
System Performance Monitor/2
(SPM/2)-IBM Corp. SPM/ 2 2.0 is an

integrated package of powerful facilities
that enable you to monitor resources such
as CPU, RAM, and disk on your local and
remote OS/ 2 2.0 systems. SPM/ 2's ability
to graph this resource information
enables you to look at real-time data as
well as saved data for any monitored
workstation on the LAN. SPM/ 2 performs
the following tasks:
• Collects critical resource utilization data
from the CPU, memory, files, swap file,
FAT/HPFS cache, physical disk, and
printer and communication ports
• Records performance data to disk for
processing at a later time
• Collects data from multiple nodes in a
single recording session
• Provides a real-time graphical representation of how system resources are
being used (CPU, disk, RAM, and swap
activity); it also has the ability to play
back previously recorded data
• Produces detailed resource utilization
reports from recorded data that can be
summarized by workstation, application, process, or thread

• Provides in-depth OS/ 2 2.0 memory
analysis information that includes the
working set and a view of OS/2 control
blocks
• Monitors the remote OS/ 2 LAN
Requester as well as servers
Performance 2.1-Clear and Simple,
Inc. This tool, excellent for novice users,

is a simple aid for tuning your system.
It provides a way to change the
CO NFI G. SYS file and remove unnecessary
files to free disk space (see related article
in the January/February 1994 issue of

Personal Systems).
Pulse- IBM Corp. Pulse is one of the

simplest tools available for monitoring
performance. It generates an EKG-like
graphic display that shows the level of
CPU activity. This tool can be found in
the OS/ 2 Productivity Aids folder.
CPU Monitor-Bonami Software
Corporation. CPU Monitor is a powerful

combination of performance and analysis
tools for OS/ 2 users. Using Presentation
Manager graphics, CPU Monitor displays
real-time information for estimated CPU
utilization, OS/ 2 process relationships,
and more. CPU Monitor enables you to
dynamically suspend and resume execution for individual threads and helps you
detect and stop runaway, invisible, and
background programs.

Bridge/Monitor-Bridge Technology
Inc. Bridge/ Monitor is an OS/ 2 perfor-

mance analysis and reporting tool for
large enterprise LANs. It enables you to
remotely monitor and manage the performance of a LAN. Bridge/ Monitor identifies
performance bottlenecks and generates
real-time alerts when user-defined thresholds are exceeded. It also features a complete performance database with query
capability for reporting, trend analysis,
and capacity planning. The product's proprietary communications method enables
peer-to-peer services between devices in
the network.
Triplecheck-International OS/ 2
User's Group. This three-in-one monitoring utility includes SwapMON, which

monitors the size of the swapper file and
the free space on the swapper drives and
displays the largest contiguous block of
memory. MON is an idle-time monitor that
graphically displays the amount of processor activity over a selectable timespan to
monitor background activity. Clock displays concurrent date or time in analog or
digital format.
Virginia Roarabaugh is an advisory programmer
currently working in the Design department of
IBM's Systems Development in Boca Raton ,
Florida. She was technical lead of the OS/2 32-bit
Performance Analysis department for several
years and worked in the OS/2 Performance
department during OS/2 1.x releases. Before that,
she was a systems programmer at IBM in the midHudson Valley, New York. She joined IBM in 1981 .

OS/2 Resource Monitor (OSRM2)C.O.L. Consulting, Ltd. This integrated

group of applications is designed for
real-time tracking and performing
capacity-planning functions (analysis
and modeling) for machine resources,
including CPU, disk, memory, and
applications.

3209 Gresham Lake Road Suite 135 Raleigh, NC 27615
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PC File Systems
Tltis article compares and contrasts personal computer file systems,
specifically tlte File Allocation Table (FAT), High-Performance File
System (HPFS), and New Technology File System (NTFSi<).
hen the IBM Personal Computer made its debut in 1981 , Disk
Operating System (DOS) 1.0 was right at its side. In the ensuing
years, DOS has become the most widely used personal computer
operating system in the world.

W

the same as in FAT and was improved by
using the same data-caching methods as
HPFS. These improvements brought the
performance of an OS/ 2 SuperFAT system
close to the performance of HPFS on hard
disks smaller than 100 MB.
The recent entry of Windows NT to the
operating system market brings personal

When you install DOS on a new disk drive, you must format that drive to use
the FAT file system. Slight modifications and improvements to the FAT system
have been made over the years, but the underlying function has remained the
same. As hardware disk technology has evolved, so has the need to get greater
performance from the software filing systems. This need led to the introduction of HPFS with OS/2 1.2 in 1989 and the more recent introduction of
Microsoft Windows NT* and the NT file system.

What is a File System?
A file system is a method for organizing and accessing the data in your computer. Information such as programs and data is organized into files and directories and stored on your hard disk drive. The file system is responsible for placing the data on the disk,
remembering its size and location, and retrieving it the
Tony White
next time it is needed. In today's computing environIBM Corporation
ment,
it's not enough for the operating system to merely
Roanoke , Texas
provide access to data-it has to provide that access very
quickly and very reliably.

Selecting a File System
To know which file system to choose, you must first understand your options.
While your hardware might support any of several operating systems, you
must consider performance and capability when choosing one over the other.
The only file system supported by DOS is the FAT file system. Originally developed for use on diskettes, this file system was updated to work with hard
disks as technology improved and disk capacities increased. HPFS and NTFS
partitions, and the data on those partitions, are not accessible by a computer
with only DOS installed.
OS/2 not only supports the FAT file system, but it also offers an alternate file
system called HPFS. The HPFS file system's performance features generally
make it a better choice than FAT when used on large hard drives. It also offers
a variety of features and functions that aren't available with FAT systems, such
as support for long file names, fast data access, and reduced file fragmentation
on the disk.
Although HPFS generally performs better than FAT, IBM recognizes that there
are still instances where users benefit by using the FAT file system, such as in
memory- and disk-constrained environments. With this in mind, IBM
improved FAT, calling it SuperFAT. The disk structure of SuperFAT remained
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computer users yet another file system
option. Windows NT can recognize data on
three file systems: NTFS, HPFS, and FAT.
FAT is the default file system with NT,
whereas HPFS and NTFS are installable file
systems. Choosing TFS gives you many
advantages over FAT on an NT system. You
can use long file names, as you can in
HPFS. NTFS also supports "hot fixing," as
does HPFS. Microsoft claims that additional advantages of NTFS lie in its increased
security functions; improved data recovery
to disk after a CPU failure, system crash,
or 1/0 error; user-defined file attributes;
POSIX support; and the ability to handle
extremely large storage media.
DOS and DOS/Windows users have no
options for choosing which file system to
use. They are forced to use FAT. OS/ 2
users can choose FAT, HPFS, or both.
Windows NT users can choose between
FAT, HPFS, NTFS, or any combination of
the three. This article addresses SuperFAT,
HPFS, and NTFS, because they are the file
systems that provide superior performance and future promise.

FAT (SuperFAT) File System
Before getting into the SuperFAT file system, let's first look at its basis, the File
Allocation Table (FAT) file system.
The FAT file system manages data on
diskettes and hard disks. The first sector
(512 bytes) of a FAT-formatted disk contains the BIOS Parameter Block (BPB).
The information in the BPB includes the
number of bytes per sector, sectors per
cluster, reserved sectors, number of FAT
descriptors, root entries, total sectors, sectors per track, heads, hidden sectors, boot
drive, and boot head. (Some of these concepts are explained below.)
Following the BPB is the first File
Allocation Table. The FAT file system
stores data on the disk in individual units
called clusters, which start at 2 KB in
size. The FAT manages all files within
these clusters.
The root directory is the next area on the
physical media and is managed by the
BPB. As previously mentioned, the BPB
contains information describing the size
of the root directory.
The remainder of the disk consists of all
the clusters following the root directory to
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the end of the current partition and is
used to store user and program files.
Clusters in the FAT file system range in
size from 2 KB to 128 KB, depending on
the size of your partitions. FAT manages
all the clusters on a disk by marking them
as free, used, damaged, or as the last cluster of a multi-cluster file (distinguished by
an end-of-file mark).
When DOS writes data to the hard drive,
it first checks the FAT for the location of
an unused cluster, then writes the data to
that cluster. It then makes a directory
entry, consisting of 32 bytes in the
sequence shown in Figure 1.
If the file is large and the data spans multiple clusters, DOS records the location of
each additional cluster allocated to that
file. DOS stores these locations in the FAT
entry for the previous cluster. By doing
this, DOS creates a chain of entries that,
taken together, map out all the pieces of
the file. The last cluster in the chain is
marked with the end-of-file mark.

Because of the FAT's structure, large files
are usually fragmented on the disk to
make the most efficient use of disk space.
Because a file 's cluster locations are
stored in the FAT, DOS doesn't have to
access the file to erase it. Instead, DOS
merely changes the pointers in the FAT to
bypass all the fragments of the file to be
erased. This indicates that the space occupied by the erased file is now unused and
can be overwritten.
The DOS implementation of the FAT file
system does not include Extended
Attributes (EAs). DOS attribute information describes a file 's characteristics and
properties such as its size, last modification date, and whether it is to be archived
as hidden, read-only, or system.
OS/ 2 tracks the same attribute data as
DOS, but stores additional information
about the file in Extended Attributes. EAs
provide a means for attaching data that is
not part of the normal file-attribute data
to a file. EAs may include information
such as the file 's author name, author's
comments, or key phrases that help identify the file. A file's EA data can be up to
64 KB in length and is stored in a single
hidden system file named EA_DA TA . SF in
the root directory.

Filename
Extension
File Attribute
Reserved
Extended Attribute
Handle
Time of Last Write
Date of Last Write
Starting Cluster
File Size

8 bytes
3 bytes
1 byte
8 bytes
2 bytes
2 bytes
2 bytes
2 bytes
4 bytes

Figure 1. FAT Directory Entry Layout

Improvements in SuperFAT
As previously mentioned, the FAT file
system enhancements in OS/ 2 provide
improved performance and function.
SuperFAT has these enhancements:
• Disk caching within the file system
rather than in the device driver.
• 32-bit memory to improve data transfer
speed.

• Lazy-writing, a feature that holds disk
writes in a buffer and waits until the
disk is idle before doing the actual writing from buffer to disk.
• The ability to coordinate disk requests
that are accessing contiguous sectors to
fill an 1/ 0 request. This command
chaining feature satisfies large numbers of disk requests with one logical
disk operation.
• Faster allocation of free space on the
logical drive by using a bitmap to track
free space on the disk.
• Extended attribute support.

Optimizing a FAT System in OS/2 2.x
To achieve maximum performance for
your DOS applications, you may want to
take advantage of the advanced file systems now available. Should you stick with
the DOS FAT file system, or should you
install the HPFS file system in OS/ 2 and
run your DOS applications there?
To help you decide, there are optimization
measures that you can use for each of
these file systems.
Hardware factors often dictate which file
system you should use. If your drive or
partition size is less than 80 MB, and if
you have less than 6 MB of memory, use
FAT rather than HPFS.
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Memory

DISKCACHE

8 MB

1024

12 MB

1536

16 MB

2048

Figure 2. Recommended DISKCACHE Sizes
for Different Memory Configurations

If your system doesn't have HPFS installed
on any partitions, remove the HPFS IFS
statement from the CON FIG . SYS file. Not
loading this driver at boot time frees up
140 KB of memory, plus the cache space
that would otherwise have been reserved
for HPFS.
The DISKCACHE parameter specifies the
amount of memory allocated to the FAT
file system cache. Using this parameter
speeds up disk reads and writes by keeping frequently used data in a cache buffer.
When a program needs the data contained
in the cache, it is sent directly to the program. This is faster than reading data
from the disk each time.
Increasing the DISKCACHE size speeds up
your system, but it also decreases the
amount of available memory. Be careful
when changing this parameter, because
you may actually degrade overall system
performance. Be sure not to enlarge the
cache if your system is short on memory.
You can realize additional performance by
using the lazy-write parameter to specify
that the contents of cache memory are to
be written to disk only during disk-idle
time. The maximum size for the FAT file
system cache is 14 MB.
The cache settings in Figure 2, based on
the amount of memory installed, should
increase your system's performance. We
recommend that you perform a benchmark test on both disk 1/0 and overall
system performance before you modify
any parameters. Understanding your
system's performance before you make
any changes will help you recognize
whether the changes you make actually
increase, or possibly decrease, overall performance. For example, your changes may
indeed improve disk 1/0 performance but
could decrease system performance as a
whole. This is why conducting the initial
benchmark is so important.
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HPFS File System
A totally new design from beginning to
end, the High-Performance File System
(HPFS) introduced in OS/ 2 1.2 was built
to eliminate the restrictions and performance penalties of the DOS FAT file system. HPFS was designed to become the
file system that could accommodate future
trends in personal computing technology
such as larger hard disks, faster processors, networks, and object-oriented applications and operating systems.
HPFS supports long file names (up to 259
characters, including the path), stores
extended attributes contiguously (without
the EA_DA TA.SF file used by FAT), resists
file fragmentation, improves media
error-handling with hot-fix and autocheck,
uses smaller cluster size, supports larger
file-storage devices, and speeds large disk
operation for computers with more than
6 MB of memory.

HPFS Structure
The HPFS volume structure is largely
responsible for the superior performance
of the HPFS file system compared to that
of the FAT file system. HPFS stores its control structures at the center of the disk,
starting at sector 0. Locating this frequently accessed data at the disk's center
reduces the average amount of time it
takes for the disk head to find the data.
Sectors 0 through I 5 (8 KB) are called the

BootBlock. The BootBlock contains the
volume name, volume ID, BIOS Parameter
Block (the BPB described earlier), and the
disk Bootstrap program. When the
Bootstrap program is accessed at boot
time, it locates and then passes control to
the operating system initialization files ,
wherever they reside on the disk. The
operating system then completes the boot
process on its own.
Sectors I 6 and 17 are called the
SuperBlock and SpareBlock, respectively.
The SuperBlock contains data that is
established at format time and never
changes after that. Only FORMAT and
CHKDSK write to the SuperBlock. The
SuperBlock contains pointers to the root
directory, free-space bitmaps, bad-block
lists, and directory block band. The
SuperBlock band is the area of the disk
where directory information is stored,
unlike in FAT, where directories and files
share the same space.

The SpareBlock contains control data that
changes frequently and data that the system uses while running, such as the
hot-fix map, pointers to the hot-fix and
directory emergency free-block lists, and
file-system flags. (Some of these control
items are described in the following section, "HPFS Features.")
The rest of the disk is divided into 8 MB
bands. Each band has its own.free-space
bitmap that tracks the free space within
that band. The bitmap identifies the free
sectors within a band, enabling the file
system to quickly determine where to
place new files.
These bitmaps are located at either the
head or tail of a band, such that two adjacent bands have their bitmaps at opposite
ends. This layout enables the maximum
contiguous free space that can be allocated to a file to be 16 MB (two 8 MB bands
aligned back-to-back), as shown in
Figure 3. Having up to 16 MB of contiguous storage for a file prevents fragmentation of the file across several sectors of
the drive. Preventing fragmentation
reduces the disk-head movement when the
file is later read or executed.
HPFS places the directory band, which
contains directory information, in the
middle of the logical drives, instead of
scattering it across the drive as in FAT.
Since directory information is accessed
frequently, locating it centrally allows for
speedy performance.
The F-node is the fundamental file system
object in HPFS. Every file or directory is
anchored to an F-node, which stores control and access information about the file
or directory such as the extended
attributes, access history, file length, and
the first I 5 characters of its name. The
F-node is always stored near the file or
directory that it represents, enabling
faster retrieval of extended attribute data,
which is important when the extended
attributes contain valuable information
about the file .
Reasonably small files or highly contiguous files can be described completely
within a single F-node. HPFS uses a B+
Tree allocation structure to locate files
too large or too fragmented for an F-node.
Because the B+ Tree can be quickly
searched, it provides superior

performance over FAT-linked lists, particularly when searching complex subdirectory structures containing many files, as
with file and data servers.

HPFS Provides up to 16 MB
of Contiguous Free Space

HPFS Features
The principal features of the
High-Performance File System include:
• Support for long file names up to 254
characters (259 including the path). File
names can include punctuation marks
and blank spaces.
• Storage of Extended Attribute data contiguous with the files that the extended
attributes represent. This allows for
quicker read/ write of the files and their
extended attributes. The EAs store information such as icons, program settings,
and file information. Object-oriented
environments that use EAs heavilysuch as Lotus Notes or even OS/ 2-will
benefit greatly by having the EA data
stored with the files.
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• Resistance to file fragmentation due to
the file system's banding of the drive.
• Smaller cluster sizes compared to those
in FAT. Cluster sizes in FAT systems double every time the partition size doubles. Thus, a 128 MB partition has 2 KB
clusters; 256 MB partitions have 4 KB
clusters; and so on, up to a 2 GB partition with 32 KB clusters. HPFS partitions always use 512-byte clusters,
which waste far less space.
• An enhanced disk read-ahead feature
that supports the scatter/gather functions of small computer system interface (SCSI) devices. When installed on
SCSI drives, HPFS improves performance by reading data from physically
noncontiguous sectors on the drive in a
single 1/0 operation.
• The hotfix procedure, which dynamically identifies and works around bad
sectors on the disk. When IlPFS detects a
bad sector on the disk, it temporarily
uses a reserved "hot-fix sector" from the
emergency free-block list to store the
data that normally would have been written to the bad sector. A message about
what has occurred is then sent to the
user. The next time CHKDSK /F is run,
the sector is permanently marked as bad;
the data is then copied from the hot-fix
sector to a good sector, and the hot-fix
sector is made available for re-use.

Figure 3. Free-Space Bitmaps

Optimizing an HPFS System
The CA CH E parameter in the IFS statement of the OS/ 2 CON FI G. SYS file offers
the greatest potential for dramatic performance gains when used properly.
Functioning much like the DIS KC ACH E
parameter discussed in the DOS section
above, it sets aside memory for disk
caching. You will want to set aside as
much memory as possible for caching
after analyzing the normal operating
requirements for your system.
The recommended cache settings for a
system using only HPFS, or using both
HPFS and FAT with the HPFS partition
handling the 1/O-intensive activities, are
given in Figure 4.
The recommended cache settings for a
system using both IIPFS and FAT, with the
FAT partition handling the 1/O-intensive
activities, are shown in Figure 5.
Understanding yom computer's working
set requirements will help you determine

the optimum cache settings. For example,
if your computer has 16 MB of memory
and the average working set is 14 MB,
you can allocate the remaining 2 MB to
cache. The maximum size for the HPFS
cache is 2 MB.
Use the CAC HE command to further maximize performance. The parameters of the
CACHE command are as follows:
• The DISK ID LE parameter specifies the
amount of time in mill iseconds that the
disk controller must be inactive before
the cache can start fl ushing data to
disk. The default is 1 second (shown as
1000 ms in the OS/ 2 online command
reference).
• The MAX AGE parameter specifies the
amount of time before data must be
transferred from the cache. (If any data
has not been written for this long, it
must now be written to disk.) The
default is 5 seconds (shown as
5000 ms).
• The BUFFERIDLE parameter specifies
how long the cache buffer must be idle
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MARCH/APRIL 1994
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Figure 4. Recommended CACHE Settings,
Based on Installed Memory, When HPFS
Handles Intensive 1/0
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The CHKDSK command with the /F
parameter is perhaps the most valuable
OS/ 2 tool for detecting and recovering
from file and directory errors. The / F
parameter has four recovery levels, which
are described below. If no level is specified, CHKDSK assumes recovery level 2.
to analyze the file
system and display information about
its state, but to not perform any repairs.

before data in the cache can be written
to disk. (If any data has not been written for the specified time, it becomes a
candidate for writing to disk as soon as
the disk is idle.) The default is one-half
second (shown as 500 ms).
• The LAZYWRITE parameter provides
the capability to buffer file writes on
their way to the disk and to subsequently perform the actual write at a time
when the disk controller is not busy
with other disk activity. Since lazy
writes are performed during disk-idle
time, incoming read and/or write
requests need not wait for large write
operations to be completed. This optimizes overall system throughput and
response time.
On a heavy-use computer system, data
could be held for up to 5 seconds or whatever value is assigned to MAXAGE; however, if the disk ever becomes idle (as determined by the DISKIDLE time), buffers are
written to disk until everything that is at
least as old as the BUFFERIDLE value is
written. So, on an idle system, no data
sticks around for more than one-half second, or whatever value is assigned to
BUFFERIDLE .

The OS/ 2 CHKDSK command is an effective tool for analyzing directories and
files, determining the file-system type,
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MARCH/APRIL 1994

based on their specification, file size, or
time stamps. It has a sector editor that displays and alters disk sectors in hexadecimal or ASCII. And it has security features
that back up . IN I files and desktop files,
monitor boot sectors for viruses, and prevent files from being accessed.
GammaTech Utilities can be operated
from the Workplace Shell as a PM application. If you can't get to your desktop,
many of the GammaTech Utilities can be
run from the command line. The list of
GammaTech Utilities and where they can
be started from appears in Figure 6.

• /F : O tells CHKDSK

• IF : 1 tells CH KDsKto

Figure 5. Recommended CACHE Settings ,
Based on Installed Memory, When FAT
Handles Intensive 1/0
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volume label, and volume serial number, as
well as producing disk status reports.
CHKDSK can also detect lost clusters on your
disk. You then have the option to convert
these clusters into files and examine their
contents or to simply delete them.

resolve inconsistent file-system structures.

• IF : 2

tells CHKDSK to resolve inconsistent file-system structures and also to
scan disk space in use but not referred
to by the file system. If recognizable file
or directory structures are found,
CHKDSK recovers them.

includes all level 2 recovery and
also tells CH KDSK to scan the en tire
disk partition for recognizable file system structures.

• IF : 3

You cannot use the / F parameter if there is
any activity on the disk; therefore, the drive
to be fixed cannot be the one from which
you start the operating system or the one
that contains the CHKDSK program.
Much more function is available for disk
maintenance and data recovery than
comes with the OS/2 CHKDSK command.
Software disk utility packages, such as
Norton Utilities, have long been around
for DOS systems. Countless users have
turned to utilities like Norton to save
them from catastrophic events such as
corrupted files, accidentally deleted files,
bad disk sectors, poor system performance, and so on.
Now, OS/ 2 users who choose the HPFS file
system can use GammaTech Utilities*
from Sof'fouch Systems, Inc. GammaTech
offers a comprehensive recovery package
for HPFS partitions. Its system analysis
program identifies characteristics of your
system such as bad sectors, disk usage
percentages, available memory, free disk
space, and volume labels. It has a
mass-deletion function that deletes files

NTFS File System
Windows NT is Microsoft's latest entry in
the operating system world. It was developed to exploit the latest advances in
computer hardware and software.
Windows NT maintains the graphical
interface in Windows 3.1 and adds security and networking capabilities.
The major difference between Windows
NT and Windows is that Windows NT is
an operating system, whereas Windows is
not. Windows is a graphical extension of
DOS, designed to enhance the usability of
DOS on Intel 80x86-based computers and
restricted to using the DOS FAT file system. In contrast, Windows NT is a
portable, scalable operating systemportable in that it runs on any computer
with a 32-bit microprocessor and scalable
in that it runs on computers with multiple
microprocessors-and it incorporates its
own file system, NTFS.
Windows NT adapts to existing computing
environments because NTFS combines the
capabilities of the FAT and HPFS file systems. Windows NT can be installed in a
FAT, HPFS, or NTFS partition. The
advanced functions in Windows NT can be
utilized only when Windows NT is
installed in an NTFS partition. Windows
NT can recognize files in HPFS and FAT
partitions, but OS/2 and DOS cannot recognize files in NTFS partitions. However,
NTFS does allow DOS and OS/2 applications to access files in an NTFS partition
when the applications are running under
Windows NT.

NTFS Features
NTFS enhances reliability through its
recoverability and hot-fixing features.
NTFS supports hot-fixing similar to the

hot-fixing in HPFS. Also, NTFS has
fault-tolerance features that enable it to
fully recover in the event of a system
error such as an encounter with a defective sector, a power surge, or disk failure.
NTFS maintains a transaction log of all
disk activity. If an error occurs during
disk access, NTFS uses the information
from the transaction log to dynamically
restore the disk. The check disk utility
does not need to be run unless the
recovery fails.
NTFS supports long file names simil ar to
those in HPFS and automatically creates
DOS aliases so that files can be shared
with DOS users.
The security features in Windows NT and
NTFS satisfy the U.S. government's C2
data security specifications. Some security
features supported by NTFS include the
ability to control unauthorized access to
the computer itself, to components of the
system such as printers, and to specific
files and directories on the hard disk.
NTFS also supports Unicode text. Unicode
is a 16-bit, character-encoding format that
defines semantics for multiple languages,
scripts, and symbols. Programs using
Unicode can be enabled with universal
data exchange capabilities, which simplify
multilingual text processing.
In addition to supporting applications
written for Windows 3.1 , DOS, and OS/ 2,
NTFS also supports applications that are
POSIX (Portable Operating System
Interface)-compliant. POSIX is based on
the UNIX operating system. A POSIX-compliant application can be moved from one
POSIX-compliant operating system to
another.

Summary
DOS and its FAT file system-around since
1981-are used in far more personal computers than OS/ 2's HPFS and Windows NT's
NTFS combined. Despite the FAT file system's widespread use and recognition in
the marketplace, its performance and function are the lowest of the three file systems
outlined in this article. Stick with DOS and
the FAT file system if your hardware-mem-

Utility

Presentation Manager

Disk Volume Analysis
System Information
File Undelete
File Attribute Alteration
File Deletion

X
X
X
X
X

Find Files
Find Files on Multiple Volumes
HPFS Volume Optimization
Virus Protection
Boot Sector Monitoring

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

Boot Sector Backup and Restore
. IN I File Backup

File Locking
HPFS File Recovery
Enhanced Directory List

Command Line

X
X
X
X

Recover Damaged Files
Mark Bad Sectors
Sector Display and Edit
Delete Directory Tree
Partition Fixup

X
X
X
X

Set Dirty Flag
Make Directory Path
FAT Directory Sorting
Enhanced File Alarm
FAT Volume Optimization

X
X
X
X

X

X

Figure 6. GammaTech Utilities and Where They Can be Started

ory and disk size-is limiting your options,
or if you want to share your files between
native DOS (or DOS plus Windows) and
either OS/2 or Windows NT.
If your computer has sufficient memory
and disk space to run HPFS, you will
almost always be better off choosing OS/2
as your operating system. You will be able
to use the same applications you were
using in your DOS-based system, and you
can exploit HPFS's inherent performance
and reliability. Your system will perform
faster, your data will be kept safer, and
you will be able to store and retrieve files
using meaningful file names.

NTFS's ability to access FAT and HPFS as
well as NTFS partitions, its security

features, and its POSIX compliance give
NTFS good potential. Its shortcomings are
its expensive hardware requirements and
its newness, which causes it to behave
unexpectedly at times. As fu ture releases
become available and the product
matures, it should become a more viable
alternative.
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NetWare 4.01 for 0S/2:
Features and Installation
The "Overview of IBM NetWare* 4.01" article in the November/
December 1993 issue of Personal Systems covered the features of
NetWare 4.01 and briefly talked about NetWare 4.0lfor OS/2. This
article resumes at that point, discussing in detail the features and benefits of Net Ware 4.01 for OS/2, offering some technical insight, and listing the steps involved in installing the product.
n this article, the stand-alone NetWare 4.01 is referred to as native NetWare
4.01. Native NetWare 4.01 installs onto a computer called afile server. Since
native NetWare 4.01 is the only software running on that computer, the computer is called a dedicated NetWare file server. Here, "dedicated" means that the
computer running native NetWare 4.01 is dedicated to doing file-server processes
only. A native NetWare 4.01 file server can be configured only as dedicated.

I

The NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 package, however, provides drivers and programs
that let you run both OS/ 2 2.1 and native NetWare 4.01 on a single computer.
Because OS/ 2 2.1 runs on the same computer as native NetWare 4.01, the computer is called a non-dedicated
NetWare file server (more specifically, a non-dedicated NetWare 4.01
for OS/ 2 file server). "Non-dedicateel" means
that the computer can do
Albert Juarez
other processIBM Corporation
es in addition
Roanoke, Texas
to file-server
processes.
Here is another way to envision
this interaction of software components. Think of NetWare 4.01 for
OS/ 2 as an OS/ 2 session running
on an OS/ 2 computer. OS/ 2 still
functions as it always does (running OS/ 2, DOS, and Windows
applications), but it can now also
run the NetWare server software in
an OS/ 2 session. The drivers in the
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 package
provide the interface that enables
native NetWare 4.01 to operate in
non-dedicated mode with OS/ 2 2.1.
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NetWare 4.01 for OS/2
Requirements
The hardware required for installing a
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 file server is the
same as for native NetWare 4.01. Your
computer should have at least an 80386
processor, preferably an 80486.
You will need the following software to
install a NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 file server:
• IBM OS/ 2 2.1

• Either NetWare Requester for OS/ 2, version 2.01 (included with NetWare 4.01),
or NetWare Client Kit for OS/ 2,
version 2.01

• (Native) NetWare 4.01 (for any number
of licenses)
• NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2
Accordingly, the total cost of a NetWare
4.01 for OS/ 2 configuration comprises
costs for OS/ 2 2.1 base, NetWare 4.01 for
OS/ 2, plus the native NetWare 4.01.

NetWare 4.01 for 0S/2
Highlights
Following are highlights of NetWare 4.01
for OS/ 2:
• Since NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 was
designed to run with the OS/ 2 2.1 base
system (hereafter called OS/ 2 base),
you can install the 4.01 version on computers that also run OS/ 2 2.1.
• After installing NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2,
you can continue to run applications
that you normally run on your OS/ 2
base. Version 4.01 for OS/ 2 leaves the
full capability of OS/ 2 base untouched,
simply adding more function.
• You can now configure a NetWare server to be non-dedicated, thus combining
OS/ 2 multitasking, a NetWare Requester
workstation, and NetWare file-server
capability on a single computer system.
Using OS/ 2 and NetWare Requester for
OS/ 2, you can log in to the NetWare
4.01 for OS/ 2 file server on the same
computer system, as well as log in to
other servers.
• NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 has all the security functions of native NetWare 4.01.
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 disk partitions
are not readable by OS/ 2. They are,
however, accessible using NetWare
Requester for OS/ 2, on your workstation or other workstations on the LAN.
• Network device interface specification
(NDIS)-based programs such as Extended
Services for OS/ 2 or Communications
Manager/2* (CM/ 2*) can coexist with
NetWare's Open Datalink Interface
(OD!). This coexistence is made possible
by using Novell's OD I NSU P protocol driver. Figure 1 illustrates how ODIN SUP
enables NDIS and OD! to coexist.
• You can execute server-based applications at your workstation. Your workstation can log in to a NetWare file server
(even a server on the same computer
system), download applications from
the file server, and execute those applications at your PC workstation.

CM /2

LAN Requester

NetWare Requester
N DI S Protoco l M a nager

IPX/S PX Protocol Driver
ODIN SU P Protocol
LSL (Lin k Support Layer)
O DI MLID Dri ver
Network Boa rd

Connection to NetWare

Figure 1. NDIS and ODI Coexistence Using ODINSUP Protocol Driver

• With Dynamic Perfor mance Tuning, you
can specify how much processor time
you allocate to native NetWare. The
remaining time is allocated for OS/ 2.
You can set this performance-tuning
parameter through the monitoring utility PM MON. EXE or define it in the
NET . CF G file. (You can tune your
NetWare server while it is running.)
• With its OS/ 2 PM-based monitor utility,
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 allows you to
see real-time server utilization values,
to enable performance tuning, and to
disable server alert beeps. For a more
complete discussion, see the NetWare
Monitor section later in this article.
• You gain the benefit of high performance. Although native NetWare 4.01
shares the processor with OS/ 2, the
NetWare operating system yields about
92 percent of the performance it would
have on a dedicated native NetWare
4.01 server. OS/ 2 takes up the other
8 percent of performance for handling
hardware, 1/ 0, and interrupt services.
If you are running several OS/ 2 applications simultaneously, the 92 percent
yield may be reduced.

Functionality of
NetWare 4.01 for 0S/2
Except for the NLM memory protection
provided by the DDMA I N. NLM, NetWare
4.01 for OS/ 2 gives you all the functions
of native NetWare 4.01. Figure 2 lists the
features of native NetWare 4.01 available
in a NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 configuration.
For more information about these features
of native NetWare 4.01, refer to
"Overview of IBM NetWare 4.01 " in the
November/December 1993 issue of

NetWare Directory Services (NOS)
New Management Capabilities
Multiple Language Capability
Enhanced Security/ Auditing
Routing/WAN Improvements
Data Compression/Suballocation
/Data Migration
CD-ROM/Optical
Graphical Administrative Tools
Electronic Online Documentation
Figure 2. Native NetWare 4.01 Features in
NetWare 4.01 for OS/2

How NetWare 4.01 for
0S/2 Works
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 is essentially a set
of device drivers that allows native
NetWare 4.01 to run in parallel with OS/ 2
base. As is true for OS/ 2, NetWare 4.01
for OS/ 2 runs at Ring 0, with a protected
block of memory dedicated solely to
NetWare.
Figure 3 breaks out the modules in
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 and shows their
relationships with each other. There is a
total of four modules: a virtual device
driver, VNETWARE . SYS; a physical device
driver, PNETWARE . SYS ; a 32-bit OS/ 2
application, NWOS2 . EXE; and an NLM for
sharing disks, DSKSHARE . OSK.
PNETWARE. SYS, an OS/ 2 physical device
driver (POD), communicates with and controls devices by using OS/ 2 system calls.
This driver is responsible for handling
interrupts, memory allocation, and screen
notification.

Personal Systems.
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Performance Considerations
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VNETWARE

OS/2 kernel

OS/2 device drivers

Disk controller card

Hard disk

Figure 3. Ne!Ware 4.01 for OS/2 Drivers

OS/2 Applications

NetWare 4.01
NetWare
File
System

OS/2

l

OS/2
File
System

DSKSHARE

OS/2 Kernel

Figure 4. OS/2 and NetWare for OS/2 Disk Sharing

VNETWARE. SYS is an OS/2 virtual device
driver (VDD) that operates at Ring 0. It is
responsible for controlling the NetWare
interface to the server hardware.
PNETWARE . SYS allocates RAM for the
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 server, and the allocated RAM is managed by VNETWARE . SYS .
The NET . CFG file defines the RAM to be
allocated and managed.
NWOS2. EXE is a 32-bit OS/ 2 application
that calls the OS/ 2 loader, which then
loads the NetWare 4.01 SERVER . EXE program. SERVER . EXE starts the server.
NW0S2 . EXE-the interface between OS/ 2
and NetWare 4.01-operates at Ring 3.
Figure 3 also shows the module
DSKSHARE . OSK, which is explained in the
"Disk Sharing" section below.
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Bringing NetWare Up to Date
Novell* originally produced a product
called Non-Dedicated NetWare 286, which
allowed you to have a DOS-based,
non-dedicated NetWare file server. This
software is still available today as
NetWare 2.2 . NetWare 2.2 has only one
DOS session and only 640 KB of RAM for
DOS applications. Also, since NetWare 2.2
was designed for a 80286* processor, it is
not a 32-bit application.
In contrast, a NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 file
server opens up the world of OS/2 to you .
On a NetWare for OS/ 2 file server, you
can exploit all the capabilities of OS/ 2
base-multitasking, 32-bit performance,
crash protection, execution of your DOS
and Windows applications, and many
other leading-edge capabilities.

When you run a single computer system
as both an OS/ 2 workstation and a
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 file server, you naturally raise questions about performance.
You will undoubtedly achieve optimum
performance by using a dedicated computer system to run native NetWare 4.01.
But as mentioned above, if your OS/2
wo;kstation is also running NetWare 4.01
for OS/ 2, you'll find that OS/ 2 uses only
about 8 percent of the computer's
resources, leaving 92 percent for native
NetWare 4.01 (or less if many other OS/2
applications are running simultaneously).
Some computer systems running both
OS/ 2 and NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 run
poorly because they do not have enough
memory. To realize decent performance
from OS/ 2, you should have at least 8 MB
of RAM on the OS/ 2 "side" of the computer. If you are running memory-intensive
OS/ 2 applications requiring lots of swapper space, however, you may want to have
16 MB of RAM on the OS/ 2 side; 16 MB
will enhance OS/2 performance because
more swapping is done within memory
rather than to disk.
On the NetWare 4.01 "side" of the computer, you should have at least 8 MB of
RAM. You may need more if you load
additional NLMs or if you have a lot of
NetWare volume space; the larger your
volume space, the more RAM it needs for
caching. (To determine the minimum
RAM requirement for the NetWare 4.01
side, based on how much NetWare volume
space you have and how many NLMs are
loaded, see "Overview of IBM NetWare
4.01 " in the November/December 1993
issue of Personal Systems.)

Disk Sharing
Before you load OS/2 base onto a computer that will also run NetWare 4.01 for
OS/ 2, you should set aside some hard-disk
space for a NetWare partition. For a
NetWare 4.01 server, you should have at
least 50 MB, and preferably 100 MB, of
free hard-disk space. While installing
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2, you will create a
NetWare partition within the free
hard-disk space.
The NetWare 4.01 server side shares the
same hard disk and controller that OS/ 2
2.1 base uses. This sharing is made

possible by the OSKSHARE . OSK NLM (see
Figure 4).
The OSKSHARE . OSK NLM enables the disk
controller and hard disks managed by the
OS/ 2 disk-controller device driver to be
shared with the NetWare 4.01 server part
of NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2. OSKSHARE. OSK
takes NetWare 4.01 file system requests
and routes them through the OS/ 2 disk
device driver (see Figure 3).
When you install NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2,
you should load OS KS HARE. OSK in place
of a *. OSK disk driver (such as
PSZSCSI . OSK) in the file server's
STARTUP . NCF file. NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2
will then manage the NetWare partition
by using OSKSHARE . OSK, and OS/ 2 will
manage the OS/ 2 file-system partition.
OS/ 2 and NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 cannot
see each other's partitions. The
OSKSHARE. OSK NLM prevents OS/ 2 from
reading the NetWare partition on the
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 file server, thus
preventing NetWare 4. 01 for OS/ 2 from
managing the OS/ 2 partition and using it
as a NetWare server resource. OS KS HARE.
OSK was purposely designed this way to
enhance security. This is why you must
use NetWare Requester for OS/ 2 to log
into and use the NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2
file server. If you want to totally isolate
both partitions, you can also use one disk
drive for the NetWare file system and
another drive for the OS/ 2 file system.
Currently, OS/ 2 and NetWare on the same
computer cannot share an optical CD-ROM
drive using OSKSHARE . OSK. In other
words, if you start OS/ 2 and you can
access your CD-ROM drive, you cannot
also mount that drive as a NetWare volume under NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2. The
CD-ROM must be dedicated to either
NetWare or OS/ 2. A workaround is to set
up a second controller with a CD-ROM,
then load the controller's driver through
the NetWare file-server side.

NetWare 4.01 for 05/2

NetWare 4.01 File Server

OS/2

NetWare File Services

NetWare Requester

IPX/SPX

IPX Router
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LANSHARE.SYS
(Virtual MLID)

· ··· ···· ····· LANSHARE .LAN
__ !P~_<:>-~ly . (Virtual MLID)

NetWare
LAN Driver

LAN Adapter

External LAN Segment

Figure 5. Routing Solution with IPX Only
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Figure 6. Routing Solution with Token-Ring

LAN Adapter Sharing
A LAN adapter can be shared by the
NetWare server side and the OS/ 2 client
side by using the virtual device drivers
LANSHARE.SYS (an OS/ 2 device driver)
and LAN SHARE. LAN (a NetWare file server LAN adapter NLM). The actual physical
driver is loaded on the NetWare server
side as a LAN adapter NLM (for example,
TOKEN. LAN) .

The files LAN SHARE . SYS , LAN SHARE . LAN,
TOKEN SH R. SYS , TOKEN LN K. LA N,
TOKENSHR. LAN , and VB RIDGE . LAN

are
all part of the NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 software package; they do not come with the
NetWare 4.01 package.

NetWare 4.01 for OS/2
Routing Configuration Options
You can configure NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2
three ways, using various virtual drivers:
LANS HARE . LAN, TOKENSHR . LAN ,

and VBR IDGE . LAN .
Which one you use depends on which
type of protocol (internet packet exchange
TOKEN LN K. LAN,
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NetWare 4.01 for 05/2

NetWare 4.01 File Server

OS/2

NetWare File Services

LAN
Requester
or CM/2

VBRIDGE.LAN

NetWare
Requester

.. ·· NetWare·· ...
:._ Virtual Ring)

solution with IPX only, the TOKEN . SYS in
your OS/ 2 CON FIG . SYS file is replaced by
LANSHARE . SYS . Thereafter, your NetWare
Client passes IPX traffic through
LAN SHARE . SYS and LAN SHARE . LAN to
the !PX router in the NetWare 4.01 for
OS/ 2 file server. From the !PX router,
requests are passed to either the external
LAN segment or NetWare File Services.

Routing Solution with Token-Ring
Source-Routing Bridge
TOKENLNK.LAN

LSL
TOKENSHR.SYS
(Virtual MUD)

TOKENSHR.LAN
OS/2
Virtual Ring . (Virtual MUD)

Token-Ring
LAN Driver

LAN Adopter
···--····································----- ----- ...... .

External LAN Segment

Figure 7. Source-Routing Bridging Solution

Decision Box for Network Board Sharing
Choose all tha1 apply for the OS/2 Workstation.
Communication Protocols

If you plan to share a single network
board and to use different protocols such
as !PX and TCP/IP with token-ring, then
you should configure NetWare 4.01 for
OS/ 2 as a routing solution with
token-ring, as shown in Figure 6. This configuration uses the TOKENSHR . SYS and
TOKENSHR . LAN virtual MUD drivers.
TOKENSHR . SYS, like LAN SHARE . SYS
above, replaces the OD! LAN adapter
device driver (e.g., TOKEN . SYS) in the
OS/ 2 CON FIG . SYS file . The NetWare
Client then passes IPX or IP traffic
through TOKENSHR . SYS and
TOKENSHR. LAN to the !PX/ IP router in
the NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 file server. The
router then passes requests to either the
external LAN segment or NetWare File
Services.

{J UetWare !PX/SPX Only
_j

NetWare lPX/SPX plus additional (TCP-/IP, etc.]

-.J

IBM protocols [Uetbios, 8022, etc.)

Applications
One or more IBM applications (LANSERVER, DBM, CM, etc.)
• llo IBM Applications

Choose all that apply for the OS/2 lletWare Server.
Topology for NetWare Server
•) Token - Ring

Cancel

_,, Other
_., Both

Help

Single Network Card Options

LA NSHARE . SYS and LANSHARE . LAN virtual Multiple-Link Interface Drivers (ML!Ds).

This source-routing bridging solution
makes it possible to use both OD! and
NDIS drivers on the OS/ 2 client side.
When using NDIS drivers, use the NetWare
ODINSUP . SYS driver.

When you initially install NetWare
Requester for OS/ 2 on your workstation,
the ODI driver TOKEN . SY S is installed,
and your LAN adapter uses the device
driver TOKEN . SYS in your OS/ 2
CO NFIG . SYS file . Then, when you proceed with installing NetWare 4.01 for
OS/2, and you configure it as a routing

One of the three routing-solution options
described above is automatically determined when you install NetWare 4.01 for
OS/ 2. You are asked to make several
choices (as shown in Figure 8) such as the
type of communication protocol, which
applications, and which topology you will

Figure 8. NetWare 4.01 for OS/2 Installation: Decision Box for Network Board Sharing

[!PX] or transmission control protocol/
internet protocol [TCP/IP]) you want to
route, and whether you want to either
bridge SNA traffic or use an SNA-type
application.

Routing Solution with IPX Only
Use the !PX routing solution configuration
for NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 in normal configurations requiring only IPX traffic, as
shown in Figure 5. This configuration uses
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Source-Routing Bridging Solution
Use the source-routing bridging solution
when you want to share a single adapter,
and you plan on having 802.2 and NetBIOS
conununications (IBM applications) with
token-ring (see Figure 7). This solution
uses TOKENLNK . LAN; when this NLM is
loaded, TOKENSHR. LAN and VB RIDGE . LAN
are also loaded. The OS/ 2 client sends
information through TOKENSHR . SYS and
then to TOKEN SH R. LAN. The information
or request then goes to the source-routing
bridge (TOKEN LNK. LAN) and is passed to
either the external LAN or to NetWare File
Services.

Choosing a Routing Solution

use with the OS/ 2 NetWare server. Using
your responses, the installation program
determines the appropriate routing solution for your configuration (see Figure 9).

Decision_Rox for tletwork Board _Sharing
[ Choos e all that apply for the OS/2 Works tation. 000

..

0

II

■

II

I

Results from Decision Box
Solutions you will need to implement during NetWare server

When you configure etWare 4.01 for
OS/ 2 to use separate LAN adapters, as
opposed to sharing one adapter, use the
appropriate drivers for both the OS/ 2 side
and the NetWare side.

ins tallation, based on previous decis ion menu (Please Note).
Q Source Routing Bridging Solution (TOl<ENLNK.LAN)
Q Routing Solution with Token- Ring (TOl<ENSHR.LAN)
@ Routing Solution with IPX only (LANSHARE.LAN)

Statements in the OS/2
CONFIG.SYS File
Figure 10 shows some of the statements in
the OS/ 2 CON FIG . SYS file when NetWare
4.01 for OS/ 2 runs on the same computer
system. Only the NetWare Requester statements and the NetWare for OS/ 2 statements are shown.
When you install NetWare Requester for
OS/ 2 as a NetWare client, the ODI LAN
device driver TOKEN. SYS is added. When
you install NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2, the
TOKEN. SYS device driver is REMarked
out, and a new virtual driver such as
LAN SHARE. SYS takes its place. This virtual driver communicates with the NetWare
for OS/ 2 file server's virtual driver,
LAN SHARE. LAN. Also added to
CON FIG . SYS are PN ETWARE . SYS and
VNETWARE. SYS . Figure 11 shows how the
NetWare for OS/ 2 file server and the
NetWare Requester for OS/ 2 interact within NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2.

NetWare 4.01 for OS/2
Installation Scenario
We performed the NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2
installation scenario described below on
an IBM PS/ 2 Model 85 computer with a
400 MB small computer system interface
(SCSI) hard disk, 32 MB of RAM, a
token-ring card, and an external CD-ROM
drive. The software used was OS/ 2 2.1
base, NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2, native
NetWare 4.01 , and IBM CD-ROM drivers.

OS/2 2.1 Base Installation
1. Install OS/ 2 2.1 base on your system. I
used a 400 MB SCSI drive, of which
200 MB were allocated to an OS/ 2 2.1
FAT partition and 200 MB to a
NetWare partition.
NetWare Requester for OS/2 , V2.01
Installation
2. Install the NetWare Requester for
OS/ 2, version 2.01 , using the standard
installation procedure. I used the
TOKEN . SYS driver for my configuration. ("NetWare Req uester for OS/ 2,

0

OOINSUP Set Up Required

I
Figure 9. NetWare 4.01 for 0S/2 Installation: Results from Decision Box

REM -- NetWare Requester statements BEGIN SET NWLANGUAGE=ENGLISH
DEVICE=C : \NETWARE\LSL.SYS
RUN=C:\NETWARE\DDAEMON.EXE
REM - DOI-Driver Files BEGIN
REM - DEVICE=C : \NETWARE\ROUTE . SYS
REM - DOI-Driver Files END DEVICE=C : \NETWARE\LANSHARE . SYS
DEVICE=C : \NETWARE\ROUTE . SYS
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\IPX.SYS
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\SPX.SYS
RUN=C : \NETWARE\SPDAEMON . EXE
rem DEVICE=C : \NETWARE\NMPIPE . SYS
rem DEVICE=C: \NETWARE\NPSERVER.SYS
rem RUN=C:\NETWARE\NPDAEMON.EXE
DEVICE=C : \NETWARE\NWREQ . SYS
IFS=C : \NETWARE\NWIFS . IFS
RUN=C:\NETWARE\NWDAEMON.EXE
rem DEVICE=C : \NETWARE\NETBIOS . SYS
rem RUN=C:\NETWARE\NBDAEMON . EXE
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\VIPX . SYS
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\VSHELL.SYS GLOBAL
REM -- NetWare Requester statements END
REM -- NetWare For OS2 statements BEGIN DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\PNETWARE . SYS
DEVICE=C : \NETWARE\VNETWARE.SYS
SET NWOS2=C:\NWOS2
REM -- NetWare For OS2 statements END Figure 10. NetWare Requester and NetWare for 0S/2 Statements in the 0S/2 CONFIG .SYS File
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NetWare File Server

NetWare Requester

IPX/SPX

IPX/SPX 11 ODINSUP I

LSL
Adapter MUD
Driver
TOKEN.LAN

LSL
Virtual MUD
Driver
LAN SHARE.LAN

Virtual MUD
Driver
LANSHARE.SYS

LAN Adapter
(IBM TOKEN RING)

Figure 11. NetWare File Server and NetWare Requester Interaction within NetWare 4.01 for OS/2

1////,:

tletWare Workstation for OS/2 Installation Utility
.

Installation

Configuration

i -flequester o~ workstation...

J:!tilities

BeadMe

a

0

!:!elp

rk s lation For OS/ 2 Ins tallation Program
H§O on workstation ...
Re_!!!ote workstations...
has been installed on thi s
HetWare for OS/2...
running. You have the
rouowmg opnor\ a\lllrrame:-

*

To install a new vers ion of the Reques ter or change your
configuration settings, choose "Reques ter on works tat ion"
fr om the "Installation" menu.

*

To configure the Requester on thi s w ork s tati on, choose
"Thi s work station" from the " Configuration" menu.

"

To install a tlovell Services Di skette (tlSDI, choose
"tlSD on Workstation" from the "Ins tallation" menu.

*

To install support for workstations without hard di sks,
choose "Remote workstations" from the "Installation" menu.

*

To configure the Requester for workstations without hard di sks,
choose "Remote works tations" from the "Configur ation" menu.

~

Tn in c t ~ II MotW ~ ro fnr ()(: / ?

nn thi c m ':lr hina

r hnnc o

jlnstall the HetWare Requester for OS/2 on this workstation

Figure 12. Initial NetWare Requester Installation Screen

V2.0l: Features and Installation" in
this issue covers installing NetWare
Requester.)
3. Install NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 by running INSTALL . EXE from the
NWOS2_1 disk. Note: you do not need
to reboot the computer.
4. Choose "NetWare for OS/ 2. . ." from
the menu bar (see Figure 12). You are
asked to confirm the target directory
for the OS/ 2 driver files,
D: \NETWARE, and the source drive,
A:. Click on OK to continue.
You are then asked to confirm the
target directory for the OS/ 2 server
files, D: \ NWOS2 , and the source
drive. Click on OK. You then see a
screen that summarizes the target
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directories. Click on the Copy box to
proceed.
5. A box titled "System Message"
appears in the System Message
screen. Click on Yes to share your
LAN card with OS/ 2.

6. The next screen you see is "Decision
Box for Network Board Sharing" (previously shown in Figure 8). This box
determines how your OS/ 2
CON FIG. SYS will be updated. One of
two drivers, LAN SHARE . SYS or
TOKENSHR . SYS, will be used,
depending on which option you
choose.
For the Communications Protocols
section, keep the default option,
NetWare !PX/SPX Only, unless you

plan to use the TCP/IP protocol, or if
you have Communications Manager/ 2
or Extended Services (ES) loaded on
the computer system. (For more information about setting up CM/ 2 and ES
coexistence, see "Source-Routing
Bridging" on page 21 of the
Installing Net Ware for OS/ 2 manual
included with the software.)
For the Topology for NetWare Server
section, keep the default option,
token-ring, unless you have a different topology for the OS/ 2 NetWare
Server. Click on OK.
7. A box titled "Results from Decision Box"
(shown in Figure 9) appears. You need
this information when you perform the
server part of the installation.
Write down these results, then click
on OK. You are asked to save your file
as D: \CONFIG . SYS . Click on OK. You
are then told that the installation process has completed making changes,
and you are returned to the first
installation screen.
At this point, you have finished the
first part of the installation, installing
NetWare Requester for OS/ 2. You can
now exit and proceed with installing
NetWare 4.x for OS/ 2, or edit your
NET . CFG file.
Normally, you will leave NET . CF G as
is, especially if you choose to share
the LAN adapter with both the OS/ 2
client side and the NetWare server
side. Even though you should not
alter the contents of the NET . cFG file,
you should know how to change them
if necessary.
Remember that you have been
returned to the first screen of the
NetWare Workstation for OS/ 2
Installation Utility. To access the
NET . CFG editor, click on
Configuration in the menu bar, then
click on "This workstation ... ," then
choose to edit NET . cFG . Figure 13
shows the resulting screen.
Figure 13 shows the window titled
"Current NET . CFG File Contents," and
in it you can see the contents of my
NET . CFG file. Under the statement
"NetWare Requester," 1 specified
"nonded server," which allows the
NetWare Requester and NetWare for
OS/ 2 to share the same adapter.

Under the statement "NetWare for
OS/ 2," under "server memory," I
entered "16" to tell OS/ 2 to allocate
16 MB of RAM for NetWare. (The
default RAM allocated for NetWare is
6 MB.) During OS/ 2 startup, the
PNETWARE . SYS driver allocates the
RAM specified in "server memory 16"
to the NetWare 4.01 server side.
After you have made changes to the
NET . CFG file, save it and continue.
8. Exit the I STALL program by
double-clicking on the upper left corner of the window, then click on the
OK button to exit.

D:\NET.CFG
rrent NET.CFG File Contents

send timeout
sessions
UetWare for OS/2
performance tuning
remove server memory

,.. t letware Requester
nonded server
packet burst off

I

server memory

Netware for os/2
server memory 16J

l

Token - Ring source routing
def
gbr
nodes
mbr
board
Virtual MLIO for LAtl SharinW
virtual board size

"I

l

[ ~

~---

>:

To allocate 10 MB of memory for the tletWare for OS/2 server:

1G ·-i

server memory 10
1

To allocate 12.5 MB of memory for the tletWare for OS/2 server:

Note: be sure to reboot your computer so the changes made to your
CON FIG . SYS and NET . CF G files can
take effect.
NetWare 4.01 Installation
9. Proceed with installing native
NetWare 4.01 from the CD-ROM.
Insert the NetWare 4.01 CD-ROM into
the drive. My CD-ROM drive is
drive E:.
From a full or windowed OS/ 2 session, go to drive E:. There is an
INSTALL.CMD program in E:
\ NETWARE . 40\ENGLISH . Run
INSTALL. You see a screen like the
one in Figure 14. From this screen,
choose "Install new NetWare v4.x."
10. The next screen is titled "Name the new
server." In the box titled "Server
name:," enter a name for your server
(e.g., NW4OS2). If you have several
servers in your LAN or WAN, make sure
you use a unique name for each.
11. The next screen is titled "Assign an
internal !PX number to the server."
For this screen, you need an internal
network number; the number
2CD6A6CE is already entered, because
the installation program randomly
generates a number for you. You can
change it, but make sure you give it a
number not already used by another
NetWare file server on your network.
Press the Enter key to continue.
12. The next screen, titled "Copy server
boot files to the DOS partition," displays the destination and source
paths for the server boot files.
Notice that the source path is
D: \ NWOS2 . Keep the default paths,

t ,, ____.__ _

_8.

OU Cal cut

paste text

~lptlon

J

~-1

W

.. •- - - _

_, _

Figure 13. NET.CFG Editing Screen
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HetWare Installation and Upgrade Utility
For help at any tiAe, press <Fl>.

Select an Installation Option

I

. . '· ,_ .

Upgrade HetWare vJ.lx or v4.x
Display InforAation (README) File

Figure 14. NetWare 4.01 Initial Installation Screen

and press the Enter key to copy the
files. You see a screen like the one in
Figure 15, which tells you that certain
files were already present and were
not updated. (These files were copied
during the first part of the installation of NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2.)
13. The next screen does the locale configuration for the server. This screen
lets you specify Country Code 001
(United States); Code Page 437
(United States English); and Keyboard

Mapping "None." Keep the defaults
unless you need to change them. Press
F10 to accept the locale settings.
14. In the next screen, titled "Select file
name format," choose the recommended option, "DOS file name format. " This
choice ensures DOS compatibility as
well as compatibility with future
NetWare releases.
The choice "NetWare filename format"
applies when you need non-DOS filePERSONAL SYSTEMS • MARCH/APRIL 1994
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name formats. Highlight the "DOS file
name format" choice, then press Enter
to continue.
15. In the next screen, you can make
changes to your STARTUP.NC F file for
your server. During a new installation, you do not need to make any
changes or updates. If you need to
add some line commands or statements, add them now; otherwise,
don't make changes to the
STARTUP . NCF file. In the box titled
"Do you want to specify any special
startup set commands?," select No,
then press Enter.

16. The next screen tells you the path
from which the files will be copied. At
this point, you can press F3 to change
the default path ( E: \ NETWARE . 40
\ENGLISH \ _ _ _ \ ). If you accept
the path and press Enter, you are
taken to another screen option.

Loading LAN Disk Driver
17. The next screen, shown in Figure
16, is titled "Load Disk Driver."
Depending on your hardware,
choose the proper driver for your
hard-disk adapter. In my case, it
is the OSKSHARE . OSK driver.
If you are using the same controller
and hard disk for the NetWare partition and the OS/ 2 partition, then use
OSKSHARE . OSK. After selecting it,
you get a message indicating that the
driver was loaded successfully. Now
you are able to enter another disk
driver. Continue with the installation.

Creating NetWare
Partitions and Volumes
18. The screen titled "Create NetWare
Disk Partitions" appears. In this
screen, you can choose either "automatically" to let the program create
the NetWare partition or "manually"
to create it yourself.
19. The next screen shows your computer
system's disk partition table. You
should already have a FAT file partition where your OS/ 2 operating
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Figure 16. "Load Disk Driver" Installation Screen

system resides plus some free
hard-disk space available for your
NetWare partition. In this screen, you
have several choices: changing the hot
fix, creating a NetWare disk partition,
or deleting any disk partition. For a
new installation, create a partition.
20. You see a screen showing you the
Partition Type: NetWare Partition;
Partition Size, typically the free space
available; and Hot Fix information,
typically 2 percent of the free

hard-disk space. Press Esc to accept
these values.
You are then asked whether you want
to create the specified partition.
Select Yes and press Enter. You should
now see a NetWare partition listed in
the NetWare partition table. Press FlO
to continue.
21. The screen titled "Manage NetWare
Volumes" tells you that the available
NetWare partition has been used for a
SYS volume. (When a partition is

created, it contains no volumes; you
have to create a new volume, which
defaults to the name SYS .) Press Enter
to continue.

Note: This is a critical point, because

You then see a screen showing a table
of all the NetWare volumes. At this
point, there is only one. Press Fl0 to
save the volume information and continue. You then see a second confirmation. Select Yes and press Enter.

For a normal NetWare 4.01 installation, choose TOKEN . LAN for a
token-ring configuration.

22. Insert the license diskette for native
NetWare 4.01 and then press Enter to
continue. You will see a confirmation
that the license information was
installed.

Copying NetWare Files
23. The next screen asks you for the path
of the NetWare files that will be
copied to the SYS volume. Keep the
default path, E: \NETWARE. 40
\ENGLISH\ _ _ __ \ . Press Enter
to continue.
24. The next screen, titled "Copy NetWare
Files," allows you to either select or
deselect the following options:
• NetWare 4.0 DOS Utilities
(10,766,210 bytes)
• NetWare 4.0 OS/ 2 Utilities
(3,382,374 bytes)
• NetWare 4.0 Windowing Utilities
(3 ,197,269 bytes)
• Set up a Network Directory for
Client Install/Upgrade
(1 7,277,327 bytes)
By default, all are selected. If you
have little free hard-disk space, or if
you have no need for a specific operating platform, deselect that option.
Once you have made your choice(s),
press the Fl0 key. You then see another confirmation request; select Yes to
continue.
You now see the files being copied to
the SYS volume. A status bar is displayed during the copying, which
takes a few minutes to complete.
Utilities are copied to the directories
LOGIN, PUBLIC, SYSTEM, and MAIL
in the SYS volume of the NetWare
server. These directories are created
by the installation process.

Loading LAN Drivers
25. You see a screen titled "Load LAN
Driver."

it depends on which driver you selected during the initial NetWare 4.01 for
OS/ 2 installation.

If during NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2
installation you chose "NetWare for
!PX/SPX Only," however, then choose
LAN SHARE . LAN .

If you initially chose to use different
routing protocols (IPX, TCP/IP), then
choose TOKENS HR. LAN .

If you have IBM Communications
Manager/ 2, and the LAN adapter is
shared by both the server and client
parts of the configuration, choose
TOKENLNK . LAN . A diagram and a sample OS/ 2 CON FIG . SYS file can be
found in the Routing Configuration
Options section above.
For this scenario, choose
LAN SHARE . LAN . After you highlight it
and press Enter, you see a window
asking for the !PX Network Address to
bind !PX to LANSHARE (frame
VI RTUA L_LAN). A random address is
displayed (in this case, 8CC6FE1A).
Remember that the address must be a
unique number. Press Enter to accept
it and continue.
26. Now, either load another LAN driver
or continue with the installation process. At this point, you should load the
TOKEN . LAN driver so that you can
communicate beyond your own server
with the rest of the LAN.
When you select the TOKEN . LAN driver, you are asked for the slot number,
node address, and frame type. You can
edit any of these options or accept
defaults. If you highlight the frame
type and press Enter, you see a table
of all available frame types, as well as
the logical names for the LAN adapter
that you will load. The defaults in my
configuration were frame type
token-ring and logical name
TOKEN_lT_EN-RING (this name must
be a unique name). To load the driver
and exit this screen, press Fl 0.
27. The next screen prompts you for the
IPX network address to bind IPX to
TOKEN (frame TOKEN- RI NG) :
1A8D1D60. NOTE: If you are on an

existing LAN and an !PX network
address number is already assigned,
make sure to enter the correct
address, or you will get a router configuration error on the server. Press
Enter to continue. Once the
TOKEN . LAN driver is loaded, continue
with the installation.

Directory Services
28. The installation program examines the
network, searching for any available
Directory Services trees. If any
Directory trees are available, you are
given a list to choose from. You are
also able to create a new tree; for this
example, I created one, named MAP LE.
To do this from the list, press the Ins
key, enter the name, and press Enter.
29. You are asked for the time zone and
given a list of all time zones. For this
scenario, choose "United States of
America, Central Time." A more
detailed screen comes up, which
enables you to edit the time-zone
abbreviation, offset time from UTC
(universal time coordinated), and
specify daylight savings time.
Typically, you accept the defaults and
continue. To save and continue, press
the Fl 0 key. You are then prompted
again to save the information; press
Enter to continue. This information is
written to the AUTOEXEC . NCF file
found in the SYS: SYSTEM directory of
the NetWare file server.
30. The next screen is titled "Specify
Context for This Server and Its
Objects." Here, you define the company or organization, server context,
administrator name, and password.
For this scenario, I chose PSTS as the
company or organization. As a result,
the context defaults to O=PSTS, and
the administrator name defaults to
CN=ADM IN . O=PSTS. For the password, choose any password you want.
This is your ADM IN password. Press
Fl0 to save and continue. Directory
Services then adds your volumes to
the directory and gives you a confirmation. Press Enter to continue.
31. You see a screen with a summary of
the settings that you entered. The
information about NOS is:
Directory Tree name: MAPLE
Directory Context: O=PSTS
Administrator Name:
CN=ADMIN . O=PSTS
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MARCH/APRIL 1994
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set Time Zone= CST6CDT
set Daylight Savings Time Offsat
1:00:00
set Start Of Daylight Savings Time= (APRIL SUNDAY FIRST
2: 00 : 00 AM)
set End Of Daylight Savings Time= (OCTOBER SUNDAY LAST
2:00 : 00 AM)
set Default Time Server Type= SINGLE
set Bindery Context= O=PSTS
file server name NW40S2
ipx internal net 2CD6A6CE
load LANSHARE slot=O frame=VIRTUAL_LAN name=LANSHARE_l
bind !PX to LANSHARE_l net=8CC6FE1A
load TOKEN SLOT=2 FRAME=Token - Ring MSB
NAME=TOKEN lT EN RING
bind !PX to TOKEN_lT_EN RING net=9
load route board=2
~

Create a registration diskette
Upgrade v3.lx Print Services
Configure Communication Protocols
Copy On-Line Documentation from CD-ROM to the Server
Copy Computer-Based Training Files from CD-ROM to the Server (English)
Create Optional Diskettes
Install an Additional Server Language from 4.0 I CD-ROM
Install an Additional Server Language
Install NetWare for Macintosh (5-user)
Install NetWare for NFS
Install NetWare for SAA
Figure 18. Options in "Other Installation Options" Screen

information and your password for
future reference.

Editing STARTUP.NCF
and AUTOEXEC.NCF
32. After Directory Services finishes, you
see an editing screen for the new
STARTUP . NCF file. Notice that the
DSKSHARE (which stands for the disk
driver DSKSHARE . LAN) is already
there. Here is an example of mine:
load DSKSHARE slot=O
In this editing screen, you can edit,
delete, or add commands to
STARTUP . NCF. Once your changes are
made, press FlO to continue. You are
prompted again to save the file.
33. Next, you see the edit screen for the
new AUTO EXEC . NCF file . Notice that
the information you entered during
the installation is now saved in the
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34. This step is optional. The screen titled
"Other Installation Options" displays
the options listed in Figure 18. You
can select any number of them (one at
a time) or none.
Once completed, press Enter to continue. The NetWare server installation is
now complete; you see a box telling
you that you have finished. To continue and exit the installation, press
Enter. You see the NetWare console
screen.
35. In the NetWare console screen, type
DOWN and press Enter. This properly
shuts down the server.

Figure 17. Contents of AUTOEXEC.NCF

Note: It is a good idea to record this

Press Fl O to save. You are asked again
whether you want to save the file.
Select Yes and press Enter.

new AUTO EX EC . NC F file, shown in
Figure 17.
Note that in my AUTO EXEC . NCF file, I
used LOAD ROUTE BOARD=2 to load
the Source Routing NLM so that I can
see beyond the IBM bridges found in
my test LAN. The reason for specifying LOAD ROUTE BOARD=2 is this:
LANSHARE . LAN , when loaded in the
NetWare server, is defined as
LOGICAL BOARD 1. When
TOKEN . LAN is loaded, it is defined as
LOGICAL BOARD 2, andthisiswhy
you add BOARD=2 as a parameter to
LOAD ROUTE in the AUTOEXEC . NCF.
Source Routing will be enabled on
BOARD 2.
You must update your AUTO EXEC . NCF
file in order to LOAD ROUTE to your
token-ring board. Note that in Figure
17, you do not LOAD ROUTE for
LANSHARE, but you do LOAD ROUTE
for TOKEN . LAN and to BOARD=2.

36. Type EX IT and press Enter to close
the session. Look at the Novell folder
shown in Figure 19. Notice the two
new objects created: NetWare for OS/ 2
and NetWare Monitor. These two
objects are discussed in the next
section.
37. Reboot OS/ 2.
38. In the Novell folder, double-click on
the NetWare for OS/ 2 object to start
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2. The NetWare
for OS/ 2 object executes the
NWOS2. EXE program, and NWOS2. EXE
starts the NetWare 4.01 server part.
By default, NWOS2. EXE runs in an
OS/ 2 full-screen session. You can
change it to run in an OS/ 2 window
session if you prefer.
This completes the installation steps for
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2. You can now log
in to the file server.

NetWare Monitor Object
Once the NetWare file server is started,
double-click on the NetWare Monitor
Object from the ovell folder to see a
screen similar to the one in Figure 20.
Packaged with NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2, the
OS/ 2 NetWare Monitor utility displays
information similar to that found in
NetWare 4.0l 's MONITOR. NLM program.
PMMON . EXE , the NetWare Monitor found
in the D: \ NWOS2 directory, is an OS/ 2 PM
application. With OS/ 2 NetWare Monitor
utility, you can view real-time values and
tune server performance. Because
NetWare 4.0l 's MON !TOR . NLM cannot
account for sharing between OS/ 2 and the

server, you may notice that the server utilization is inaccurate-at times it says 100
percent. Therefore, use PMMON . EXE (the
OS/ 2 NetWare Monitor) instead.

NetWare for 0S/2 Object
Located in the D: \NWOS2 directory,
NWOS2 . EXE is an OS/ 2 application that
starts NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2. During
installation, the NWOS2 . EXE application is
placed into the Novell folder as an object.
It automatically calls NetWare 4.01 server
code. Even though NWOS2. EXE runs in
Ring 3, the NetWare 4.01 server code runs
in Ring 0 like OS/ 2 base.

Customer Scenarios for Using
NetWare 4.01 for 0S/2
The types of configurations that exploit
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2 are remote sites
such as branch offices. Some branch
offices have limited hardware available;
in this environment, NetWare 4.01 for
OS/ 2's non-dedicated server configuration
is beneficial. Also, any small LAN setup
(20 users or less) can exploit NetWare
4.01 for OS/ 2.
Some education environments have limited budgets, so having a dedicated server
computer may not be cost effective; this
environment, and similar environments,
benefit by having a non-dedicated
configuration.
Albert Juarez is a
member of the
Workgroup LAN
Systems Support and
Services Group in
IBM's Personal
Systems Competency
Center (PSCC) in
Roanoke, Texas.
Albert's mission is to
support Novell
NetWare products in IBM environments, specializing in NetWare itself, OS/2 base with NetWare,
and the coexistence of NetWare, IBM LAN Server,
and IBM Communications Manager/2 under OS/2.
He has over seven years of experience in the
NetWare environment. Albert is a Novell
Enterprise CNE , and he has taught Skill Dynamics
courses about NetWare. He has an Associate
degree in Electronic Engineering Technology from
DeVry Institute.
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Figure 20. NetWare PM-based Monitor, PMMON .EXE Screen
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NetWare Requester for
OS/2, V2.01 : Features
and Installation
This article discusses the Net Ware Client (Requester) for OS/2, version
2.01, and gives the steps for installing this software. The article also
provides a basic explanation of Novell's Open Data/ink Interface (OD/).
etWare Requester directs network requests from workstations to the network file server. NetWare Requester, a site licensed product, is included
in NetWare 4.01 and NetWare 3.12; it can also be purchased separately.
(When you buy the NetWare Requester by itself, its product package is titled
"NetWare Client Kit for OS/ 2, v2.0l " and it comes with manuals.)

N

NetWare Requester is based on Novell's Open Datalink Interface (ODI). The
ODI interface, shown in Figure 1, provides multiple protocol stack support on
a single LAN board using a single LAN driver. NetWare Requester for OS/ 2 uses
internet packet exchange (IPX) as its communications protocol. It can also handle sequenced packet exchange (SPX), NetBIOS emulation, and Named Pipes.
NetWare Requester for OS/ 2 functions in OS/ 2's multitasking environment,
providing a NetWare interface to all OS/ 2, DOS, and WIN-OS/ 2 sessions.

VBM and MVDM
Sessions
NetWare Requester for OS/ 2 provides network support to DOS,
WIN-OS/ 2, and native OS/ 2 sessions within OS/ 2
2.x,
Albert Juarez
employing
IBM Corporation
two types
Roanoke, Texas
of device
drivers:

• Physical device drivers
(PDDs). Using the OS/ 2
CON FIG . SYS file, you can load
a POD that initializes the LAN
adapter. Because hardware is
accessible only by the session
that loads a physical device
driver, the LAN adapter
becomes dedicated to OS/ 2
sessions.
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• Virtual device drivers (VDDs). VDDs
make it possible to share the LAN
adapter with both DOS and WIN-OS/ 2
sessions. The YOO interacts with the
POD.
OS/ 2 2.1 can run multiple sessions of DOS
and Windows applications. The base OS/2
system has two types of DOS sessions:
Virtual Boot Machine (VBM) sessions and
Multiple Virtual DOS Machine (MVDM)
sessions.
VBM sessions can be configured to use a
true DOS kernel. MVDM sessions use the
OS/ 2 DOS COMMAND. COM. A WIN-OS/ 2
session works the same way as an MVDM
session.

The NetWare Requester comes with OS/ 2
virtual device drivers that allow WIN-OS/ 2,
MVDM, and VBM sessions to access the network. These drivers are VI PX . SYS,
DOSVIPX . SYS, VSHELL.SYS, and
DOSVSHLL . SYS. They function as follows:
• VI PX. SYS and DOSV I PX. SYS provide
IPX/SPX protocol support.
• VSHELL . SYS and DOSVSHLL . SYS
provide a NetWare Shell similar to
NETX. EXE . VSHELL . SYS is used in
global DOS sessions, which are configured during installation of the NetWare
Requester for OS/ 2.
NETX . EXE for VDM sessions can be
used in place of VSH ELL.SYS. Designed
specifically for OS/ 2 DOS sessions using
VI PX.SYS, the virtual !PX OS/ 2 driver,
the NET X. EXE for VDM sessions differs
from the NETX . EXE used for regular
DOS workstations.

Configuring DOS and
WIN-OS/2 Sessions
When installing NetWare Requester for
OS/ 2, you will reach a step that prompts
you to provide !PX support for DOS and
WIN-OS/ 2 sessions. This step also gives
you three options for how DOS and
WIN-OS/ 2 sessions are configured:

• Private NetWare Shell Support. If you
choose this option, every DOS and
WIN-OS/ 2 session will have its own
login to a NetWare file server; each
login will take up one connection to the
NetWare file server.
In contrast, all OS/ 2 sessions on the
same workstation share a single login,
and thus a single connection, to the
NetWare file server. (This is true even if
you do not choose Private NetWare
Shell Support.)
Private NetWare Shell Support may not
be a good idea if you have relatively
few available NetWare file server connections. For example, suppose you
have a NetWare 3.12, 25-user file server
with 20 users. If all 20 users open three
DOS sessions and one OS/ 2 session,
then try to have all of these sessions
log in to the NetWare file server, your
NetWare file server would need a total
of 80 user connections at one time;
however, it has only 25 simultaneous
connections available.

I
TCP /IP

NetWare Requester

I IPX/SPX Protocol Driver

LSL !Link Support Laverl
ODI MLID Driver
LAN Adapter

}

ODI Interface

,I ..

,r

LAN Segment

Figure 1. NetWare ODI Interface

REM -- NetWare Requester statements BEGIN -SET
NWLANGUAGE=ENGLISH
NetWare national language
option
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\LSL . SYS
Link Support Layer driver
RUN=C:\NETWARE\DDAEMON . EXE
Link support daemon
REM DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\TOKEN.SYS
MLID LAN driver
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\ROUTE.SYS
Source Routing Drive
DEVICE=C : \NETWARE\IPX.SYS
IPX Protocol driver
SPX Protocol driver
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\SPX.SYS
RUN=C:\NETWARE\SPDAEMON.EXE
SPX protocol daemon
rem DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\NMPIPE . SYS
NetWare Named Pipes driver
rem DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\NPSERVER.SYS
Named Pipes Server driver
Named Pipes daemon
rem RUN=C:\NETWARE\NPDAEMON . EXE
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\NWREQ . SYS
NetWare Requester driver
NetWare Installable File
IFS=C:\NETWARE\NWIFS . IFS
System
RUN=C:\NETWARE\NWDAEMON.EXE
NetWare daemon
rem DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\NETBIOS . SYS
NetWare NetBIOS emulation
rem RUN=C:\NETWARE\NBDAEMON . EXE
NetBIOS daemon
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\VIPX.SYS
Virtual !PX driver
DEVICE=C:\NETWARE\VSHELL . SYS GLOBAL
Virtual NetWare Shell
REM -- NetWare Requester statements END -Figure 2. NetWare Requester Statements Added to 0S/2 CONFIG.SYS

The Private NetWare Shell Support
option is the default.

• Global NetWare Shell Support. If you
choose this option, all DOS, WIN-OS/ 2,
and OS/ 2 sessions share a single login
to the NetWare server. Your user login
is done through an OS/ 2 session;
NetWare resources, such as mappings
and print captures, are shared with the
other sessions. This option adds the
VSH ELL. SYS OS/ 2 drivers to your
CONFIG . SYS.
The Global NetWare Shell Support
option is typically the one you should
choose.

• No NetWare Shell Support. This option
disables NetWare support for DOS and
Windows sessions. This is fine if your
applications are not network-aware, but
it can be a problem if they are.

NetWare Drivers in the
0S/2 CONFIG.SYS
During the NetWare Requester for OS/ 2
installation, the IN sTALL program automatically modifies the OS/ 2 CON FIG . SYS
file . Figure 2 shows the statements added
to CON FIG . SYS for NetWare Requester.
The INSTALL program also adds
P: \ 0 S2 ; L: \ 0S2 to the PA TH and DP ATH
statements.
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NET.CFG Parameters
Typically, when you install the NetWare
Requester and choose a LAN driver, the
Requester uses default settings for your
LAN adapter. If you need to change the
default settings, use the NET . CFG file. By
default, this text file is created in the root
directory of your OS/ 2 drive. You can edit
the file with a text-based editor, or you
can use I NSTA LL . EXE , found in the
\NE TWARE directory where the NetWare
Requester was installed. (You can also run
INSTALL . EXE by double-clicking on the
Install object in the NetWare folder.)
Figure 3 lists the available NET . CF G
options. For more information about
NET . CF G settings, see the Net Ware

Requester for OS/ 2, V2. O1, Workstation
for OS/ 2 manual that comes with the
product.

Configuring for NetWare 3.1x
and NetWare 4.x
Several significant additions have been
made to NetWare Requester for OS/ 2,
version 2.01.

Ethernet Frame Type
Unlike earlier versions of the NetWare
Requester for OS/ 2, version 2.01 comes
ready to run in a NetWare 4.x network. If
you are using Ethernet, you will notice
that the frame type is set to Ether net_
802 . 2 instead of Et hernet_802 . 3. You
can easily change this by adding the following lines to the CON FIG . SYS file:

NETW ARE REQUESTER
DI RECTORY SERVICES OFF

NE TWARE REQUESTER
LARGE I NTERNET PACKETS OFF

Packet Burst

NCP Packet Signature

NetWare Requester for OS/ 2 v2.0l contains a communication enhancement
called packet burst. Packet burst allows a
set of NetWare Core Protocol (NCP)
request packets to be sent together to a
file server. The NetWare file server
returns only one packet acknowledging
that all NCP request packets were
received. (Without packet burst, a
NetWare file server acknowledgment is
sent for each NCP request packet sent
from a workstation.) Packet burst reduces
network traffic, thus improving LAN performance. Packet burst can also be beneficial in a wide area network (WAN).

A security enhancement, NCP Packet
Signature, has been added to the NetWare
Requester. NCP Packet Signature protects
servers and workstations from packet
forgery. Without NCP Packet Signature, a
hacker or programmer trying to gain illegal access to the server and all network
resources could modify a packet.

Packet-burst mode must be present at
both the file server and the workstation.
If you are using NetWare 4.x, packet burst
is enabled by default, but it is used only
when the workstation connected to it also
has packet-burst mode enabled. If you are
using NetWare 3.lx, you will need to load
PBURST . NLM (found on CompuServe, in
forum NOVFILES, in the file DOS UP9 . EXE)
to enable packet burst.
Packet burst is active by default in
NetWare Requester for OS/ 2 v2.0l. You
can disable packet burst by adding the following lines to the NET . CFG file:

To set up the NCP Packet Signature function on the OS/ 2 workstation, add the following line to the NET . cFG file:
NET WARE REQUESTER
SIG NATURE LEVEL number

where number can be 0, 1, 2, or 3, as
follows:

' '"'

Function

0

Client does not sign
packets.

1

Client signs packets only if
the server requests it
(server option is 2 or
higher). This is the default
setting.

2

Client signs packets if the
server is capable of signing
(server option is 1 or
higher).

3

Client signs packets and
requires the server to sign
packets (or login will fail).

NET WARE REQUESTER
PACKET BURST OFF

LI NK DRIVER NE2000
FRAME ETHERNET_802 . 3

Note: The second line, a suboption, must
be indented at least two columns.
NetWare Requester for OS/ 2 will not
recognize the suboption line unless it is
indented.

Directory Services
Another significant change in v2.0l is the
activation of Directory Services. If you are
on a NetWare 3.lx LAN with no NetWare
4.x servers attached and the Requester is
installed and running, it takes quite a
while to log in. This happens because the
NetWare Requester is looking for a
NetWare 4.x Directory Tree. To improve
the login time, you can disable Directory
Services on your workstation by adding
the following lines to the NET. cFG file:
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Large Internet Packets
Another function in NetWare Requester
for OS/2, v2.0l is Large Internet Packets
(LIP). In earlier versions of NetWare, if a
workstation communicated to a file server
through a router, the packet size was
negotiated to 576 bytes, causing a performance bottleneck. With LIP, the workstation and server negotiate a larger packet
size to go through the router. This eliminates the bottleneck and improves performance. In NetWare Requester for OS/ 2,
v2 .0l , LIP is active by default, but both
the workstation and the file server must
have LIP capability. NetWare 4.x has LIP
mode enabled by default; NetWare 3.lx
needs the PBURST . NLM loaded.
You can disable LIP by adding the following line to the NET . CFG file:

Files Found After Loading
NetWare Requester
The NetWare Requester install program
copies many files into the \NETWARE
directory. The files include requester program files, DLL files , network interface drivers, and utility files .
The NetWare utility files are
INSTALL . EXE , NWTOOLS . EXE, NETX.EXE

(for MVDM sessions), and TSA_OS2 . EXE
(NetWare TSA).
The RPRI NTER utility in NetWare
Requester for OS/ 2 (Version 2.0 and

OPTION

______

FUNCTION

DAEMON CONFIGURATION
MESSAGE TIMEOUT number

Prevents pop-up and broadcast messages from displaying.

DISPLAYHARDERRORS no

Prevents error messages from displaying.

LINK DRIVER na me
DMA [ i nd ex J ch an ne 1
FRAME na me
INT [ i ndex] irq
MEM [index] starting_add ress size
NODE ADDRESS number
PORT [ i ndex] starting_port nu mbe r
PROTOCOL name id frame
SLOT number

Defines the hardware configuration of the driver for the LAN adapter
in the workstation. These statements can be used for multiple boards.

LINK SUPPORT
BUFFERS nu mber [buffer size ]

Adjusts the size of the communication buffers used by the Requester.

NAMED PI PES
CLIE NT SESSIONS number
SERVER SESSIONS numbe r
SER VICE THREADS numbe r

Specifies the maximum number of connections to a workstation and to
all Named Pipes servers.

NETWARE NETBIOS
ABORT TIMEOUT number
BROADCAST COUNT numbe r
BROADCAST DELAY number
COMMANDS number
INTERNET number
LISTEN TIMEOU T number
NAMES number
RETRY COUNT number
RETRY DELAY number
SESSIONS number
VERIFY TIMEOUT number

Manages NetBIOS names and sessions and affects the internal memory
allocation for NetBIOS.

NET WARE REQUESTER
CACHE BUFFERS number
DIRECTORY SERVICES OFF
LARGE INTERNET PACKETS OFF
NAME CONTEXT context
PACKET BURST OFF
PREFERRED SERVER serve r name
PREFERRED TREE tree name
REQUEST RETRIES number
SESSIO NS number
SIGNATURE LEVEL number

Controls network requests from this workstation to the NetWare server.

PROTOCOL OD I NSUP
BIND driver [number]

Configures network driver interface specification (NDIS) to function
through the ODI interface. Applications using NDIS are Communications
Manager/ 2 and OS/ 2 LAN Requester.

PROTOCOL STACK !PX
BIND name
ROU TE R MEM s i ze
SOCKETS number

Adjusts parameters for IPX.

PROTOCOL STACK SPX
ABORT TIMEOUT nu mber
LISTEN TIMEOUT number
RETRY COUNT number
SEND TIMEOUT number
SESSIONS number
VERIFY TIMEOUT

Adjusts parameters for SPX.

PROTOCOL ROUTE
SOURCE ROUTE def gbr mbr NODES n BOARD n

Used for source-routing.

Figure 3. NET.CFG Options
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Installation Steps for
NetWare Requester
The rest of this article gives steps for
installing NetWare Requester for
OS/2, v2.0l.
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The computer system used in this setup
runs OS/ 2 2.1 on an IBM PS/2 Model 80
with 16 MB of RAM, an IBM Token-Ring
16/4 Adapter, and a 160 MB hard disk.

Figure 4. "Drive A - Icon View" Window

HetWare Workstation for 05/2 Installation Utility
ReadMe I Help
)rks1a11on For

nrmoto worksl,JtloM,.
!jetware for 05/2...

only to computer systems that are not
running IBM's Extended Services, IBM
Communications Manager/2 (CM/2), or
OS/ 2 LAN Requester, all of which use the
NDIS interface. The NDIS interface
involves coexistence, which requires
Novell's OOINSUP driver found in the
NetWare Client for OS/ 2 package.
(OOINSUP and coexistence will be covered
in a subsequent article.)

osn lno;1allt11ion Pro9rr1m

OS/? Is not rnnning on this workstation

:sons·

1) H hdS not been lnstdlled on IIW, worksldliOll.
7) 1 Ill' worksrntlon has not been rc-hoot<'d since it was installed
You have the following opI/ons .'lVrtllable;

• To install the Requester. choose "He<1uester on workstation" lrom

Before proceeding, make sure you have
the following 3.5-inch or 5.25-inch
diskettes from your NetWare Requester for
OS/ 2, v2.01 package:
• WSOS2-1
• WSOS2-2
• WSDRV-1

the "lnstall,Hion" nu~nu
,i

I. Insert the WSOS2-1 diskette into
drive A:

To configure the RcquesIcr on Ihle; work'ilcllion. choo,;e
"1 his workstation" from tlm ''C:onligurntion" 11H•rn1

• To inslall tletWarc for 0S/2 on this ,mu:hinc, choose
'"UetWare for OS/7" from the "lns1allr1tlon" mf'nll

UO 1l : You Cdll choose "Re(Jdme!" tr0111 lhe menu to <hspldy the
Readme lilc> shipped wilh this ver'.ilon of the Rr:qucster

Figure 5. "NetWare Workstation for 0S/2 Installation Utility" Window Prior to Installation

earlier) has been replaced with NPRINTER
in NetWare Requester for OS/2, v2 .0l.
Both do the same thing, but NPRINTER
also incorporates print services with
NetWare Directory Services in NetWare
4.01. NPRINTER can also be used with
etWare 3.11 and 3.12.

NLI ST. EXE. Both S LI ST. EXE and
NL I ST. EXE list all of the servers found in
a network However, NLI ST . EXE, a part

of NetWare 4.x, is designed to work with
NetWare 4.x's Directory Services. To run
NLI ST. EXE, at a command prompt, type:
NLIST SERVER

NetWare Requester for OS/ 2, (Version 2.0
and earlier) came with SLIST . EXE. In
v2.01, SLIST . EXE is replaced with
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You will find both NLI ST. EXE and
NPRINTER. EXE in the file server's OS/ 2
utilities.

2. RuntheOS/2 program INSTALL.EXE
one of two ways: open an OS/ 2 session
(either a window or full-screen), then
type A: INSTALL. EXE; or click on the
Disk object on the OS/2 desktop, then
click on the Install object, as shown in
Figure 4.
3. Choose English from the list of five
languages options. New to version
2.01, this feature allows you to specify
a language for the NetWare Requester installation and help screens.

Note: If you are using the NetWare
Client Kit for OS/2, v2.01 package,
skip step 3. The NetWare Requester
installation defaults to the English language and takes you directly to step 4.
4. You see the NetWare Workstation for
OS/2 Installation Utility window,
shown in Figure 5.
From the Installation menu option,
select "Requester on workstation ... " A
screen asks for the target directory
where you want to copy the NetWare

Requester for OS/ 2 files . The default
drive is the drive where your OS/ 2 system resides; for this configuration,
drive D:. The default path is
o : \ NET WARE . The screen also shows
the source drive (A:) from which the
Requester diskettes will be loaded.

. , NetWare Workstation for OS/2 Installa t ion UIIU1y
tnstalletlon l;onflguratlon BeadMel tlelP

• D

Welcome to lhe ll etW ar e Workst ation For OS / 2 Inst allation Pr ogram
Th e lhH War e Requ est er for OS/2 Is not running on l his workstation
fo r one of the f ollow ing r easons:
I) II has no t been install ed on this workst ation
2) 1 he w orksta ti on has
Requester Installation

You h ave t he f oll owing

91 Edit CONFIG.SYS and Cop!J AU FHeti;!

• To Inst all the Reques t

Click on the OK button.
5. You now see the "Requester
Installation" window shown in Figure
6. This window gives you four options:
edit co NF I G. SY s, copy the requester
files only, copy the ODI LAN drivers
only, or do all of the above. For a
first-time installation, select the first
option, "Edit CON FIG . SYS and Copy
All Files ...."

the "In st alla ti on" mem
K

To con figure the Re qL

.) Onl!J Edit CONFIG.SYS.•.

"This wo rkstation" fro

*

To inst all lle tW are for
··ue1Ware for OS/2 " fr

tlO TE: Yo u can choose "
Readnm fil e shipped w ill

.) Onl!J Copy Requester Fies_

:,:) Onty Copy ODt LAN Driver Flet...

Click on the OK button.

Help

cancel

OK

LIP

6. Select the ODI LAN driver for your LAN
adapter from the "Step I-Choose the
ODI LAN Driver" window. Select a driver by clicking on the right, square,
down-arrow button of the entry field.
You are now prompted to insert the
diskette labeled WSD RV _ l.
7. Insert the WSDRV_l diskette, then
click on OK. A screen listing the available drivers appears. For this example,
click on TOKEN. SYS as shown in
Figure 7, then click on Continue
(which is behind the drop-down list in
Figure 7).
8. The next screen is "Step 2-Choose
NetWare Support for DOS and
Windows Applications," shown in
Figure 8. Here, by default, IPX support
for DOS is set to oFF. If you want to
use the NetWare network from DOS
and WIN-OS/ 2 sessions, or if you want
to log in from OS/ 2 and provide
Global network resources to both DOS
and WIN-OS/ 2 sessions, click ON to set
IPX support for DOS to ON . This
enables the default NetWare Shell
Support options:
• Private NetWare Shell Support
• Global NetWare Shell Support
• No NetWare Shell Support
Choose Global NetWare Shell Support,
then click on Continue.
(For more information about IPX support for DOS, refer to chapter 3 of the
NetWare Workstation for OS/ 2, V2.01,
Workstation for OS/ 2 manual.)

Figure 6. Requester Installation Window
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Th e Uet Ware Reques ter ror OS/2 is not ru nning on t his worksta t ion
for one o f the f oll owin g reasons:

You have tl-.e following
,.. To Install th e Request
th e "Ins tall a tion" rn em
-" To con fig ure the Rc ql
"This wor1<s t a llo11" fro
,-

To in st all 11e1Ware for
"' lle tWare for OS/2"' fr

HO1 L You can choose "
Readme me shlppe cl wlt t

"
Choose from the 11st or type In the driver name:

l1!Dml

TCIISR.SYS

11•1¥:0►i?f

TRXNET.SYS
TRXUET2.SYS
UBOCI_I.SYS
UBOEI 3.SYS

OK

Cancel

Help

~pij Netw•e R11ciilester tftes end !Ill! LIP Ifie CONFIG.SYS , ..

Figure 7. "Choose the 001 LAN Driver" Window

9. The "Step 3-Choose Optional
Protocols" window, shown in Figure 9,
appears. From here, choose which (or
all) of the following drivers to load: the
SPX protocol driver, the Novell NetBIOS
driver, and/or the Remote Named Pipes
driver. The install program adds your
selected driver(s) to the CON FIG.SYS
file for OS/2. (By default, none is selected.) Each driver is explained below.

SPX Support: Choose this option if
you plan to use applications requiring
SPX protocol. Some examples include

NPRINTER, Named Pipes, or other
applications such as NetWare Services
Manager for OS/ 2 and TU. This option
will be the one you will usually
choose.

NetBJOS: This is NetWare NetBIOS.
Some applications are designed to use
NetWare NetBIOS, which can be used
with IBM's NetBIOS. For more
information, see the NetWare
Requester for OS/ 2 manual.
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Figure 8. "Choose NetWare Support for DOS and Windows Applications " Window
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12. You are asked to insert the diskette
labeled WSOS2_1. Insert it, then click
on OK to continue. The bottom grey
bar reflects the files that are being
copied to the \NETWARE directory.
Insert the diskette labeled WSOS2 2
when prompted, then click on OK to
continue. You see the rest of the
requester files being copied.
13. The Installation screen appears as
shown in Figure 1I. At this point, you
can either close the Installation screen
by clicking on the upper left corner of
the window, or create or edit the
NET . CFG for this workstation by clicking on the Configuration option, then
clicking on "This workstation .. . ." In
this example, you will create
NET. CFG.
Creating NET. CFG is optional; you can
create it any time by using this same
install program or a text editor. (See
the following section for more information about available options.)

.

• To inst

uorr-

11 . The "Copy Requester Files" screen
appears showing you where the
Requester files will be copied. You
should see the entry <d r i v e >
\NETWARE. Click on Copy to continue.

It

Help

Cancel

If you choose to exit, restart your
computer so that the changes made to
the OS/ 2 CON FI G. SY S take effect.
Once your computer is restarted,
NetWare Requester will start. Make
sure that your computer is already
physically attached to a LAN and can
access a NetWare file server.

Creating a NET.CFG File
,nsuin SP)('profocoi iupjior( (liist naVOiit Remiiti Niiriid PIPii S(fiiciil)

Figure 9. "Choose Optional Protocols" Window

Remote Named Pipes: If you plan to

set up this workstation as a Named
Pipes server or client, choose this
option.
Click on Save to continue. You are
then asked to save the changes to
CON FIG . SYS. Click on OK to continue.
10. You now see the "Copy ODI LAN
Driver Files" window (see Figure 10).
The default option copies only the
default driver, which in this case is
TOKEN . SYS.
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To copy all the ODI drivers to your
disk in the <dri ve>\ NETWARE directory, click on "Copy all the drivers on
the disk." You will usually choose the
default option because you don't normally change your LAN adapter board,
and you may want to conserve space.
You can always go back to your
NetWare Requester diskettes to load
another driver.
Click on OK to continue. The ODI
drivers are then decompressed and

To create the optional NET . CF Gfile, begin
by referring to Figure 1I.
14. Click "Configuration" in the top menu
bar. Then, click on "This workstation
.. ." in the pulldown menu. You see the
default path for the NET. CFG, which
should be the root directory of the
OS/ 2 drive. Leave the default path as is.
Click on Edit to continue editing your
new NET. CFG. (If you already have a
NET . CFG, edit the existing one.)
15. The next screen you see, shown in
Figure 12, is split into three parts.
The upper left window contains the
NET. CFG options. The upper right
window is the editing window where

you edit your new (or existing)
NET. CF G file. The bottom window is
a help window with information
about each command, as well as information about cutting and pasting
from the help window to the editing
window. Some NET . CFG command
options in the help window are
explained using examples; you can
take advantage of these examples by
copying a sample NET . CFG command
option and pasting it into the
NET . CFG file you are editing.
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Ensure that your token-ring board is
configured for 16 KB ofRAM. On IBM
PS/ 2 systems, use the Reference program to make this change.
Once you have made all necessary
changes, click on Save. A message confirms that you have finished configuring NetWare Requester for OS/2.

Exiting Installation and Rebooting
16. To exit the installation application,
double-click on the upper left corner
of the window.

Help

Cancel

Figure 10. " Copy ODI LAN Driver Files " Window

Under "Link Support," buffers are set
to 14 42 10, which are values recommended by Novell. Here, 14 is the
number of buffers (instead of the
default 20), and 42 10 is the number
of bytes in each buffer (instead of the
default 1514 ).
The rationale for these numbers is
this: You are using an IBM Token-Ring
16/4 Adapter running at 16 Mbps, so
you set your server to recognize 4 KB
packets. To enable your workstation to
send and receive 4 KB packets, you
need to set the buffers option to the
values 14 and 4210 because the
Requester cannot allocate more than
64 KB (65,536 bytes) of memory for
communication buffers. Also, header
information occupies 5210 bytes. The
14 buffers, multiplied by 4210 bytes
per buffer, plus 5210 bytes for header
information, equals 64,150 bytes.

on lhe -

UOTE: You can choose "
Readme file shipped wlU

In the NET . CFG file shown in Figure
12, the preferred server is ZR3_ S3 12,
the server that the Requester defaults
to when the computer is started and
the Requester tries to connect.

You are attaching to a NetWare 3.12
file server, which is the reason for the
"Directory services off" option
explained previously.

drl¥81'S

TOKEN.SYS

l~etWare Workstation for OS/? ln<.liill;:it1on UtillltJ

i,,

•□

tlOn -BeadMel Kelp
You have installed the options you selected You may exit the
Installation utflily or choose "This workstation" from the
configuration menu to configure.
You may want to configure the Requester if:

*

You want lo avoid typing your context on the command line
whenever you tog in. Denne a HetWare Requester tlame
Contexl statement In the llfl _CfG

*

Your network uses an Ethernet frame type other than
Elhernet _802.2. Ethernet 802.2 Is the new default lor the
wor'kstation 001 drivers. Define a Link Driver Frame statement.

" You have more than one directory tree at your site. Define
a UetWare Requester Preferred Tree statement

...

" Your workstation board Is not using the defaull settings
Define a Link Driver statement for the t,oard
• Your workstallon has more than one bo;r1rd. Define a
Link Driver statemenl for each board.
" The UetWare Requester will share a network board with other
communications software, such as LAU Server. See Chapter 8
of the NetWare Workstation for OS/2 manual.
You may also want to configure the default setup for
Hamed Pipes. Het810S. or T 01<.en - Ring Source Routing.
See the 11el1> for tho~e option,

Figure 11. Installation Screen

A new Novell folder appears on the
OS/2 desktop (see Figure 13). The
Novell - Icon View shows the objects it
contains. The Novell folder and its
objects were created by the NetWare
Requester for OS/2 installation
program.

Perusing the NetWare
Requester Drive
After OS/2 has restarted, you should be
able to go to drive L:, which is automatically assigned by the Requester as the
<se rv er>\ SYS : LOG IN directory. Your
CON FI G. SYS now has a path to it, L: \OS2 .

17. Close the Drive A-Icon View and Drive
A - Tree View windows. Remove the
diskette from drive A:, then shut
down your OS/2 system and reboot so
that the NetWare Requester can start.

18. Go to the L: drive and issue a DIR command. You will see an \0S2 subdirectory. (If you have a NetWare 3.11, 3.12,
or 4.01 server, and you specified to
load the OS/ 2 utilities during OS/2
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MARCH/APRI L 1994
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SESSION . EXE, the NetWare DOS-based
menu utility found in NetWare 3.11. An
ideal utility for managing your worksta•
tion, NWTOOLS enables you to see and
change all of your current drive mappings.
It lists all of your printer ports including
which NetWare queues they are captured
to, and allows you to end capture or to
capture to a new queue. You can set up
your mappings and capturing, then save
them to a file with an .NWS extension.

Figure 12. Editing NET.CFG

7

Once your NetWare file-server drive mappings and NetWare print-queue capturing
is saved to a file such as PER SONAL. NWS,
you can invoke your configuration by typing the following command at an OS/ 2
command prompt:

Applications

0

liiil &:ii

~

Minimized

Window Viewer

It,

Shredder

m

Network

€5

OS/2 Sys

~

IBM

'7iiir"

NW TOOLS PERSONAL.NWS

◄829

Or, you can invoke your configuration by
loading the PERSONAL. NWS through the
NTWOOLS menu. NWTOOLS also lists the
servers to which you are connected. Use
NWTOO LS. EXE if you need to connect to a
server and you want a list of all available
servers or if you are attaching to a
NetWare 4.01 network Directory Tree and
would like to see a specific Directory
Services Tree list, as shown in Figure 14.

(39 Fonts 388 Op!)

Quirks and Missing Functions
in NetWare Requester
Figure 13. Novell - Icon View

installation, the \ 0 S2 subdirectory was
created.) Since the \ 0 S2 subdirectory is
in the path, you should be able to run
ATTACH.EXE, LOGIN . EXE, MAP . EXE,

or SLIST . EXE (N LIST . EXE in
NetWare 4.01) no matter which drive,
directory, or subdirectory you are in.
19. Execute the LOGIN . EXE program to
log in to your NetWare file server.
Because you defined your server as
ZR3_S312 in NET . CFG, you just type
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LOGIN <username>

from an OS/ 2

WIN-OS/ 2 Sessions: After the NetWare
Requester is installed and you go into a
WIN-OS/ 2 session, you may experience
errors such as:

session prompt.
• General Protection Fault in
You have now installed NetWareRequester
for OS/ 2, v2.01.

The Novell Folder
NetWare Requester created the Novell folder
during the installation. The objects within
the Novell folder, shown in Figure 13, are:

NETWARE . DRV

• Sys3176, Sys31 71, and Sys3175 errors
in WIN-OS/ 2
message returned from
FILE-RUN-BROWSE

• IGNORE RETRY

• General Protection Fault in

Install: The same install program as the
one on diskette.

NWIPXSPX . DLL

• Incorrect drive list in File Manager

• LAN Server drives not listed in the File
Manager list in WIN-OS/ 2
A fix for these problems is available on
CompuServe, in forum NOVFILES, in file
R201 FX . EXE .

DOS Sessions: When running a DOS session with NETWARE_RESOURCES set to
GLOBAL, you may get a Trap Dor Sys3 176
message if the application is using Queue
Management Services (which enables an
application to print directly to a NetWare
queue). Use R201 FX files to correct this
problem.

NetWare Tools -- AJTEST2.NWS
!fetwork Iools li_ervers ytlndow

!!elp

Disk f)r,v,-,
l!i:fA- = Local
l::!t:IB:= l ocill
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U I PT?· 7R1 S3 l l\Pl11tl T() 1
-'iJ LPT3:

F:•
G:
II:=
I:

::: J : 7R3_S31 ?\SYS:lJ SI-RS\JlJAIU /
::: K: ZR3. .S3 t 2\SYS:PUBLIC \0 S2
::: L:-ZR3 S3 I 2\ SYS:
:..,: H:-7R3 S3 I 1\ SYS.

N:=
0:
P:=

1

• o·

Servers
fl ame

Server

f;:l /RJ S11 1
ZR3_S312

JIJAflf 7
SUPERVISOR

II

()·

H:-

s:-

NetWare Requester for OS/ 2, v2 .0l does
not come with the remote boot function.
No RIPL files are present.

T:=
lJ:
V:

w:~
X:=

Directory Services in NetWare Requester
for OS/ 2, v2.01 is available only in OS/2
sessions.

Y:=

I::: Z:=LR3_S3 t 2\SY S:PUBLIC
ZRJ 5311 JUAREZ

Figure 14. NWTOOLS.EXE Window

When you install the ODIN SUP driver for
NDIS support through the NetWare ODI
interface, the PROTOCOL. IN I file for NDIS
is not automatically modified. You must
manually change the PROTOCOL . INI.
(More about using ODINSUP with the
NetWare Requester and coexistence will
be covered in a subsequent article.)

Has a software problem ever cost you time, money, or aggravation?

QES's Better Software makes your Software Better:
Albert Juarez is a
member of the
Workgroup LAN
Systems Support and
Services Group in
IBM's Personal
Systems Competency
Center (PSCC) in
Roanoke, Texas.
Albert's mission is to
support Novell NetWare products in IBM environments, specializing in NetWare itself, OS/2 base
with NetWare, and the coexistence of NetWare,
IBM LAN Server, and IBM Communications
Manager/2 under OS/2. He has over seven years
of experience in the NetWare environment. Albert
is a Novell Enterprise CNE , and he has taught
Skill Dynamics courses about NetWare. He has
an Associate degree in Electronic Engineering
Technology from DeVry Institute.

QES/Architect for DOS, OS/2, Windows - complete QA & process management
QES/EZ for OS/2 GUI - Quick & easy capture/replay for OS/2 PM GUI

* Manage data:

requirements, specs, validations, tasks, verification,
schedules, testing, performance, project, quality, results, etc.

* Reposit Data items with validation & rule data.
* Capture / replay testing & QA functions.
* Generate Test Data via menu picks.
* Edit and maintain all data Globally.
* Prototype Self - validating specifications.

QES Inc. 20 Westbrook St.
E.Hartford, CT 06108-3447

QES /Architect is a PC- based, menu-driven, system that is easy for both technicians & end
users to use to test any host-emulated or character-based applications from DOS, Windows,
or 05/2. It automatically generates WYSIWYG pictures of your own application, discerning
fields, data items, and responses by studying captured data. You can manage the entire
software manufacturing and acceptance process from a Quality Assurance perspective. With
QES's relational database, you can control software projects from beginning to end. QES EZ
for OS/2 GUI includes simple management and variables.

No programming ever needed!
QES target environments include 3270, 3X/AS400, VAX, DOS,OS/2, RISC 6000, HP, etc, via
any emulation supported by OS/2, DOS, or Windows
Call us at 203 289 2227 or FAX 203 289 2009 and find out how to:
Call us at 1-800-547-1283

Integrate the MANAGEMENT and AUTOMATION of your software
production process
Please circle #40 on reader service card.
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What's New in
Novell NetWare 3.12?

NetWare for Macintosh Is Included

Basic MHS locally delivers MHS messages
for applications such as electronic mail,
fax services, forms processing, and workflow automation among the users on a
single NetWare server. When messaging
needs grow beyond the capabilities of a
single server or when users need messaging connectivity to other MHS servers or
non-MHS environments (such as simple
mail transfer protocol [SMTP], systems
network architecture distribution services
[SNADS], and X.400), they can upgrade
Basic MHS to NetWare Global MHS.

To support Macintosh* workgroups within NetWare 3.12 environments,
NetWare 3.12 includes a five-user NetWare for Macintosh 3.12 license at no
additional cost. (Previously, it was sold separately.) Although Macintosh connectivity is not new to NetWare, NetWare for Macintosh 3.12 is a new version.

Basic MHS is accompanied by a starter
e-mail application, FirstMail*, which gives

Amid all the attention given to Novell NetWare 4.0 and its NetWare
Directory Services, questions about the future of Net Ware 3.x arose.
After all, NetWare 3.11 was the predominant network operating system.
In response, Novell promised to update and enhance the 3.x product.
On September 13, 1993, Novell released NetWare 3.12, which is the subject of this article.
ow did Novell enhance NetWare 3.x when they released NetWare 3.12?
They introduced several new and updated features, and they brought
some technologies across from their larger system, NetWare 4.01.
Highlights of the new features in NetWare 3.12 follow.

H

NetWare for Macintosh 3.12
comes with a new set of
Macintosh-based utilities that
allow system administrators to
perform most network administration functions from the
Macintosh.
Users
needing
Steven H. Bumgarner
more than
IBM Corporation
five
Roanoke, Texas
Macintosh
connections can purchase an optional
200-user version of NetWare for
Macintosh.

Basic MHS Is Included
NetWare 3.12 includes Basic
Message Handling Service (MHS),
a NetWare loadable module
(NLM)-based NetWare MHS
engine. Although MHS is not new
to NetWare, this is the first time
MHS support has been bundled with the network operating
system.
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FirstMail E-Mail Is Included

DOS and Macintosh users immediate
access to the messaging services. OS/ 2
and UNIX users are not included,
although OS/ 2 users can take advantage
of the built-in virtual DOS support in
OS/ 2. Basic MHS and FirstMail provide
basic messaging functions on a singleserver system and work best with 25 or
fewer users.

A New Version of NetWare
Btrieve Is Included
Btrieve• 6.1 is Novell's industry-standard,
key-indexed record manager. Btrieve 6.1
offers significant performance improvements over previous versions, due to its
new file format and improved caching
algorithms. Another new feature is online
file backup, which enables backups to be
done while files are in use. Also, concurrent transactions that permit one or more
applications to run multiple transactions
simultaneously for the same file are now
possible.

electronic format. Therefore, you can
mount the CD as a volume and allow
users to access the electronic documentation without using an enormous
amount of hard-disk space.
First implemented in NetWare 4.0, all of
these CD-ROM features are new to the
NetWare 3.x environment in version 3.12.

New Universal NetWare Client
NetWare 3.12 users are offered a choice of
implementing either the new Virtual
Loadable Module (VLM) DOS Requester
architecture or an updated version of the
NETX DOS Shell and Open Datalink
Interface (ODI) client architecture. All
VLM, NETX, and ODI client drivers are
included.
First introduced in NetWare 4.0, VLMs
standardize the client software across
DOS and Microsoft Windows desktops,
providing support for enhanced client services in NetWare 3.12 and NetWare 4.01

CD-ROM Installation Option
Anyone who has previously spent hours
shuffling diskettes to install a NetWare
file server will appreciate the speed and
simplicity of CD-ROM installation with
NetWare 3.12.
In addition, etWare 3.12 supports
CD-ROM drives and can mount CDs as
NetWare volumes, so that once the installation is complete, the CD still has a useful purpose. Here are two good uses of
the NetWare 3.12 CD after installation:
• In a multi-server network, you might
not have a CD-ROM drive for every file
server. You could move the CD-ROM and
its small computer system interface
(SCSI) controller from server to server,
or you could mount the NetWare 3.12
installation CD on your first server,
making the CD-ROM accessible as a network drive.
NetWare 3.12 can optionally install
from a network drive. You can even
install multiple file servers simultaneously across the network. If you choose
this method of installation, remember
that each server requires its own unique
license disk, which comes in the
NetWare 3.12 package.
• The CD-ROM installation option also
includes a complete set of documentation in Novell's new ElectroText*

NetWare 3.12 supports
CD-ROM drives and can
mount CDs as
NetWare volumes...
environments. VLM technology also moves
more functions to high memory, thus
increasing the conventional memory
available for application support.
The NetWare 3.x shell, NETX, works as a
front end for DOS, intercepting user and
application requests before they reach
DOS. NETX determines whether to handle
the request and redirect it to a network
server or to pass it to DOS. With its backward compatibility, NETX supports applications that may not have been tested for
compatibility with the new VLM client
architecture.
The ODI Client provides flexibility by supporting multiple transport protocols using
a single network board. Since the ODI
drivers are modular in design, you can
easily update them. You can also make
changes to the transport protocols without rebooting the workstation.

NetWare 3.12 also includes the latest OS/ 2
Requester 2.01 plus improved support for
the extended file attributes of OS/ 2.
You can implement the new VLMs, the latest NETX, ODI client drivers, and OS/ 2
Requester 2.01 in your existing NetWare
3.11 servers.
All of these software products are available
from NetWire, Novell's electronic bulletin
board service. For more information about
NetWire subscriptions, contact CompuServe•
at (800) 848-8199 within the USA; outside
the USA, call (614) 457-0802.

Other Improvements in
NetWare 3.12
NetWare 3.1 2 inherits all the previous features and capabilities built into NetWare
3.11 , including compatibility with existing NLMs from both Novell and third parties. Migration from etWare 3.11 to
NetWare 3.12 is seamless- NetWare 3.11
NLMs written using Novell's published
application program interfaces (APis) will
run on NetWare 3.12.
NetWare 3.12 has been updated with
Novell and third-party LAN and disk
drivers. All LAN and disk drivers previously included in NetWare 3.11 or available
from NetWire have been updated to their
latest versions and included in NetWare
3.12. In addition, more than 50 new
third-party device drivers are included.
In NetWare 3.12, Novell has changed the
default frame type for Ethernet networks
from Ethernet 802.3 Raw Frame to the
IEEE* Ethernet 802.2 Frame. This means
your users may not be able to access your
new server after installation. You will
need to change either the workstations to
IEEE 802.2 or your new server to
802.3 Raw.
I recommend that you update your existing servers and workstations to IEEE
802.2. By making this change, you will
use an industry-standard frame type,
support multiple protocols with a single
frame type, improve reliability, and
increase performance of internet packet
exchange (!PX) packets when bridging
LAN segments.
NetWare 3.12 also incorporates all the
previously available performance
enhancements, updates, and new utilities.
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Since the initial release of NetWare 3.11 ,
a number of performance improvements,
notably support for packet burst and large
internet packets, have been added to the
product. Such enhancements had previously been available via NetWire or
through Novell's After-Market Products
group. NetWare 3.12 includes all these
enhancements, in addition to a number of
updated utilities, plus support for CD-ROM
volumes.

System and License
Requirements
NetWare 3.12 requires at least 6 MB of
RAM and 15 MB of hard-disk space. If you
decide to implement the electronic documentation without mounting the CD-ROM,
you will need an additional 25 MB of
hard-disk space. This makes the CD-ROM
even more valuable. Hard-copy manuals
are available from Novell resellers for an
additional charge.

NetWare 3.12 is available in 5-, 10-, 25-,
50-, 100-, and 250-user configurations
from Novell res,ellers (there is no longer a
20-user version as with NetWare 3.11).

NetWare 3.12
Attracts 2.x Users
NetWare 3.12 gives NetWare 2.x users
who have been waiting to upgrade to
NetWare 3.x the incentive to do so now,
by offering new features and advanced
network services not currently available
in the NetWare 2.x environment.
NetWare 3.12 is a good candidate for
new customers who are looking for a
powerful network operating system but
who do not require the expanded enterprise and management features of
NetWare 4.01. Even if you just need an
additional server, NetWare 3.12 will fi t
nicely into your existing array of NetWare
3.11 servers.

In NetWare 3.12, Novell has implemented
some technologies that were developed
for NetWare 4.0. However, NetWare 3.12
does not include disk compression and
suballocation blocks, which are features of
NetWare 4.01. All told, in NetWare 3.12,
Novell added functionality, increased performance, enhanced ease of use, and
maintained compatibility with NetWare
3.11-without increasing the price.
Steven H. Bumgarn er
is an Advisory
Marketing Support
Representative and
Enterprise CNE in
IBM's Workgroup LAN
Systems Support and
Services organization
in Roanoke , Texas. He
provides technical support and consulting
services for NetWare from IBM products . Steven
has worked with and taught classes on Novell
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SLAP THIS GUY
ON YOUR BACK
AND WRIST!
Be one of the first to order a Tech nical
Coordinator Program T-shirt and/or watch !
To order, send a check or money order for
$15.00 per T-shirt or $29.95 per watch , plus $3.95*
shipping and handling to Creative Enterprises;
P.O. Box 120637; Arlington , TX 76012
Phone 817/261-3208
QUAN .

ITEM

PRICE

TOTA L

Large 100% cotton T (white)
XL 100% cotton T (white)
Watch

$15.00
$15.00
$29.95
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Shipping and handling
*TX resi dents add 7.75% sales tax
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$3.95
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---- _.._
-- -- --_
----,_
----®

City
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ZI P _ _ __

Phone
Pl ease allow 4 - 6 weeks for delivery.
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LAN Analysis Using IBM's
DatagLANce Network Analyzer
Far from being just troubleshooting devices, network analyzers provide
invaluable information for getting the most out ofyour network while
avoiding trouble. With a top-of-the-line network analyzer, you can perform an amazing number of networking Junctions without investing in
the skills of a network analyst.
This article highlights ways to use the IBM DatagLANce* Network
Analyzer for Ethernet and Token-Ring to bridge the gap between you
and your network by locating network hot spots, monitoring performance, isolating problems, and preparing for the future.

The dashboard of a car contains a number
of status indicators-speed, temperature,
oil pressure, mileage, fuel levels, and battery charge. Similarly, network analyzers
keep track of key performance and status
conditions. The following conditions can
prove invaluable in baselining:
• Utilization: the fraction of the total net-

work capacity being used.
• Frame Rate: the number of messages

hen local area networks (LANs) run smoothly, we usually take them
for granted, but when things go wrong-help! An increasing percentage of our work depends on LANs; if they stop working, so do we.
That is why it is very important to invest time up front to understand and
record how your network functions when things are running smoothly. Then
you will be better prepared to avert problems or, if necessary, react when disaster strikes.

W

per second appearing on the network.
• Error Rate: the number of garbled mes-

sages (or messages reporting errors)
per unit of time detected on the
network.

Baselining
Baseline is a sports term that

lately has been used in discussions about quality. Its traditional meaning is simple: a baseline
represents
a boundEugene N. Cookmeyer II
ary within
Ronald D. Harrod
which the
game is
IBM Corporation
played. In
Research Triangle Park,
the
world
North Carolina
of quality,
it refers to
measuring what is happening
now, so you can measure how
well you improve over time. In
other words, a baseline simply
serves as a point of reference
against which you can make
future measurements. With networks, baselining makes a record
of what is normal, so when
things go wrong, you can locate
the problem just by looking for
differences. The analogy of a
car's dashboard can help explain.
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Sample Interval
Start Recording At:
Samples to Record
File Name
File Format

Now, return to the main screen and select
Go! from the main menu bar. DatagLANce
will automatically collect the selected data
over the time interval you specified.

5 minutes
7:00 AM on the desired day
288 Cone day)
BASELINE
Text with delimited fields

Once you have completed this simple step,
you can breathe more easily. If disaster
strikes, you now have a reference.

Selected statistics for recording
All Frames
Frame. Byte. Utilization.
and A11 error types
Broadcast Frame:
Frame

Figure 2 shows an example of DatagLANce history graphs.

Besides its value in damage control, this
baseline information can serve as a basis
for performing the following functions:

Figure 1. History Statistics
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cast frames can tie up a network. LANs
improperly linked can experience an
out-of-control condition called broadcast storms. If you see a drop in network performance and an increase in
broadcast traffic, make sure your LAN
bridges are properly configured.
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Figure 2. DataglANce History Graphs

• Broadcast Frame Rate: the number of

special messages per second that are
addressed (using Group Address
FFFFFFFFFFF F) to each member of the
network.
The first step in establishing a baseline is
collecting all this information. Simply
connect your network analyzer to the LAN
you want to measure, and set it up to
monitor performance. Pick a full 24-hour
day when you expect network loading and
errors to be typical of normal operation.
Armed with this data, you can answer
these questions:
• What is the average value we can expect
to see for each of these statistics?
• When are these values highest?
• When are they lowest?
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recordings that indicate usage growth
could point the way to orderly network
expansion.
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• Network Planning. Subsequent history

• Error Monitoring If you see a jump in

error rates, check your connections,
hubs, and individual adapters. Errors
degrade performance because bad messages must be retransmitted, thus multiplying the amount of traffic on the network. By noting when the error rate
rises, you have a clue for isolating the
problem,

By combining a familiar graphical user
interface with pre-defined functions,
impressive underlying power, and accuracy,
the IBM DatagLANce Network Analyzer
makes this baselining job easy. So grab
your DatagLANce tool, and let's get started!

• Alarm tuning Once you know the

First, launch an Ethernet or token-ring

• Scheduling. Knowing when low usage

DatagLANce session appropriate to your

network's type. To launch the session,
click on the Default Configuration icon in
the "DatagLANce Network Analyzer - Icon
View" window for your network type,
either Ethernet or token-ring. The default
configuration contains pre-defined settings useful to the baselining process,
Next, from the Monitor menu (located on
the second line of the screen in the main
menu bar), select History Statistics, then
fill in the parameters shown in Figure L

bounds of your network performance,
you can instruct your DatagLANce analyzer to alert you when network performance deviates from those limits. You
will be notified when high utilization
or broadcast storms occur.
occurs can help you get the most from
your network while affecting users the
least. Schedule your daily high-traffic
maintenance operations during low
usage periods. Also, back up your server
during network lulls.

Finding Most-Used Protocols
and Primary Users
Just as baselining performance statistics
painlessly brings you a wealth of general
information about your network, the
DatagLANce Traffic Analysis option

automatically gathers the specifics about
the sources contributing to these statistics.

Traffic Statistics
Table Entries
Start
Stop
Process Priority
Analysis Type

The performance baseline will indicate a
particular time of day when the frame
rate reaches a maximum. By monitoring
traffic during this peak time, you can
home in on the sources of that traffic.

Enable
2043

Time peak period begins
Time peak period ends
Time Critical
Protocol Matrix

Figure 3. Traffic Statistics Options

This time, from the DatagLANce Monitor
menu, select Traffic Statistics Options and
enter the information shown in Figure 3.
Once you return to the main menu and
select Go!, the analyzer is primed to
capture traffic data during the peak
period you specified. You can dynamically
view the data being gathered by selecting
Traffic Statistics from the Window item in
the main menu. Figure 4 contains an
example, taken from our network, of
traffic statistics sorted by protocol usage.
Until you use something, you may not
really appreciate its elegance. That is how
the subtle power of the DatagLANce
Traffic Analysis display works. You can
display a wide range of statistical data.
Then you have many choices for sorting,
based on any one of the data items. You
can move instantly from top talkers to top
listeners, to top error sources, and more.
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Figure 4: Protocol Matrix Traffic

By selecting the Traffic Statistics Display
option Traffic from Both and the Sort
Option Frames, you will see the relative
activity of all stations on the LAN. The
traffic window can display local low-level
Data Link Control (DLC) addresses, network addresses, and symbolic names for
each station pair. It can also display the
protocols used by each user pair. This
arrangement immediately answers two
important questions:

Next, take the list of most active protocols
and insert them into the real-time graphical display section of the analyzer to
observe their relative usage over time.
The easiest way to do this is to load the
Protocol Suite Distribution DatagLANce
configuration, found in the File menu
accessed from the main menu bar. Then,
just modify the monitored protocol suites
to include the ones you found most active.

• Which user pairs are most active?
• Which protocols are they using?
Now, let's find the top talkers and top listeners on the LAN. To do this, return to
the Traffic Statistics Options menu, and
change from Protocol Matrix to Single
Station. The Single Station option accumulates statistics for traffic to and from each
station, rather than between station pairs.
ow, by displaying Traffic from Station
and Traffic to Station, you can see top
talkers and top listeners respectively. You
can then change your selection to sort on
Errors to pinpoint any problem areas.

You can even use this configuration to
display protocol usage within a protocol
suite-such as transmission control protocol/ internet protocol (TCP/IP), which is
used by File Transfer Protocol (FTP),
Telnet, and other network applications, or
user datagram protocol/internet protocol
(UDP/IP), which is used by Network File
Server (NFS) and other network applications-to determine the percentage of all
traffic represented by these protocols. The
resulting display distributes selected protocol suites in bar chart form, as shown in
Figure 5.

With this expanded arsenal of information, you can now tackle these problems:
• Resource Utilization. How well are

shared resources used? If a server
resides on one LAN, but most usage
comes from another, maybe the server
should be moved. If a shared device on
one LAN shows low usage, but one of
the same type has high demand on
another, consider moving the most
active users of the device to the LAN
with greater capacity.
• Network Tuning. By knowing which

protocols appear on your network, you
can investigate whether undesirable
traffic exists and take action to eliminate it. For example, some protocols
create a lot of broadcast traffic to locate
network resources. By identifying these
protocols, you can identify the need for
bridge filters or routers to minimize the
impact on other LAN segments.
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significant, the DatagLANce analyzer gives
enough help to enable most of us to get
our feet wet.
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Figure 6. Frame Detail Protocol View

display, read the addresses of the stations that are reporting and receiving
most of the errors. Based on the physical locations of these devices, start
troubleshooting to isolate the problems
to faulty cables, adapters, connection
devices, or other physical or
software-based problems. Use the
divide-and-conquer approach to remove
offending members.
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A Real-Life Example
To better understand the value of limited
protocol analysis, consider this real-life
example. Recently, we needed to configure
a PS/ 2 Model 95 as an NFS server and a
PS/ 2 Model P75 as a client. Using the IBM
TCP /IP for OS/ 2 software, we installed
and configured NFS and TCP/IP on both
machines, obtained an authorized network address for the P75, and configured
TCP/IP accordingly.
Next, we tried to "mount" a disk drive
from the network to give the P75 local
access to it. This attempt failed. We
rechecked the NFS software installation,
verified proper usage of the mount command, and tried again. No luck. It was
time to call in the big guns-after all, we
designed the DatagLANce tool!

:i•-•

<

• Error Isolation. From the error traffic

If you have trouble connecting to a file
server, if you experience sluggish network
response time, or if you are plagued by
lost sessions between your workstation
and the host computer, look to your protocol analyzer to help you understand why.
Powerful functions integrated into the
DatagLANce Network Analyzer can capture specific communication among selected devices and store it for analysis. In
addition, the time of capture can be set to
wait for specific events or error conditions that supply fully decoded views of
what happened before, during, and after
things went wrong.

Troubleshooting Using
Protocol Analysis
We began our journey into LAN analysis
at a high level, identifying network performance based on the sum of all traffic.
We then proceeded to isolate performance
data based on specific stations and protocols. In this final phase, we leave the
world of performance measures to tiptoe
around the vast sea associated with network messages. While the knowledge level
required to navigate in this world is

After setting up DatagLANce to capture
frames to and from the P75's physical
adapter address (10 : 00 : 5A : 26 : 10 : 67),
we examined the result. It showed that the
P75 had requested the IP network address
for encookmeyer.raleigh . ibm . com
(which resides on the Model 95) from the
domain name server identified by IP
address 9 . 67 . 19 2 . 3. That server responded with the requested IP address. However,
when the P75 attempted to perform the
mount function, the new NFS server (the
Model 95) responded with an error.
To get more information about what was
happening in the Model 95, we launched
a second capture, this time including its
physical adapter address (1 0 : 00 : 5A :
f8 : 16 : 5 6) as well. The result of this
capture appears in Figure 6.

In Figure 6, frame 12 shows the NFS server asking the domain name server for the
IP network address of enc portable.
ra lei g h . i bm . com, which resides on the
P75. The domain name server then
responds, in frame 13, that the name does
not exist. Since the NFS server could not
validate the IP address of the P75, the
NFS server disallowed the P75's request to
mount a disk drive. Investigation verified
that the domain name server had not yet
been updated with the authorized network address for the P75. As soon as the
network administrator updated the
domain name server with the new
address, the problem was fixed.
Although many networking problems
need much greater analysis and knowledge to resolve, there still exists a whole
class of problems, like the one just
described, that only need a closer look at
communication among the network members experiencing problems. By determining the stations involved and setting up

1/.
/

//

Keeping the Pulse of
Your Network
Today's network analyzer can make an
important contribution to the daily health
of your LAN. With its graphical user interface, flexibility, accuracy, and power, the
DatagLANce Network Analyzer for
Ethernet and Token-Ring brings a unique
combination of function within the grasp
of users whose networking skills vary
widely. By applying these functions to
your LAN, you can keep up with the pulse
of your network, solve problems, optimize
performance, and intelligently plan for
the future.
For more information on DatagLANce
products, please call our DatagLANce hotline at (919) 254-1264 or fax your request
to (919) 254-0984.
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Avoid the diskette shuffle
while saving both
time and money-

//
Enhancements
in
progress

the DatagLANce Network Analyzer to
reveal their interaction, you can isolate,
and maybe solve, many similar problems.

"No interruptions please.
These enhancements are a
very delicate business."

l

\

Professor 'LA Odie'
MacDougal

Let LAD / 2 automatically
install and distribute
your operating systems
and applications over
multiple workstations.
LAD/2 NOW SUPPORTS

LAD/2
LAB

0

NetView DM/2

Comm.Mgr.

OS/2 2.0 I 2.1
LAN Server

DB2/2OS/2
DOS/Windows

CID enabled and non-CID enabled OS/2,
DOS, and Windows programs

Just call 800 547-1283, ext.693
, , 1' I
to fin~ o_ut what
LADd1e IS up to.

TtJ

LAN Automated Dlslrlbutlon/2

Do the frugal thing-call 1 800 547-1283, ext. 693.
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Little Solutions
NetWare Remote Management
Facility for 0S/2
While browsing through my NetWare 4.01
and NetWare 3.12 file servers, I noticed
that there was no OS/ 2 Presentation
Manager (PM)-based version of the DOS
utility RCONSOLE . EXE . After doing a bit
of searching, I located a NetWare file that
does the same thing as RCONSO LE . EXE ;
that is, it lets you see the file server's console screen at a workstation and enter
commands from that workstation.

I

I

File Server Up Time :
16 Days 4 Hours 56 Minutes 56 Seconds
Utilization :
8
Packet Receive Buffers :
Original Cache Buffers :
3,588
Directory Cache Buffers :
Total Cache Buffers:
3,048
Service Proc~sses :
Dirty Cache Buffers:
0
Connections In Use:
Current Disk Requests:
0
Open Files:
- - ·-

Available Options

~

Connection Information
Disk Information
LAN Information
System Module Information
Lock File Server Console
File Open/ Lock Activi ti!

~

A compressed file called OSZUTI . EXE
resides on CompuServe, in NOVLIB forum,
Library 6 (NetWare Utilities). This file
contains OS/ 2 utilities for all versions of
OS/ 2 Requester. It also fixes the problem
in which a user cannot log in to a network between 12 noon and 1 p.m.
In OSZUTI. EXE, there is a utility called
REMOCON. EXE, which is the OS/ 2 PM version of the DOS RCONSOLE . EXE NetWare
utility. Normally, to see the console, you
have to go to the file server and look at
its monitor. REMOCON provides the same
remote workstation capability for OS/ 2
servers that RCONSOLE. EXE provides for
DOS servers.
Figure 1 shows a NetWare file server's
console screen using REMOCON . EXE in an
OS/ 2 PM session.

100
33
2
4
6

..

Exit

Figure 1. OS/2 Remote Console Utility as an OS/2 PM Screen

B

Hovell

7,- Applications
• r;g Mlnlmlted
~
Window Viewer

-!m

Shredder
Network

r•

~

IBM 4829 (39 Fonts JOO Dpl)

The initial screen (Figure 2) lets you see a
list of servers to which you can connect.
Once you select a file server, the REMOCON
utility asks you for a password. After you
enter your password, REMOCON completes
the connection, then shows you the screen
that is currently on the server console. In
the upper menu bar, under Options,
REMOCON offers these options: Change
Screen, Directory Scan, Turn Sound
On/ Off, and Exit. Change Screen is equivalent to the Alt + Esc hot key used in the
file server's console screen. This function
allows you to switch between NetWare
loadable module (NLM) screens such as
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Figure 2. Initial Screen for Remote Console Utility

monitor and the console prompt screen.
Directory Scan lets you scan all NetWare
volumes and directories, plus the file server's local drive.

You can also use the + and - keys on the
numeric keypad to switch back and forth
between console screens. Doing this is
equivalent to using the Alt + Esc keys.

REMOCON . EXE communicates with the
NetWare servers using the standard
Remote Management Facility (RMF) NLMs
included with NetWare 3.11, 3.12, 4.0,
and 4.01. The NLMs are REMOTE . NLM (the
NetWare Remote Console, where the
remote password is established) and
RS PX . NLM (remote SPX driver).

- Albert Juarez, IBM Personal Systems
Competency Center, Roanoke TX

NetWare Requester for 0S/2
2.01 Utilities Missing After
Installation
You may have noticed that the files MAP,
LOGIN, ex, NPRINTER, and NLIST are
missing from your C: \NETWARE directory
after you install NetWare Requester for
OS/2 2.01. This occurs only if you create
the NetWare Requester for OS/2 2.01
diskettes from the NetWare 4.01 CD-ROM.
The solution is to copy these files manually from the SYS : PUBLIC\ OS2 subdirectory. If you purchased the NetWare Client
Kit for OS/2 2.01 and installed from it,
you will have these files.

- Albert Juarez, IBM Personal Systems
Competency Center, Roanoke TX

Back Up Your INI Files
There are several ways to back up and
restore these IN I files to avoid losing
your customized desktop. The example
below explains how to back up the
0S2 . I NI and the OS 2SYS . IN I files at
boot time by calling a batch program
from the CON FIG.SYS to execute before
the Workplace Shell is initialized. The
three most current versions of these IN I
files are kept in a directory structure that
you create.
Before you execute this batch file for the
first time, you must create the directory
structure needed to store the backed up
files. To do this, issue the fo llowing commands from the root directory of the
OS/ 2 boot drive:
MO BACKUP
CO BACKUP
MO BACKUPl BACKUP2 BACKUP3
The batch file in Figure 3, SYSBACK.CMD,
illustrates how you can use the directory
structure above to keep the three most
current versions of your OS2 . IN I and
your OS2SY S. IN I files.

Don 't Lose Your
Customized Desktop

To call SYSBACK.CMD from your
CON FIG . SYS, add the following statement
to your CON FIG . SYS :

Don't lose your customized desktop! Back
up your IN I files automatically every
time you boot your OS/ 2 system!

CALL=C:\OS2\CMD.EXE IC
C:\SYSBACK . CMD

We recommend that you keep copies of
the three latest versions of your oS2 . I NI
and OS 2SYS . IN I files. The Workplace
Shell uses these files to store your customized desktop. If these files become corrupted, you'll lose all the changes you
made to the desktop. Keeping backup
copies of these files ensures that you can
restore the latest version of your desktop
should the IN I files become corrupted.
How can your IN I files become corrupt·
ed? One of the most common ways is
when you fail to shut down your system
in an orderly way. OS/2 needs to update
these files before the power is turned off.
Without an orderly shutdown, these files
are not updated. Power surges, hardware
problems, and improper IN I updates by
applications or by OS/2 can also damage
your I NI files.

SYSBACK. CMD copies the three most current versions of the OS2. IN I and
OS2SYS. !NI files to the BACKUP subdirectory and into the appropriately numbered directory. If your I NI files do
become corrupted, then you need to
restore the I NI files that are in the
BACKUP\BACKUP2 subdirectory. Do not
restore the files that are in the
BACKUP\BACKUPl subdirectory because
the IN I files in BACKUP 1 are the ones
that were corrupted, then backed up
when you booted your system. The uncorrupted !NI files will be in the BACKUP2
subdirectory.
It's very important to have three copies of
the I NI files, because if you reboot your
system a second time, the corrupted IN I
files are copied from BACKUPl to
BACKUP2, and the !NI files in the
BACKUP2 subdirectory become unusable.
With OS/ 2 2.1 , the IN I files are no longer
locked and can be copied while OS/2 is
running, plus the batch file,
SYSBACK . CMD, can be executed from your
STARTUP.CMD file rather than from your
CONFIG.SYS. With OS/2 2.0, however, the
IN I files are locked and you must execute
SY SBAC K. CMD from the CON FIG. SYS .
Note: SYSBACK.CMD can also be used to
back up other files such as CON FIG.SYS,
AUTOEXEC.BAT, STARTUP . CMD,
IBM LAN. IN I, NET. ACC, Communications
Manager configuration files, etc.

REM ************************************************
REM *****
SYSBACK . CMD
*****
Backup INI Fil es
REM*****
*****
REM************************************************
REM Set bootdrive equal to the drive that 0S/2 is installed
set bootdrive=c:
REM Copy old files to next backup subdirectory
REM to make room for the current copies
xcopy %bootd riv e%\backu p\backup2\*.* %boot drive %\ backup\ba c kup3
xcopy %boot drive %\ backup\backupl\* . * %bootdrive%\backup\backup2
REM Back up current INI files to BACKUP/B ACKU Pl s ubdire ctory
%bootdrive%\backup\backupl
xcopy %bootdrive%\0S2\0S2.INI
xcopy %bootdrive%\0S2\0S2SYS.INI %bootdrive%\backup\backupl
Figure 3. SYSBACK.CMD Batch File
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Restore Your INI Files
If you lose your customized desktop, you
must restore the backed up I NI files. You
cannot replace the IN I files once the
Workplace Shell has come up and the IN I
files have been initialized, because the files
are in use by the operating system and
cannot be written over or deleted. You will,
therefore, have to restore these I NI files
using one of the following methods:
• Boot from diskette or to another operating system on your system if you
have Boot Manager installed. Once you
have booted your system, copy the
0S2 . I NI and OS 2SYS . I NI files from
your BACKUP2 subdirectory to the OS2
subdirectory. Reboot your system to
restore your desktop.
• Rename the IN I files to something like
0S21 . I NI and OS 2SYS 1 . I NI, then
copy the IN I files from the BACKUP 2
subdirectory into the OS2 subdirectory.
Edit the SET USER_IN I= and SET
SYSTEM_IN I= statements in your
CO NFI G. SYS to point to the new !NI
files. Reboot your system to restore
your desktop.
• Embed the following statement in your
CON FI G. SYS to bring up an OS/ 2 full
screen prompt before your desktop is
initialized:
call=c : \OS2\CMO . EXE
Once this statement is in your
CON FIG . SYS and you reboot your system, an OS/ 2 full screen prompt will
become active before the IN I files are
initialized. Since the I NI files have not
been initialized and are not yet in use
by the operating system, you can copy
the backed up I NI files to the OS 2 subdirectory. Once the IN I files have been
copied, type EX IT and press Enter.
Your system will continue the boot process to a restored desktop. After OS/ 2
is booted, edit the CON FIG . SYS and
remove the above statement so you will
not have to manually exit the OS/ 2 full
screen during each boot.
• Copy the OS2 . INI and OS2SYS . !NI
files from the BACKUP\BACK UP2 subdirectory into the OS 2 \ INSTAL L subdirectory. Once you have copied these
files, reboot your system. When you see
the OS/ 2 logo screen with a black background, press Alt+Fl. Hold the keys
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down until you hear a rapid succession
of beeps. This renames the OS2. I NI
and OS2SYS. !NI files in the OS2 subdirectory and copies the files from the
OS2\INSTALL subdirectory to the OS2 subdirectory, where they are used when
the Workplace Shell is initialized.
Note that these are not the only files
that are renamed and replaced by files
in the OS 2 \ I NS TALL subdirectory
when you use the Alt+Fl method. The
CON FIG . SYS file is renamed and
replaced by the CON FIG . SYS file in the
Os 2\ I Ns TALL subdirectory. If you have
not replaced the CON FIG. SYS in the
0S2 \ INSTAL L subdirectory with a current one like you did with the OS2 . IN I
and OS 2SYS . IN I files, you will get a
co NFI G. s Ys that does not reflect the
changes you made since you installed
your system. The STARTUP. CMOfile is
also renamed when using this method.
A STARTUP file is not installed with
OS/ 2; therefore, there is not one to
copy over from the OS2 \INSTALL subdirectory. The current START UP file is
renamed but not replaced.
Keeping a current backup of your
0S2 . I NI and OS 2SYS . I NI can save your
customized desktop if your I NI files
become corrupted. If these files become
corrupted, without a backup, the
Workplace Shell will not have the information that it needs to reconstruct your
customized desktop. Save your customized
desktop as well as your time and energyback up your I NI files!

-Tyra Steil, IBM's Personal Systems
Competency Center, Roanoke, Texas

SYS:LOGIN\OS2, and SYS :PUBLI C\OS2
directories.
If you have NetWare 3.11, you already
have the OS/ 2 NetWare Utilities 1.3 for
your file server. Even though they are not
the most current, they still work.
If you have NetWare 3.12, the OS/ 2
NetWare Utilities are automatically copied
from the NetWare 3.12 CD-ROM to your
NetWare file server.
If you have NetWare 4.0 or 4.01 , you have
the option of copying the OS/ 2 NetWare
Utilities to your NetWare file server.

Keep in mind that, in the NetWare Client
Kit for OS/ 2 2.01 , RPRI NTER . EX E is
replaced with NPRINTER. EX E, and
SLIS T. EXE is replaced with NLI ST. EX E.
Also, Directory Services Support has been
added.
If you are running OS/ 2 2.1, we recommend that you use the NetWare Requester
for OS/2 v2.01.

UT10S2. EXE
UTl OS 2 . EX E is a self-extracting file. From
it, a directory called \OS 2PuB is extracted. This directory contains files to be
copied into the SYS : Pu BLI C\ os 2 directory on your file server.
Create a directory on your hard disk that
has the same name as the self-extracting
file: \U T1 0S2. This directory is temporary
and is used for extraction of the files in
UTl OS2 . EX E. The files you extract will
occupy over 1.6 MB.
Figure 4 lists the files in unos2 . EXE.

Where to Find 0S/2 NetWare
Utilities for Your NetWare
File Server
The OS/ 2 NetWare Utilities do not ship
with NetWare Client Kit for OS/ 2 2.01.
You can find these utilities on
CompuServe, in NOVLIB forum, Library 6
(NetWare Utilities). Look for files
UT10S2 . EXE and UT20S2. EXE. These
files contain the utilities that were
shipped with the NetWare Client Kit for
OS/ 2 2.0. These utilities work with the
NetWare Client Kit version 2.0 and above.
Once the NetWare Utilities are installed
on a NetWare file server, they can be
found in the SYS: SYSTEM\OS2,

Use the following steps to install the utilities found in the UTl OS 2 . EX E file:
1. Log in to a NetWare server as supervisor or supervisor-equivalent.
2. Change to the \ PUB LI C directory.
3. Type MO\OS2 to create an \OS2 subdirectory in the public directory.
4. Copy the files from the \OS2 PUB subdirectory into \PUBLIC\OSZ.

UT20S2 .EXE
Directories called \OS2LO G, \OS2PU B1 ,
and \OS2SYS are extracted from the

\

UT10S2. TXT

(README

file)

\OS2PUB
ALLOW.EXE
ATTACH.EXE
CAPTURE. EXE
CAPTURE. MSG
CASTOFF.EXE
CASTON.EXE
CHKDIR.EXE
CHKVOL.EXE
DSPACE.EXE
DSPACE.HLP
ENDCAP.EXE
FILER.EXE
FILER.HLP
FLAG.EXE
FLAGDIR. EXE
GRANT.EXE
LI STD IR. EXE
LOGIN.EXE
LOGOUT.EXE
MAK EUSER. EXE
MAKEUSER.HLP
MAP.EXE
NCOPY.EXE
NDIR.EXE
NPRINT.EXE
NVER.EXE
REMOVE.EXE
REVOKE.EXE
RIGHTS.EXE
TLIST. EXE
USERDEF. EXE
USERDEF. HLP
USER LIST. EXE
VERSION. EXE
VOLINFO.EXE
VOLINFO.HLP
WHOAMI.EXE
Figure 4. Files Contained in UT10S2.EXE

UT 20S2 . EXE . These directories contain
files to be copied into the SYS : LOGIN
\ 0S2, SYS : PUBLIC\ 0S2, and SYS :
SYSTEM\ 0S2 directories, respectively, on
your file server.
AB with UT10S2 above, you can create a
directory on your hard disk that has the
same name as the self.extracting file:
\UT20S2. This temporary directory is
used for extracting files in UT20S2 . EXE.
Figure 5 lists the files in UT20S2. EXE.

Use the following steps to install the utilities found in the UT20S2. EXE file:
1. Log in to a NetWare server as

supervisor or supervisor-equivalent.
2. Change to the \SYSTEM directory.
3. Type MD\OS2 to create an \OS2
subdirectory in the \SYSTEM
directory.
4. Copy the files from the \OS 2SY s subdirectory into \SYSTEM\ OS2 .

8. Change to the \LOGIN directory.
9. Type MD\OS2 to create an \0S2
subdirectory in the \LOGIN
directory.
10. Copy the files from the \ o s 2 Lo G
subdirectory into \ LOG I N\OS 2.
An update for these utilities, called
OS2UTI. EXE, is also found on
CompuServe, in NOVLIB forum, Library 6
(NetWare Utilities).

- AlbertJuarez, IBM Personal Systems
Competency Center, Roanoke TX

\

UT20S2.TXT

( README

file)

\OS2LOG
ATTACH.EXE
LOGIN.EXE
MAP.EXE
SL
.EXE
\0S2PUB1
PCONSOLE.EXE
PCONSOLE.HLP
PRINTCON.EXE
PRINTCON.HLP
PRINTDEF.EXE
PRINTDEF.HLP
PSC.EXE
PURGE.EXE
SALVAGE.EXE
SALVAGE.HLP
SEND.EXE
SETPASS.EXE
SETTTS.EXE
SLIST. EXE
SYSHRR.DAT
SYS$HELP.DAT
SYS$MSG.DAT
SYSCON.EXE
SYSCON.HLP
SYSTIME. EXE
\OS2SYS
ATOTAL.EXE
BINDFIX. EXE
BINDREST.EXE
PAUDIT. EXE
SECURITY. EXE
Figure 5. Files Contained in UT20S2.EXE

5. Change to the \Pu BL IC directory.
6. Type MD\OS2 to create an \OS2
subdirectory in the \Pu BLI C
directory.
7. Copy the files from the \OS2PUB1
subdirectory into \PUBLIC\OS2.

Redefining the Mouse Drive in
0S/2 for Windows
If your DOS-based mouse doesn't work
after you install OS/ 2 for Windows, you
simply need to select the OS/ 2 mouse
device driver.

1. Open the OS/ 2 System folder, choose
System Setup, then Selected Installation.
2. Click on Mouse, then click on OK to display a screen of available mouse
options.
3. Select the one appropriate for your
hardware, then click OK and Install.
4. Reboot your system.

0S/2 2.1: Add Program Objects
to Your Pop-Up Menus by
Dragging and Dropping Icons
Enhancements to OS/ 2 2.1 allow you to
add program objects to a pop-up menu by
dragging and dropping the program
object icons onto the menu page in the
Settings notebook. The following example
shows how to add an OS/ 2 window to
your desktop pop-up menu.
1. Using the right mouse button, open the

desktop's Settings notebook by clicking
on a blank spot on the desktop.
2. On the pop-up menu, select the boxed
arrow next to Open.
3. Click on Settings.
4. When the Settings notebook opens,
click on Menu.
5. Drag the OS/ 2 Window icon onto the
list box under Action on the Menu.
(Note: The OS/ 2 Window icon is in the
Command Prompts folder, which is
inside the OS/ 2 System folder.)
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Command Prompts - Icon
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After adding the OS/ 2 Window to the
Menu page, you can select it from the
desktop's pop-up menu by clicking on the
desktop with the right mouse button and
selecting OS/ 2 Window (Figure 7).
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To drag the OS/ 2 Window icon onto the
list box, click on the icon with the right
mouse button, holding it down while
dragging the icon onto the list box.
Then release the mouse button. The
OS/ 2 Window icon now appears in the
list box (Figure 6).

You can use this method to add other program objects to the pop-up menus on folders and other objects. This enhancement
to OS/ 2 2.1 makes using the desktop popup menus much easier.

-Tyra Steil, IBM's Personal Systems
Competency Center, Roanoke, Texas

Figure 6. 0S/2 Window Icon in Settings Folder
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Figure 7. Desktop Pop-Up Menu with 0S/2 Window Item

We invite you to share your "little solutions" in
this column. Send them to us in care of the editor.
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Questions and Answers
NetWare

Net Ware Requester for OS/ 2 2. 0 manual

We have an application that needs to
use software interrupt 5Ch for
NetBIOS in a WIN-OS/ 2 session. The
application is in production under
DOS using the NetWare NetBIOS emulator. Does the OS/ 2 NetWare NetBIOS
emulator also make the 5Ch interrupt
available in a WIN-OS/ 2 session? If
not, would the native OS/ 2 NetBIOS
code (from Network Transport
Services/ 2 or NTS/ 2) present the 5Ch
interrupt in WIN-OS/ 2 sessions?

show the exact syntax of the statements.
The syntax in this section tells
NETB I OS. OS2 which network to send
requests.

The answer to both of your questions is
yes. There are two ways to enable
NetWare NetBIOS support in WIN-OS/ 2
and one way to enable "native" NetBIOS
support in WIN-OS/ 2. Since interrupt 5C h
is part of NetBIOS' definition, all of the
above methods support it.
Figures 8-1 7 and B-18 on pages B-18 and
B-19 of the NetWare Requester for OS/ 2
2.0 manual (GG24-3891) show how this is
accomplished.
If you do not need IBM NetBIOS, put the
following statements in your
C0NFIG . SYS:

DEVI CE=C: \ IBMCOM\PROTOCOL
\ LA NVDD.OS2
DEVICE=C:\IBMCOM\PROTOCOL
\LA NPDD.OS2
DEVICE=C: \ IBMCOM \ PROTOCOL
\NETBJOS.OS2
DEVICE=C: \ NETWARE
\NETBIOS.SYS
RUN=C: \ NETWARE \ NBDAEMON.EXE

If you need IBM NetBIOS, put only the following statement in your CON FIG . SYS :
C: \ IBMCOM \ PR0T0COL \ NETBEUI . OS2
You must also add statements to your
PROTOCOL . !NI file. Pages 7-9 of the

NetBIOS statements are optional in the
NET . CFG if you want to use the defaults.
NetBIOS parameters begin on page A-442
of the Requester manual.
Note that the method shown on page B-18
is the easiest to configure. It only requires
that you load NETB !OS . EXE in the DOS
session and have IPX (internet packet
exchange) support for the session; however, the above method will work.
I am trying to update the NetWare

Requester files that are on the server,
e.g., LOG! N. EXE from the 2.0 version
to the 2.01 version. The old requester
let me install to the workstation or to
the server. That is no longer a choice
with the new requester. As a result,
files in C: \ NETWARE are different
from those on the server under
SYS: \LOGIN and SYS: \PUBLIC. In
addition, MAP. EXE and LOGIN. EXE
differ.
How do I update/ upgrade the NetWare
Requester and other associated files
on the server to be the same as those
on a 2.01 requester workstation?

No update to the server's software is
required. While the new requester does
come with newer versions of the utilities, these newer versions are for use on
4.0 servers. While the newer utilities will
work on 3.11 servers, you should not
install them on 3.11 servers. You should
continue to use the ones you have. You do
not need to worry that the files in
C: \NETWARE are different from those on
the server.
Another reason that the new requester
does not have the option to install files to

the server is that a 4.0 server comes with
the latest OS/ 2 utilities. These files are
installed during server installation.
I am logged into NetWare 3.11
Server 1 and then I attach to NetWare
3.11 Server 2 to map drives on Server
2. Am I using two licenses here, since
I am attached to two servers, or just
one, since I am logged on to only one
server? If Server 2 is a 20-user license
version of the software, will the 21st
concurrent user be physically blocked
from attaching to Server 2?

In a wide area networking scenario,
where many people may be accessing
many servers across the enterprise,
does Novell or IBM sell enterprise or
site licenses for NetWare?

If you LOGIN to SERVERl and ATTACH to
SERVER2, you will be using a user connection on both servers (using two licenses).
This is because LOG IN and ATTACH are
basically the same thing, except that
LOGIN runs the LOGIN SCRIPTS for that
server while ATTACH does not.

If a user tries to LOG! Nor ATTACH to a
server with no user connections available,
that user will receive a message that no
connections are available and will not be
able to access the server.
NetWare server operating systems are
sold by user version licenses only. They
do not come by site or enterprise
licenses.
I am installing a NetWare 3.11

Ethernet network. About 85%of my
machines are IBM PCs; the rest are
Macintoshes. Will I have to install an
AppleTalk* network with its cabling
separate from my Ethernet? Is there a
way to connect Macs to an Ethernet?

There are at least two ways to connect Macs
to an Ethernet. AppleTalk-to-Ethernet
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routers are available. With EtherTalk, Macs
can be attached directly on the Ethernet.
Contact Apple* or your Apple dealer for
more information.
Which option you choose depends on cost
and performance requirements. Putting
the Macs directly on the Ethernet would
probably offer the best performance; however, you would need an Ethernet adapter
for every Mac. Other methods of attachment are available.
We would like to boot a remote, diskless workstation off of a single 1.44
MB diskette, using DOS applications
from a NetWare 3.11 server. Two DOS
applications on the RIPLed machine
must be able to multitask. If LAN
Server is introduced to this scenario,
could the RIPLed OS/ 2 machine with
one diskette boot off LAN Server and
launch two DOS applications off the
NetWare server?

To RIPL off LAN Server means to RIPL
either OS/ 2 LAN Requester or DOS LAN
Requester. Both OS/ 2 and DOS LAN
Requesters use the NetBIOS protocol while
NetWare uses the IPX protocol; therefore,
a machine booted from an OS/ 2 LAN
Server could not run applications from a
NetWare server. This would require OS/ 2
LAN Server to RIPL a machine that uses
the IPX protocol (e.g., a NetWare
requester). LAN Server does not support
the RIPLing of a NetWare requester.
I am running OS/ 2 2.1 , and I have just

installed NetWare Requester for OS/ 2
2.01. When I run a WIN-OS/ 2 session,
then run File Manager, all drives slow
down. (I do not have all of these
drives mapped.) This feature worked
correctly in the old version of the
NetWare Requester NSD202. Now,
when I click on one of the phantom
drives, WIN-OS/ 2 responds with Dr i v e
? does not exist . What is the
problem?

It sounds as if you are using a global WINOS/ 2 session. When a session is set to
global with the new requester, all of the
drives available to OS/ 2 are passed to
WIN-OS/ 2, regardless of whether they have
been previously mapped. If you set NET WARE_RESOURCES to private for thesession, then you will only see previously
mapped drives. A global session must have
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access to all drives so that any drives
mapped in OS/ 2 are available to that session.
What you are seeing is really a reflection
of how DOS sessions work in OS/ 2 (WINOS/ 2 is basically just another virtual DOS
machine). It is not a defect in the
Requester.
I have purchased two LANStreamer*
(token-ring) adapters. When using
two adapters, how are they defined to
NetWare 3.11? Are two CON FIG. SYS
files required? How do I bind them?

The NetWare driver for the LANStreamer
adapter is I BMTRDBO . LAN . It's on the
diskette that comes with the adapter.
To load and bind both adapters, all you
need to know is which slots the adapters
are in. You will load the driver twiceonce for each adapter-and specify the
slot number when it is loaded.
The following example assumes that LAN
Streamer will be in slots 2 and 3, the
adapter in slot 2 will be on IPX network
A2, and the adapter in slot 3 will be on
!PX network A3:
LOAD IBMTRDBO slot=2 name=
streamer_2
BIND !PX to streamer_2
net=A2
LOAD IBMTRDBO slot=3 name=
streamer_3
BIND IPX TO streamer_3
net=A3

Put these statements in the
AUTO EXEC . NCF so they are executed
every time the server is started.

2. Have the user log out before shutting
down the workstation. However, this
does require user intervention before
every shutdown.
This dialog box appears because by
default, OS/ 2 2.1 tries to restart any network connections that were active when
the system was shut down. This dialog
box performs only an ATTACH to the server. It cannot execute the user's LOG I N
script.
Are the new LANStreamer MC32
adapters (token-ring) compatible with
NetWare for SAA* 1.3? I would like to
use two of them, one for SAA and one
for IPX. Is this supported?

The new LANStreamer adapter should be
compatible with NetWare for SAA 1.3.
What is the difference between
PS20PT and PS2SCSI ? Which is the latest and greatest? Which should I be
using on my PS/ 2* Model 95?

PS20PT was originally released for PS/ 2s
with embedded SCSI controllers, while
PS 2SCSI was for all other PS/ 2s. Recently
they were combined into one driver. First
it was named PS2SCSI. Now the combined driver is called PS20PT. This only
applies to NetWare 3.11 servers. NetWare
4.0 comes with a new version of Ps2scs I
for all PS/ 2s.
The latest version of PS20PT is 3.20,
dated February 4, 1993. Its file size is
33,087 bytes.
Since the Model 95 uses a regular SCSI
controller, it will work with the Ps2scs I
that comes with NetWare 3.11; however, if
you want to use the latest PS20PT, it will
certainly work.

There are two ways to disable this
OS/ 2 2.1 feature:

I am trying to load NetWare 2.2 as a
non-dedicated server on a Compaq*
486/ 25 machine with 8 MB of RAM
and a 120 MB hard drive on an
Ethernet (lOBase-T) LAN. I installed a
DOS partition and NetWare partition
without any problems, but after I
copied Windows from the other
requester to the 2.2 server, I have
problems.

1. Edit the CON FIG. SYS and remove
CONNECTIONS from the SET
AUTOSTART= line.

If I don't load HIMEM. SYS and
SMARTDRV. SYS, NetWare 2.2 comes up

With the new NetWare Requester 2.01 ,
we have an OS/ 2 dialog box that pops
up at reboot and prompts to LOGIN.
The LOGIN works but no LOGIN scripts
execute; it seems more like an ATTACH
than a LOGIN . How can I keep the dialog box from appearing?

Named Pipes Connections

Workstation Connections

Command

CLI ENT SESSIONS number

SERVER SESSIONS number

Usage

Replace number with a number from 3 to 128

Replace number with a number greater than 2.
Novell's Named Pipes support is designed to handle more
than 1,000 server sessions; however, because of OS/2
requirements, the practical upper limit is much lower
(around 400).

Default

Example

16 sessions

32 sessions

You need at least one client session for
each connection from an OS/2 application
to a Named Pipes server. The default of
16 sessions is usually adequate, unless the
application uses many Named Pipes.

You must have at least as many SPX (sequential packet
exchange) sessions as you have Named Pipes server
sessions (see Protocol Stack SPX on page A-32 of
Ne/Ware Requester for OS/2 2.0). If you specify fewer
SPX sessions than Named Pipes server sessions, the
requester will treat the SPX session number as the
maximum number of Named Pipes server sessions.

To allow each client 30 sessions:
NAMED PIPES
CLIENT SESSIONS 30

To allow each server 300 sessions:
NAMED PIPES
SERVER SESSIONS 300

Figure 1. Workstation and Named Pipes Connections

OK; however, when I load HIMEM . SYS
and SMARTDRV. SYS through the
CON FIG . SYS file, the NetWare 2.2
system gives me the following error:

Insufficient memory , needs at
least 1024K extended memory .

20-user and one 100-user version. I
would like to get the 100-user version
on Server A, which currently has the
20-user version. I will then install the
20-user version on Server B.

How can I run Windows applications
in extended mode and NetWare 2.2 at
the same time?

Can I copy the files from the NetWare
100-user SYSTEM-I diskette to Server
A? What is the easiest way to get the
100-user version on top of the 20user version?

Memory managers do not work with the
non-dedicated NetWare 2.2 server. Since
the 2.2 server performs all memory management functions, it must access all memory in the machine. The HI MEM . SYS driver will "hide" the extended memory from
the server, preventing the memory from
being loaded.

For NetWare 3.11, the number of connections is set inside of s ERV ER . EXE. To
change Server A to a 100-user version,
simply copy SERVER . EXE from the SYSTEM- I diskette to the DOS partition of
Server A. Then install Server B using the
SYSTEM- I diskette from the 20-user copy
of NetWare.

A non-dedicated NetWare 2.2 server gives
you a primitive DOS session equivalent to
an 8088 with 640 KB of RAM. You will
not be able to run Windows in it, nor will
you be able to use any extended memory.
You will only be able to run software that
uses conventional memory.

If you have NetWare 4.0, use the install
program to install the new license
diskette. Then install Server B using the
20-user license diskette.

I have two servers: one has 20-user
NetWare installed, and the other
doesn't have any NetWare installed. I
have two licenses of NetWare: one

I have OS/ 2 2.0, NetWare Requester
2.0, and Extended Services 2.0. How
do I increase the number of Named
Pipes on my OS/ 2 2.0 workstation?

OS/ 2 workstation. These parameters are
documented on page A-54 of the Novell
Net Ware Requester for OS/ 2 2.0 manual
(GG24-3891). Two parameters determine
the number of Named Pipes sessions: the
first is for Named Pipes client sessions
and the second is for Named Pipes server
sessions.
Figure I specifies the maximum number
of connections a workstation can establish
with all Named Pipes servers plus the
maximum number of connections a
Named Pipes server can support with all
Named Pipes clients at any one time.
Putting the two above examples together,
you would put the following section in
your NET . CF G(if the workstation is a
Named Pipes server and client):

NAMED PIPES
CLI ENT SESSIO NS 30
SERVER SESSIONS 300
You must make sure that the NET . CFG
ends with a blank line so it will be parsed
correctly.

The number of Named Pipes sessions is
configured in the NET. CFG file of the
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Corrective Service Information
Figure 1 shows maintenance release levels
for the listed products. This information
is effective as of January 19, 1994. To
order all service packages-except for the
OS/ 2 2.0 and OS/ 2 2.0 Toolkit
ServicePaks•-call IBM Software Solution
Services at (800) 992-4777. For the
OS/ 2 2.0 ServicePak (XR06100) or the
IBM Developer's Toolkit for OS/ 2 2.0
ServicePak (XR06110) on diskettes or CDROM, call (800) 494-3044. Most OS/ 2 service packages are also available electronically from the following sources:
• OS/ 2 Bulletin Board Service (BBS):

Once connected, select Option 2.
(Corrective services are also listed
under the General category on the
IBMLink BBS.) To subscribe to the
OS/ 2 BBS, call (800) 547-1283.
• IBM Personal Computer Company
(PCC) BBS: Call (919) 517-0001.

Service packages are located in
Directory 4.
• CompuServe: Download service
packages from the IBM OS2 FORUM

library (GO IBMSERV).
• Internet: Do an anonymous FTP from

software.watson.ibm.com. Service
packages are located in the
/PUB/0S2 directory.

Selective Service for D82/2 and
DDCS/2
The Database Services components for
DATABASE 2 OS/ 2 (DB2/ 2) and Distributed
Database Connection Services/ 2 (DDCS/ 2)
have been packaged as "SelectPaks" to
meet customer demand. You wanted us to
selectively package the pieces of Database
Manager corrective service diskettes
(CSDs). They are now available on
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CompuServe, Internet, OS/ 2 BBS, and PC
Company BBS with the following names
(or some derivative to meet naming
schemes of the BBS). All supported languages are available.

plus new enhancements are now available
as a ServicePak for electronic and diskette
orders. The U.S. version will service all
countries.

• WRx7015 Database Manager DB2/ 2 1.0
Engine SelectPak
• WRx7016 Database Manager DDCS/ 2
2.0 SelectPak

Three SelectPaks are available for LAN
Server 3.0 (LS 3.0):

Service for LAN Server 3.0

Service for Extended Services
1.0 Database Services
The WRx6035 ServicePak for the
Database Services portion of Extended
Services 1.0 is cumulative and replaces
WR06001 , WR06002 , WR06003,
WR06004, WR06014, and WR06015
SelectPaks.
For Japan and Taiwan, WRx6036 provides
the same service as WRx6035 and picks
up AT bus support.

Service for Communications
Manager
The Communications Manager* component of Extended Services 1.0 currently
has SelectPak WR06116 on multiple bulletin boards. WR06116 includes a virtual
device driver providing emulator high
level language application programming
interface (EHLLAPI) support to Windows
applications in OS/ 2 2.0. The package is
called EHLSP016 (sometimes EHLLSP16)
on various BBSs.
WRx6025 has been added as a ServicePak
to service ES 1.0 Communications.

• 1Px7001 provides service for LS 3.0
Server, Requester, Remote Initial
Program Load (RlPL), User Profile
Manager (UPM), and Fault Tolerance.
• 1Px7003 provides service for LAN
Server 3.0 DOS LAN Requester and is
available electronically from the OS/ 2
BBS, CompuServe, Internet, and the PC
Company BBS.
• IP07005 provides some HighPerformance File System (HPFS) fixes
plus additional fixes for the LAN
NetView* product. This SelectPak is for
users who are not now using LAN
NetView.

ConveniencePak for LAN
NetView
IP07006 is for LAN NetView users. It contains everything in IP07005 plus some
additional fixes required for OS/ 2 2.0,
OS/ 2 2.1 , LS 3.0, and DBZ/ 2. To get the
ConveniencePak, call (800) 992-4777.

Service for NTS/2 and LAPS
WRx7020 replaces WR07008 and provides a service refresh for Network
Transport Services/ 2 (NTS/ 2) for LAN
Server 3.0 and LAN Adapter and Protocol
Support (LAPS).

Service for SPM/2
WR06075 provides service for System
Performance Monitor/ 2 (SPM/ 2). Its fixes

-Arnie Johnson, IBM Corporation,
Austin, Texas

Product/Component
OS/ 2 Standard Edition

.....

Comments

1.3

XR05150

XR05150

2-10-93

1.3

WR05200

WR05200

5-12-93

WR05200 replaces WR05050, which can no
longer be ordered on diskette.

OS/ 2

2.0

XR06100

XR06100

9-1-93

XR06100 replaces XR06055.

OS/ 2 Toolkit

2.0

XR06110

XR06110

9-1-93

1.3

XR05053

XR05053

3-23-92

2.0

IP06030

IP06030

4-25-93

Fault Tolerance
User Profile Management (UPM)

3.0

IP07001

1P20086

10-7-93

LAN Server/DOS LAN Requester SelectPak

3.0

IP07003

IP07003

7-28-93

Diskettes not available. Download from
one of the BBSs.

LAN Server HPFS

3.0

IP07005

IP07005

11-2-93

IP07005 requires IP07001 be applied to
system. IP07005 is not for LAN NetView users.
Diskettes not available. Download from one of
the BBSs.

LAN NetView Prerequisite

1.0

IP07006

IP07006

11-8-93

IP07006 is a prerequisite before applying
LAN NetView. It contains IP07005 plus fixes
for OS/ 2 2.x and DB2/ 2. Requires WR07010
applied with DB2/ 2 and XR06100 applied
with OS/ 2 2.0. Diskettes not available.
Download from one of the BBSs.

OS/ 2 Network Transport

1.0

WR07020

WR07020

10-11-93

Diskettes not available. Download from one
of the BBSs.

OS/ 2 LAN Adapter and
Protocol Support SelectPak

2.0

WR07020

WR07020

10-11-93

Diskettes not available. Download from one
of the BBSs.

OS/ 2 Extended Services
Database Manager ServicePak

1.0

WR06035

WR06035

11-18-93

Supersedes WR06001 , WR06002 , WR06003,
WR06004, WR06014, and WR06015.

Database Manager DB2/ 2

1.0

WR07015

WR07015

1-19-94

Supersedes WR07010 and WR07012 . Diskettes
not available. Download from one of the BBSs.

DDCS/ 2

2.0

WR07016

WR07016

1-19-94

Extended Services
Communication Manager
ServicePak

1.0

WR06025

WR06025

11-29-93

OS/ 2 Extended Edition
Operating System
Presentation Manager

REXX
User Profile Management
Communications Manager
Database Manager
LAN Requester
LAN Server

OS/ 2 LAN Server/ Requester ServicePak
Service/ Requester

Services/ 2 SelectPak

3270, 5250 Emulation
CMSNA
Figure 1. Maintenance Release Levels
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Product/Component

System Performance Monitor (SPM/2)
Servire Pak

.....
2.0

WR06075

WR06075

12/10/93

1.00

WR06050

WR06050

6-11-93

4.0, 4.01

UR35284

UR35284

9-26-91

5.0

UR37387

UR37387

9-22-92

PC/3270

1.01

2012

IP00832

11-21-91

PC/3270 (DOS)

2.0

3005

IP00874

3-29-93

3.0

7002

IP20006

9-27-93

2.0

4002

IP00841

4-17-92

3.0

6004

IP20014

10-22-93

1.22

2201

UR29500

3-16-90

2.0

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.33

3301

IP00249

5-15-90

IP00755

6-26-91

Communications Manager/2
Version 1.01 ServicePak
DOS

PC/3270 (Windows)

PC/3270 Emulation, Entry

PC LAN Program

1.34
C Set/2 Compiler
C Set C++ Compiler

1.0

CS00050

XR06150

6-29-93

2.0/ 2.01

CTC0002

XR06102

12-15-93

UR23217

1- 14-89

Workstation Program (WSP)

1.12

TCP/IP for OS/2 Base Kit

2.0

UN50382

UN50382

12-31-93

TCP/IP for OS/2 Applications

2.0

UN52840

UN52840

12-31-93

TCP/IP for OS/2 DOS Box Kit

2.0

UN50383

UN50383

12-31-93

TCP/IP for OS/2 Extended Networking

2.0

UN52906

UN52906

12-31-93

TCP/IP for OS/2 Programmer's Toolkit

2.0

UN54155

UN54155

12-31-93

TCP/IP for OS/2 Domain Name Server

2.0

UN54143

UN54143

12-31-93

TCP/IP for OS/2 Network File System

2.0

UN52386

UN52386

12-31-93

TCP/IP for OS/2 X-Windows Server

2.0

UN52841

UN52841

12-31-93

TCP/IP for OS/2 X-Windows Client

2.0

UN52842

UN52842

12-31-93

Figure 1. Maintenance Release Levels (Continued)
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Comments

Available only on diskette.

Recycling
is easy. You've
almost been doing
it for years.
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Recycling.
It's one of the
easiest
ways you personally can help
save our world.
Recycling will not only
help keep
us from being buried
in our own trash,
it saves natural resources and reduces
pollution. If you'd
like to know
more, send a postcard to the
Environmental
Defense Fund for a free recycling
action guide. The
address is EDF- Recycling,
257 Park Avenue South,
New York, NY 10010.
Why not start recycling today?
After all, you've
been going
through the motions
for years.

RECYCL

'

The
everyday way
to save
the world.
ENVIRON M ENTAL"'II
DEFENSE FUND ~
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Copying or reprinting material from this magazine is strictly prohibited without the written
permission of the editor. Titles and abstracts,
but no other portions, of information in this
publication may be copied and distributed by
computer-based and other information-service
systems.

contained herein may show prototype equipment. Your system configuration may differ
slightly.

IBM believes the statements contained herein
are accurate as of the date of publication of this
document. However, IBM hereby disclaims all
warranties as to materials and workmanship,
either expressed or implied, including without
limitation any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
In no event will IBM be liable to you for any
damages, including any lost profits, lost savings,
or other incidental or consequential damage
arising out of the use or inability to use any
information provided through this service even
if IBM has been advised of the possibility of
such damages, or for any claim by any other
party.

This information is not intended to be a statement of direction or an assertion of future
action. IBM expressly reserves the right to
change or withdraw current products that may
or may not have the same characteristics or
codes listed in tl1is publication. Should IBM
modify its products in a way that may affect the
information contained in this publication, IBM
assumes no obligation whatever to inform any
user of the modifications.

Some states do not allow the limitation or exclusion of liability for incidental or consequential
damages, so the above limitation or exclusion
may not apply to you.
This publication could contain technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Also, illustrations

TRADEMARKS
Personal Systems has made every effort to

supply accurate trademark information
about company nan1es, products, and services mentioned in this magazine. The following items, noted with an asterisk (*) in
the magazine's text, are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies or organizations.
AIX, AIX Speech Server/6000, Builder/2,
C Set ++, Communications Manager,
DATABASE 2, DB2/2, DatagLANce, IBM,
LANStreamer, NetView, OS/2, PS/2,
Presentation Manager, RISC
System/6000, SAA, ServicePak, Speech
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IBM has tested the programs contained in this
publication. However, IBM does not guarantee
that the progran1s contain no errors.

Some of the information in this magazine concerns future products, or futm·e releases of
products currently commercially available. The
description and discussion of IBM's future
products, performance, functions, and availability are based upon IBM's current intent and are
subject to change.

It is possible that this material may contain reference to, or information about, IBM products
(machines and programs), progranuning or services that are not announced in your country.
Such references or information must not be construed to mean that IBM intends to ai1110LU1ce
such products, progranrnling, or services in
your country.
IBM may use or distribute any of the infonnation you supply in any way it believes appropriate without incurring any obligation whatever.
Publication of advertising material in this magazine does not constitute ai1 expressed or
implied reconunendation or endorsement of
IBM of any particular product, service, company, or technology. IBM takes no responsibility
whatsoever with regard to the selection, performance, or use of ai1y advertised products. All
understanding, agreements, or warrai1ties must
take place directly between the vendor and
prospective users.
All specifications are subject to change without
notice.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter in this
document. The furnishing of this docmuent
does not imply giving license to these patents.

Client/2, Speech Client/6000, Speech
Server Series, ThinkPad, Track Point II,
WIN-OS/2, Workplace OS, Workplace Shell;
all of International Business Machines
Corporation
Apple, AppleTalk, and Macintosh; all of
Apple Computer, Inc.
Borland, dBASE IV, and Paradox; all of
Borland International, Inc.
Compaq; Compaq Computer Corporation
CompuServe; CompuServe Inc.
Ethernet; Xerox, Inc.
FoxPro; Fox Software, Inc.
GammaTech Utilities; Soffouch Systems,
Inc.

IEEE; Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering
Internet; Internet, Inc.
Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, Word
for Windows; all of Microsoft
Corporation
Novell, NetWare, Btrieve, ElectroText,
FirstMail; all of Novell, Inc.
OmniPage Professional; Caere Corporation
Oracle; Oracle Corporation
Sybase; Sybase Inc.
WordPerfect; WordPerfect Corporation
80286, 80386, 80486; all of Intel
Corporation
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EIntroducing QEMM 7

multiple configurations gives you the
flexibility and ease of setup that you expect.
(MemMaker doesn't work well with this
important DOS 6 teature.)

The newest version of QEMM, version 7,
pioneers new ways of using the critical area
between 640K and 1024K. It optimizes this
area, taking into account the many drivers that
need more memory at start-up than when
running; instantly calculating millions of
possible memory configurations to find still
more memory for your applications, TSRs and
utilities to use.

There's been a lot of jealous talk about our
patent-pending Stealth technology. Nobody
else can duplicate its 48-llSK gains.
The key to Stealth is its use of a 64K
reserved area above 640K called the page
frame. Besides being used by Stealth, the page
frame lets Lotus 1-2-3 r2.x run larger spreadsheets and WordPerfect 5.x larger documents.
It'.5 also used by DESQview for multitasking,
Novell NetWare' I "
I
li']ra,ra,
IBM LAN Server
e~~
and DECnet for
I
I
reducing the
~ ·· ,=.c:. • ' • • ' '
network driver '=l:.i aa
l.,A '\o.l
memory foot~ ~V
print, plus_games
\Ill
for fast acbon.
_
-~
You sacrifice all ~ ~ ~
this when other Prior versions of QEMM won
just about every competition in
memory mana- sight as well as remaining the
gers turn off the lil best-selling memory manager
page frame.
5years straight.
Stealth saves you room to set up your PC with
a mouse, CD ROM, sound board, a network
such as Novell NetWare, create 8-24K of extra
memory for optimal MS Windows performance, use all of DOS 6'.5 memory-hungry

ven a free memory manager may not be
a bargain-especially if it can't give you
all the memory you need.

Page Frame:
the Key to Your Future

The Memory Manager
Worth Paying For

w
,
.
"
'
"
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Instant Riches

ANALTIM •••,..

What does more memory mean in a practical
sense? Simply that your DOS and MS

Windows programs run faster; smoother and
more reliably. It means you can continue to
add valuable utilities, drivers, TSRs and new
capabilities to your PC. Whether it'.5 workhorse
drivers like LAN utilities and fax drivers;
productivity-enhancers like disk caches and
disk compressors; or fun and
exciting capabilities like
sound boards, CD ROM
drivers, graphics tablets,
etc. The better your
memory is managed, the
more versatility and flexibility your PC will
have. QEMM 7 lets you have it all without fear
of 'out of memory' messages or crashes.

DOS 6 Giveth;
DOS 6 Taketh Away
The best feature of new DOS 6 is the stable of
utilities it includes. Trouble is, they all eat up
memory. DoubleSpace file compression needs
43K, Vsafe anti-virus needs 7-45K, Smartdrv
disk cache needs 28K and even Undelete takes
10-14K as a resident program. Using
MemMaker, you could easily lose-not gainavailable 'conventional' memory in DOS 6.
New QEMM 7 takes the best of the new
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Howtolook
aGiftHorse
in the Mouth
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applications smoothly and safely.
utilities and still have more than 630K to run

~~
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1oo""'K, - -_,,2cf-=00K,.,..------=,300""'K,--_,,400ct,,K
,.,..--soo=K, - -_,,600,,,;:.K

We tested DOS 6 with and without MemMaker and with
QEMM 6and our new QEMM 7 runs away from all of them.
See details of test conditions listed below.

DOS 6 features into account, finding ways to cut
memory demands for these utilities by up to 80%,
ensuring that the all-important memory below
640K is free for your programs. And QEMM 7'.5
seemingly small feature of supporting DOS 6s

.

Put Your Mon~y
on a Winner-QEMM 7

The new and ever more exciting capabilities
· •
PC ill all
t '
corrung ,o your W
compe e ior
memory with your favorite applications, TSRs
and drivers. And that makes QEMM 7 the
most vital utility you can own.
Our seventh-generation memory manager
is a thoroughbred that helps you get the most
out of your PC toda and tomorrow.

QEMM
User.:s··
Low

available}:;~llpgrades
Y0urdealer

Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 90405 (310) 392-9851 Fax (310) 31
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How we got the chart numbers CPU-486/33 ALR Powcr/busmes~ VEISA machine :tn:! with 16 megs of RAM and runni~ MS-0Cl56. C~risons were done usil the followinfi memoc1s~r1atirs: QEMM 7, QEMM 6.02, MS-0Cl56 MemMaker. ln addition to the dn\ll'r {or dnvers) reqwred by
each memory manager, the~Fl~'\x~~'rm~t.~~~oo~~M, [~~f~~ot~~~Mg~~~\MAR~Rv~g~FJ~Bp~~M
~l~f&arte~Of~~~~~':t;:'!~~~'i~~~~~~~=-tintheAUTOEXEC.BATfile:
Please circle #41 on reader service card.

